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‘The findings of high quality research should be not only accessible to decision makers but also communicated in ways that effectively inform policy, public health, and health care decision making. Research results must be published, documented in internationally accessible registers and archives, and synthesized through systematic reviews’
(World Health Organization (WHO), 2004, p.1)

This chapter introduces the topic addressed in this thesis: challenges involved in the production and use of systematic reviews for policy-making in Mexico. To address this topic, a number of evidence syntheses were conducted together with a primary qualitative study. This chapter briefly frames the subject of the thesis and presents the research questions underlying it. An overview of the structure of the thesis and main methods is provided. 

1.1 Overview of the thesis
In 2004, the World Health Organization (WHO) brought together Ministers of Health from 52 countries in Mexico City to discuss ways in which research could contribute to strengthening health systems and achieving the Millennium Development Goals. Reducing the ‘know-do gap’ was at the heart of the summit and the production of systematic reviews was demanded (WHO, 2004). The initial statement presented above is one of the key messages.
The approach in which the best research evidence available is intended to be used to ensure well-informed decisions in the policy-making process is known as evidence-based policy-making (EBPM) (Oxman et al., 2009). This approach stresses the need of basing policy and practice on knowledge of what works (Nutley & Davies, 2000). It implies ensuring that the relevant research is used appropriately by using systematic and transparent methods (Oxman et al., 2009). Systematic reviews and evidence synthesis are at the centre of this ideal. In the words of Pawson, the systematic review ‘is intended to act as the conduit from the evidence to the policy’ (2006, p.12). 

However, despite the increasing availability of studies summarising available research evidence (Perrier et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2013; Gough et al., 2012; Law et al., 2012) evidence-based policy remains a major challenge and a gap continues to exist in the translation of scientific knowledge into policies and practice (Greenhalgh et al., 2014; Oliver et al., 2014; Moat et al., 2013a; Campbell et al., 2007; Oxman et al., 2007; Brownson et al., 2006; Hanney et al., 2003; Elliott & Popay, 2000). This is the focus of this thesis: the gap in the knowledge-action continuum.

A key contribution of this thesis to the field is that is focused in the context of a middle income country in Latin America (LA). In this region, the ‘evidence-based policy’ topic is gaining greater recognition (Rabadan-Diehl, 2017; Arzt et al., 2014; Lopez et al., 2010; Flores-Crespo, 2004). An example of this is that the Evidence-Informed Policy Network (EVIPNet), a strategy from the WHO to strengthen links between research and policy, has been set up in some countries from LA (EVIPNet Americas Secretariat, 2008). In this context of increased awareness of the need of research to support public decision-making, production of systematic reviews is on the rise (Law et al., 2012).

Mexico is not excluded from this scenario. Policy-making in the country is now considered to be ‘more evidence-based’ (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 2007, p. 11) and as it will be described in Chapter Two, different institutions and teams of researchers are producing syntheses of evidence. Evidence of research-policy links can be found in Mexico in areas such as maternal and child health, nutrition, poverty alleviation or social development (Becerril-Montekio et al., 2016; Langlois et al. 2016; Vargas et al., 2016; Neufeld et al., 2011; Oxman et al., 2010; Rivera, 2009; Levy, 2006). Recently, increases in taxes to tobacco and sugar-sweetened beverages where largely driven by research produced by academics in Mexico (Perez-Escamilla et al., 2017; Lane and Carter, 2012).

However, unlike countries such as Canada, the United States (US) or the United Kingdom (UK) where formalised efforts are driving evidence-informed policy-making nationally (Nutley & Davies, 2000), mandatory and formally articulated mechanisms allowing research to systematically inform the formulation of all policies across health, public health and social care areas do not exist yet (Langlois et al., 2016). In this setting, few empirical studies have explored how the use -or lack- of research is experienced by those involved in the design and implementation of policies (Moreles, 2010; Gonzalez-Block et al., 2008a; Gonzalez-Block et al., 2008b). In other words, evidence-based policies do exist, particularly at the national-level, but little is yet known about how research evidence, including systematic reviews, moves into the policy arena and how research use is perceived by those involved in different levels of decision-making. 

Consequently, an underlying assertion in this thesis is that research, including but not limited to systematic reviews, can contribute to better informed policies. In this sense, the thesis is framed under a traditional public health view of the policy process, which advocates that academic evidence can improve policy-making. However, as will be emphasised, it is not the intention to contend that the evidence-based approach should be the only or the most effective way of policy-making. Rather, the thesis maintains that considering the call for using research in policy-making and the growing interest in and production of systematic reviews, there is a need for reflecting on how to optimise their use amongst policy-makers within this international trend. This is particularly relevant for settings where evidence-based policy-making is still a new approach and where production of systematic reviews and research synthesis is growing.

The term evidence-based policy-making (EBPM) is used herein to refer to the process of using research to underpin decision-making relating to the design, implementation or modification of public policies, programmes or services. In this respect, the thesis adopts a conservative definition of policy-making as a series of defined and more or less rational steps within a cycle. This notion is known as the policy cycle or the 'stagist' approach (Parsons, 1995). In this thesis, it is acknowledged that many other models of policy-making exist and that a call has been made by many scholars to abandon this traditional view of policy-making as a cycle (Cairney, 2016; Weible, 2014; Sabatier, 1991). Currently, many existing models emphasise the influence and role of different key elements involved in policy-making, highlighting that evidence might have less weight in deciding policy issues than what is claimed in the EBPM approach (du Toit, 2012; Smith, 2013). For example, models developed under a Networks Approach to the policy process highlight that policies are shaped by the patterns of interactions between different key actors (Adam & Kriesi, 2007). Networks could influence how the policy agenda is decided (Hanney et al., 2003). Incrementalist models, in turn, are concerned with the incremental nature of policy change, meaning that policy is a gradual and complex process (Smith, 2013). Some scholars claim that policy-making is more about the interplay of ideas rather than the place of evidence (Smith, 2013). While this matter will be discussed in Chapter Two, it is beyond the scope of this research to delve in depth into alternative theories of the policy process. The readers can refer to the work by Sabatier and Weible (2014) who introduce numerous current frameworks or theories of the policy process. 

According to the traditional view of the policy process as a cycle, evidence could be used to inform specific decisions within such steps (Hanney et al., 2003; Lavis et al., 2002). However, this thesis adopts a broad view of research utilisation, as it considers that evidence can also be used for informing longer and more interactive processes involved in the design and implementation of a new policy, programme or service. In connection to this, some existing models explaining how research fits into the policy process are briefly presented in Chapter Two and then revisited during the integration of the findings (Chapter Eight). Rather than using an overarching theory of research use for policy-making, the existing models of research use helped to interpret the findings, by comparing the results with the existing models to identify elements that best resemble the Mexican context. This is in line with a critical realist approach to research where existing theories are used to re-interpret empirical findings.





Figure 1. Overview of the focus and methods of the study

The first element guiding this research relates to the production of relevant systematic reviews to provide recommendations for public policy, that should in turn promote EBPM at the local level. For Mays & Pope (2000) 'research can be relevant when it either adds to knowledge or increases the confidence with which existing knowledge is regarded' (p. 52). In this thesis, the relevance of an evidence synthesis for producing recommendations at the local level in LA will be judged under a context of lack of research present in the region, the 'adds knowledge' part in the above statement, and discussions about validity of available evidence, the 'confidence in knowledge' part.

Under the traditional view of EBPM, recommendations derived from systematic reviews can be questionable if high-quality research was not included as part of the review or if the evidence is not locally applicable (Lavis et al., 2004). That is, the strength of recommendations from a systematic review is linked to the validity of its findings, validity being defined in two domains. Internal validity relates to the assessment of the quality of the studies included, in order to judge if the review is free from bias; while external validity relates to the generalisability or applicability of the findings of the review, to show that the results are robust across settings (Higgins et al., 2011; CRD, 2009).

If internal validity is compromised, the results cannot be considered free from bias and thus it is possible that estimations of an intervention effects might be over or underestimated (Higgins et al., 2011). On the other hand, to guarantee external validity, researchers need to show that the effects of an intervention can be generalised across different settings and populations (Leviton, 2017), however, this could introduce heterogeneity, causing variations in the effects. The traditional EBPM approach assumes that methodologically robust research is the best evidence for policy-making, and therefore priority is given to internal validity over external validity (Leviton, 2017; McGill et al., 2015; du Toit, 2012; Petticrew & Egan, 2006).

To date, the majority of standard systematic reviews are global in scope (Stewart et al., 2012), an aspect that warrants that high-quality studies are located. However, this implies that for many research topics, most of the evidence included will be from high-income countries that are the main producers of research. In LMIC, local evidence can be limited due to restrictions in resources and funding for research (Yousefi-Nooraie et al., 2009; Chinnock et al., 2005). If an evidence-synthesis approach to policy is to be used in LMIC, recommendations could then be derived largely from research conducted under different social and economic contexts (Wang et al., 2006). However, research has shown that effectiveness of interventions is not independent from what happens at a local context (Kok et al., 2012; Kelly et al., 2010). There is now recognition that regardless of the specific setting, all preventive interventions occur within a social context, so that they may be affected by individual, organisational and systems factors that can affect the results as much as the intervention in itself (Kelly et al., 2010; Forman et al., 2009). 

Identifying context-specific factors that hinder or promote the success of programmes can facilitate the successful implementation of promising interventions. A context may relate to an organisation, the system within which the organisation operates, characteristics of the population or services available for such population group (Higgins et al., 2011), or the social and cultural environment (Wang et al., 2006). For Rycroft-Malone (2004), context refers:
'to the environment or setting in which people receive healthcare services, or in the context of getting research evidence into practice, the environment or setting in which the proposed change is to be implemented' (p. 299).

Hence, the applicability of interventions supported by high-quality evidence to a LMIC setting cannot be guaranteed given expected differences in health or social care systems, availability of resources and access to services (Leviton, 2017; Pantoja et al., 2017; Burford (​https:​/​​/​www.sciencedirect.com​/​science​/​article​/​pii​/​S0895435613002631" \l "!​), et al., 2013). There is now an increasing awareness that systematic reviews should consider the applicability of the interventions to populations, settings or contexts (Burford (​https:​/​​/​www.sciencedirect.com​/​science​/​article​/​pii​/​S0895435613002631" \l "!​), et al., 2013; Higgins et al., 2011; Welch et al., 2012; CRD, 2009) and that a programme being successfully used in one setting may not be feasible in another setting or may not work in the same way (Lavis et al., 2009a; Wang et al., 2006). This is particularly true for non-clinical fields where results from primary studies are closely linked to contextual factors (Stewart et al., 2012; Petticrew & Egan, 2006; Wang, 2006; Dobrow et al., 2004). Therefore, while the worldwide focus of the standard review could guarantee internal validity, it could at the same time affect the external validity by providing recommendations of interventions with limited possibility of applicability to a local context. This trade-off between quality or applicability of the evidence in reviews with a focus of regional programming has been raised before in the literature (Stewart et al., 2012). For example, Chinnock (2005) argues for the need of the research community to discuss whether the quality of included studies should be relaxed in order to include studies from LMIC in standard systematic reviews. 

The first core element in this thesis addresses this matter, by using the prevention of youth violence in Mexico as an example of a policy area. As will be detailed in Chapter Two, the prevention of youth violence was chosen because this is an important health problem in LA. As part of this first component, three different synthesis methodologies were used to show problems arising in the production of relevant systematic reviews if the aim is to inform local policy in LA. 

Considering that evidence needs to be robust but to include local data (Rycroft-Malone, 2004), this first component differentiates between findings from studies in LA and those from other parts of the world. This geographic approach to defining context was decided considering that restrictions in socioeconomic conditions and access to basic services are more homogeneous across the countries in the region, and different compared to other settings. For example, an aspect of relevance for the group used in the empirical case study is coverage of education: while 41% of the population aged 15-64 in LA begin tertiary education, only 14% completes this stage, a notably low proportion compared to youths from other countries in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) where 39% graduate from higher education (OECD, 2017). This is described further in Chapter Two.

First, the evidence regarding the effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence in LA was synthesised. The findings of this first review lay foundations to explore whether or not the results compare to those in other parts of the world. Accordingly, a brief review of the international evidence on the effectiveness of interventions is then presented. The two syntheses complemented each other but made evident some inconsistencies between recommendations from local evidence and those ones pointed out by international reviews. Once that issues relating to the availability and validity of findings to provide recommendations at the local level under a traditional EBPM were pointed out, other forms of evidences were explored to continue with the understanding of challenges for the EBPM approach in Mexico. An aspect that has gained popularity in the recent years among the EBPM literature is the awareness of factors affecting the implementation of programmes, since in a policy context this information could facilitate the decision of which interventions to introduce. Therefore, the third synthesis comprised a qualitative evidence synthesis summarising research about the implementation of programmes in LA. It is important to highlight that the aim of this first component of the research (based on three evidence syntheses) is not to develop policy recommendations for the prevention of youth violence, but to use the empirical scenario to show threats for the production systematic reviews to inform local policies.

Once an understanding was gained of some of the challenges for developing public policies recommendations from systematic reviews, there was a need to explore the factors influencing their use, among them, the presentation format of systematic reviews. Thus, the second core element of this thesis relates to the multidimensional factors either limiting or promoting the use of systematic reviews. That is, the factors influencing whether systematic reviews and scientific evidence move from production to their findings being implemented. Internationally, it is recognised that many aspects can influence the use or lack of use of research for policy (Tricco et al., 2016a; Wallace et al., 2012b; Lavis et al., 2005). A substantial amount of research has been dedicated to exploring this issue. For example, research use for policy-making can be influenced by the skills of policy-makers, accessibility, availability and relevance of research and the extent of interaction with researchers amongst many others (Oliver et al., 2014; Innvaer et al., 2002). The second element of the thesis explores this. A further evidence synthesis was conducted comprising an umbrella review (a synthesis of other systematic reviews). The synthesis explored the existing international evidence focusing on factors influencing the use of research by policy-makers, assuming that the factors shaping the use of systematic reviews are similar to those influencing other forms of evidence. The umbrella review led to the development of a framework of the factors influencing the use of research evidence by policy-makers, and methods for presentation of research to non-academic audiences.

Once the international evidence regarding factors influencing the use of research was synthesised, an obvious emerging question was how much of this evidence illustrates the barriers or facilitators faced by policy-makers in Mexico, and whether they face similar or different challenges to those reported in developed countries. More importantly, it became evident that to provide a clear understanding of the uses of systematic reviews in a middle-income country such as Mexico, it was relevant to first understand the context surrounding the use of research in general for policy-making. Thus, the last element giving structure to this thesis focused on exploring whether the use of research is a common practice in the daily task of policy-makers in Mexico. A primary qualitative study involving interviews enabled exploration of the awareness of systematic reviews and the factors influencing the use of research, including presentation of academic research studies. Therefore, this component covers the other extreme of the knowledge-action continuum - one relating to the use of systematic reviews. 

1.2 Aims and research questions
The aim of this research was to explore relationships between research evidence and policy in Mexico with a particular focus on the use of systematic reviews. The specific research questions to be addressed were:
1.	What challenges emerge in the production of relevant evidence syntheses when the aim is to develop local public policy recommendations?
2.	How should syntheses of research evidence be best presented in order to enhance understanding and usage by policy-makers?
3.	How do policy-makers in Mexico experience the use of research and systematic reviews in their institutions and what factors influence their use?
1.3 Epistemology and ontology
The link between assumptions about the world (ontology), the knowledge we can gain (epistemology), and the choice of a methodological approach is highly relevant in a research project (Zachariadis et al., 2013). In this thesis, the research is shaped by a critical realism paradigm. Critical realism as a philosophical stance can help to overcome the gap between the objective-subjective dimensions and can reconcile traditions in research fields where academics have struggled to merge (Clark et al., 2007). Some principles from this paradigm are discussed next and their role in building the ontology–methodology link in this study (Zachariadis et al., 2013).

The way that social research is carried out is based on an ontological viewpoint (Walliman, 2016). Ontology relates to notions of the nature of reality (Danermark et al., 2002). In social research, ontologically positions are traditionally seen as reflecting two main and contrasting theoretical stances: one proposing that a real world exists independently of our perceptions (realism); and another according to which there is no external reality and what exists is ideas (idealism) (Spencer et al., 2003). Since the views about reality determine what is regarded as legitimate knowledge, the ontological position then shapes the epistemological considerations (Walliman, 2016), that is, the views about the nature of knowledge and how the world should be studied (Bryman, 2016; Spencer et al., 2003). 

Regarding epistemology, two doctrines are key to understanding the roots of critical realism: positivism, advocating for the application of the traditional scientific method in natural sciences to the study of social reality (only the events confirmed by the senses can be warranted as knowledge); and interpretivism, which shares the view that people and objects of the natural sciences are fundamentally different and thus social sciences requires a different logic of research exploring subjective meanings (Bryman, 2016). Traditionally, quantitative and qualitative research methodologies are depicted as opposite positions representing the mentioned epistemological and ontological orientations. Quantitative research is associated with positivism/realism while qualitative research is associated with interpretivism/idealism. Research synthesis studies particularly in the traditional method of systematic reviews are viewed by many as positivist/realist (Sandelowski et al., 2012).

Critical realism is in the middle of this spectrum of positions (Modell, 2017; Barnett-Page & Thomas, 2009; Spencer et al., 2003); it holds that a real world exists independently of people’s perceptions, but part of that world consists of subjective interpretations and constructions (Edwards et al., 2014; Maxwell & Mittapalli, 2010). Unlike positivism, which equates reality with observable events, and constructionism, which reduces ontology to discourse, critical realists adhere to a stratified ontology (Edwards et al., 2014). Bhaskar (2008) proposed that reality is comprised by three domains: the real (mechanisms with causal powers); the actual (events); and the empirical (the human experiences of such events) (see Figure 2 below). Mechanisms cause events that are experienced by people. Mechanisms are unobservable, while events may or may not be observable. An event becomes an empirical observable fact when it is experienced by a person. The aim of critical realist research is unveiling the underlying causal structures causing events.
Figure 2. Stratified ontology in critical realism and relation to the subject of this thesis


A methodological implication of the stratified ontology in critical realism is that to have access to the underlying causal structures or mechanisms, the perceiver (researcher) needs to be theoretically informed (Bhaskar, 2008; Danermark et al., 2002). The mechanisms, as they are not observable, are inferred through empirical investigation and theory construction (McEvoy & Richards, 2006). From this it follows that critical realism is not limited to the recording of empirical facts; rather, it claims that theory and concepts are also needed. It adopts a ‘critical methodological pluralism’ where the use of quantitative and qualitative methodologies is compatible to reveal different facets of the reality (Zachariadis et al., 2013; Maxwell and Mittapalli, 2010; Modell, 2007; McEvoy and Richards, 2006; Danermark et al., 2002; Downward et al., 2002). Methods are 'redescriptive devices' that unveil different views of events that inform each other (Zachariadis et al., 2013). 

The distinction that critical realism makes between individual observable phenomena, and unobservable and complex generative mechanisms has also implications in terms of the type of reasoning used to gain knowledge. The logic of inference in critical realism is neither deductive where general theories are transformed into hypotheses that are tested under specific conditions, nor inductive where specific observations are analysed to develop theories. Critical realist researchers develop understanding by retroduction (or abduction​[1]​) (Bryman, 2016; Modell, 2007; McEvoy & Richards, 2006). Retroduction involves combining empirical observations and developing theoretical propositions of the most plausible explanations of underlying mechanisms, by using the best existing theories (Edwards et al., 2014; Sandelowski et al., 2012; Modell, 2007). Previously identified theories act as frameworks to either reinterpret new empirical occurrences (re-description) or to understand them within a different context (re-contextualisation) (Danermark et al., 2002). For example, in this thesis, by building a Framework from the synthesis of international evidence and testing it within the specific context of policy-making in Mexico, a re-contextualisation of the factors influencing research use was possible. 

In critical realism, unpredictability is implicit because the structures causing events can only be revealed partially (Downward et al., 2002). In this sense, it avoids strong claims of causality (Modell, 2017). The causal laws are not empirical statements about events or synthetic a priori statements (Bhaskar, 2008; Bhaskar, 1998). Explanatory non-prediction is prioritised, meaning that claims are made about knowledge but a prediction of events is not made (Danermark et al., 2002). Since critical realism looks for deeper levels of explanation and understanding (McEvoy & Richards, 2006), the findings from this study go beyond describing tendencies in the use of systematic reviews and research (event). Rather, the research aimed to gain an understanding of the phenomenon of research use.

1.4 The use of a mixed-methods approach
This thesis presents a mixed-methods study where evidence synthesis is combined with a primary qualitative study. While the label of mixed-methods design generally applies to the use of quantitative and qualitative data, another form is to combine secondary research such as systematic reviews with a primary qualitative research (O'Cathain, 2006; Lavis et al., 2005). The overall design of this study is presented next following key elements from the Good Reporting of A Mixed Methods Study guide (the GRAMMS model) proposed by O'Cathain et al. (2008) to orientate the reporting of a mixed-methods study.

Justification. A mixed-methods approach was used with the purpose of complementarity (Bryman, 1992; O’Cathain et al., 2010; O'Cathain et al., 2007; Bryman, 2006; McEvoy & Richards, 2006; O'Cathain, 2006). This means that each of the methodological components explored different but linked research questions that together, contributed to explain the phenomenon of systematic reviews for policy-making in Mexico. This is congruent with critical realism, since it is by combining research methods that different levels of abstraction are gained, and therefore an understanding of underlying generative mechanisms (Zachariadis et al., 2013).

Research question one (what challenges emerge in the production of locally-valuable synthesis for developing public policies recommendations?) was explored in the first methodological component (evidence syntheses in youth violence). Research questions two (how should syntheses of research evidence be best presented to enhance usage by policy-makers?) and three (how do policy-makers experience the use of research and systematic reviews in their institutions and what factors influence their use?) were explored by methodological components two (umbrella review factors influencing the use of research) and three (qualitative study).






The nature of the mixed-methods design corresponds to the 'use together' approach, since the methodological components remained separated both in the implementation and analysis phase (Sandelowski, 2014). Specific methodological details of each component are presented individually in Chapters Three to Seven while limitations are addressed in Chapter Eight.

Integration. A mixed-method design goes beyond collecting two strands of different sources of data; and rather involves the connection of such two strands through integration which is the interaction between the different components of a study that can occur at different stages of the research (Creswell, 2010; O’Cathain et al., 2010; Kroll & Neri, 2009). The integration in this study occurred at three stages (Fetters et al., 2013):
	Study design level: Integration was first achieved when the aim of each individual systematic review (first methodological component) was informed sequentially; that is, each review informed the subsequent one. Integration also occurred since the aim of the qualitative study (third component) was shaped after conducting the review of factors influencing the use of research (second component).
	Methods and analysis level: This took place when the findings from the umbrella review of influencing factors (second component) served as a theoretical framework to analyse the findings from the qualitative study (third component).
	Interpretation/reporting level: Integration occurred using a narrative and contiguous approach, where findings from each of the three methodological components are presented in different chapters and then the implications of each are brought together in the discussion chapter (O’Cathain, 2009). Mixed-methods matrices were used.
1.5 Structure of the thesis
While many doctoral theses involve a systematic review, usually this is carried out to provide background to the main study. In contrast, in this thesis the systematic reviews are part of the methods used, accompanied by a primary qualitative study. Therefore, the thesis is not presented in the background-methods-results-conclusions structure. Rather, it builds from the five research studies which are presented as individual chapters following the sequence of the design of the overall study, complemented with background, integration and conclusions chapters. This corresponds to a segregated model of reporting of mixed-methods studies (O’Cathain, 2009).

In Chapter Two, an overview of the literature pertaining to EBPM is presented, which helps to frame this thesis within the broad literature pertaining to this topic. Some concepts are introduced and models explaining how research use fits into the policy process will be briefly portrayed. In addition, the issue of youth violence in Mexico and LA as a public health concern is also addressed in this Chapter.

Chapter Three presents the first of the five individual studies. The chapter reports the results of a systematic review focusing on the effects of interventions to prevent youth violence in LA. The evidence on this subject is identified and synthesised. Then, in Chapter Four a brief international review of other systematic reviews is presented exploring the existing evidence regarding the effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence throughout the world. The findings serve as a comparison with the evidence identified in Chapter Three.

Chapter Five presents the third synthesis on the topic of youth violence: a qualitative evidence synthesis addressing factors influencing the implementation of programmes to prevent youth violence in LA. The review presents some barriers and facilitators that can affect the successful implementation of preventive programmes in the regional context.

Then, Chapter Six introduces the second methodological component of this thesis. The chapter synthesise other existing reviews focusing on the factors found to influence the use of research for policy-making. It also briefly addresses issues relating to the preferred methods of presentation of research for policy-makers.

Chapter Seven presents the third methodological component of this thesis: a primary qualitative study in Mexico. The chapter presents decision-makers’ views, awareness and uses of research and systematic reviews. It also addresses the factors affecting such use and compares them to those identified in the literature presented on Chapter Six. The study also addresses issues of the formatting of academic papers for a non-academic audience.






Background to the study: concepts and definitions

The current EBPM approach was largely driven by the commitment from the UK Government to evidence-based policy in the 90's (Smith, 2013; du Toit, 2012; Nutley & Davies, 2000). To date, The EBPM approach has been incorporated into many spheres of public administration in the UK. For example, evidence-based policy has a long tradition now in public services and a research culture exists to different degrees in sectors such as health, social care, social work, education, justice, welfare, among others (Nutley & Davies, 2000). 

However, the pathway between production of scientific knowledge and the applicability of such knowledge in public policies is not straightforward (Dobbins et al., 2001b; Research and Policy in Development (RAPID) programme, 2004; Sutcliffe & Court, 2005; Graham et al., 2006). In this regard, today it is recognised that a gap exists in the systematic translation of scientific knowledge into policies (Greenhalgh et al., 2014; Oliver et al., 2014; Moat et al., 2013a; Campbell et al., 2007; Oxman et al., 2007; Brownson et al., 2006; Hanney et al., 2003; Elliott & Popay, 2000). The awareness of this gap has led to a proliferation of research and rethinking about the key propositions of EBPM.

This chapter introduces some key concepts and notions in the EBPM debate. While the debate around the EBPM approach has resulted in a wide range of perspectives and propositions, it is not the intention of this thesis to provide a comprehensive account of the diverse theories or models developed in light of criticisms to the traditional EBPM approach. Instead, and as will be described, the thesis largely relies on a traditional view of policy-making as a series of steps where decision-making occurs and where evidence can be used. Some of the criticisms made to this traditional model are acknowledged and used to introduce key notions in the current EBPM debate. Three main themes are addressed here: research synthesis and systematic reviews; notions and key concepts in EBPM; and policy-making in Mexico. The Chapter discusses recent trends in methodologies of research synthesis in order to show the popularity of this type of methodology globally, and will help frame the thesis within the broad literature relevant to EBPM. A brief panorama of the situation of youth violence in Mexico and LA is outlined at the end of the Chapter, with the aim of presenting a rationale behind the choice of youth violence as the case study topic. The literature discussed in this chapter is not based on a systematic review but on a brief overview of the literature in the field.

2.1 The popularity of evidence synthesis 
One of the key characteristics of the current approach to EBPM is the use of synthesis of existing research to inform public policies (Pawson, 2006). Syntheses of research in the form of systematic reviews are the core methodological element of the current EBPM approach (Garside, 2014). While the idea of using research to support policy-making is not new, the intersection between new methodologies of research, particularly synthesis of existing research, and topics from the policy field has underpinned a novel and stimulating area (Pawson, 2006). 

Evidence synthesis is a transparent and systematic way of summarising the results of individual research, intended to provide the 'best' available evidence for practice and decision-making (Mallidou, 2014). Also referred to as research or knowledge synthesis and second-generation knowledge, it involves the application of reproducible methods for the identification, appraisal, and synthesis of studies to answer specific research questions (Graham et al., 2006). 

In the last decades, there has been a growth in the interest around evidence synthesis that has resulted is what is known as the ‘evidence movement’, where organisations are producing high-quality syntheses of available research (Popay & Roberts, 2006). Initially dominated by the use of quantitative evidence in the form of randomised controlled trials (RCT) in the standard systematic review, methods for review have undergone rapid development (Gough et al., 2012). ‘Research synthesis’ represents now a whole new discipline with its own methodological relevance and criteria (Mallidou, 2014; Suri & Clarke, 2009). In this thesis, ‘evidence synthesis’ or 'research synthesis' will be used as an umbrella term referring to the broad range of methodologies of knowledge synthesis available.

While the systematic review is the most popular form of evidence synthesis, others have proliferated substantially in the last decade. Many of these methodologies emerged to answer to different research questions beyond that of the effectiveness of interventions, to produce more meaningful answers to public health or policy questions or to deal with the needs of users (Kaltenthaler et al., 2016; Straus et al., 2016; Tricco et al., 2016c; Mallidou, 2014; Whittemore et al., 2014; Hannes et al., 2013; Sandelowski et al., 2012; Snilstveit et al., 2012; Tricco et al., 2011; Baxter et al., 2010; Barnett-Page & Thomas, 2009; Grant & Booth, 2009; Suri & Clarke, 2009; Graham et al., 2006; Popay & Roberts, 2006; Pope & Mays, 2006; Pope et al., 2006; Clancy & Cronin, 2005; Dixon-Woods et al., 2005; Greenhalgh et al., 2005; Harden & Thomas, 2005; Dixon-Woods et al., 2004). For example, in a review published in 2009, 14 different types of review methods were described (Grant & Booth, 2009). More recently, a review of emergent review methods identified 25 new synthesis methods different to the systematic review across the fields of health, education, sociology and philosophy (Tricco et al., 2016c).

The differences between the evolving methodologies for synthesis can be explained by features such as the epistemological orientation, the aim of the review, the type of evidence explored and the type of synthesis performed (Booth et al., 2016; Gough et al., 2012; Sandelowski et al., 2012; Barnett-Page & Thomas, 2009; Suri & Clarke, 2009). Reviews can be based exclusively on quantitative evidence in the form of systematic reviews, or can be based purely on qualitative research, receiving the umbrella term of qualitative evidence synthesis. Where reviews incorporate both quantitative and qualitative research studies, the review is considered a mixed-methods review (Tricco et al., 2016c; Grant & Booth, 2009). In addition, the resources available for the review can also be a distinctive feature since complex methodologies such as mixed methods synthesis, are likely to demand more time and resources. Accordingly, methods to expedite the review process are being increasingly demanded (Kaltenthaler et al., 2016; Gough et al., 2012).

Another key consideration is whether a review aims to aggregate or configure information. Under an ‘aggregative’ logic, the primary studies are adding up empirical observations to contribute to a summary of the research, generally with the aim of informing public decisions; while in a ‘configuring’ one, studies are rearranging and developing concepts through in-depth analysis, with the aim of providing new ways of understanding (Britten et al., 2017; Gough, 2013; Gough et al., 2012).

Some of the alternative approaches to synthesis emerging in the recent years are briefly described next. An exhaustive compilation of all the existing methods is not provided as it is not the aim of the thesis to discuss the features of each in depth or to identify the most appropriate method for LMIC settings. These methodologies are presented only as a way of showing the increasing popularity of evidence synthesis methodologies amongst academia. The next few methods were selected because they are used in this research. An exception is made with scoping reviews and realist synthesis that are not used in this thesis but are described because both are among the most popular forms of evidence synthesis published in recent years (Perrier et al., 2016; Tricco et al., 2016b).

2.1.1 Systematic reviews and meta-analysis
Systematic reviews are a core element in the evidence-based movement (Garside, 2014). A systematic review is a review of the literature undertaken using a ‘systematic’ approach that involves clear and reproducible methods (Gough et al., 2012), intended to provide a reliable synthesis of the effects of an intervention (Green et al., 2011). Traditionally they answer the question of ‘what works best’, relying on the results of randomised controlled trials (Klein, 2000). They provide a summary of the effects of an intervention and information about the quality of studies (Resch et al., 2013).

The popularity of systematic reviews is linked to the creation of the Cochrane Collaboration in 1993. The Cochrane Collaboration is an organisation focusing on producing and promoting the use of systematic reviews of health interventions to contribute to health-related decisions. This organisation has been a key player in the field because of its success in promoting a rigorous and structured model of systematic review (Chandler & Hopewell, 2013). The Cochrane approach to review includes the following key features (Green et al., 2011):
	A clearly stated objective
	Clear pre-defined eligibility criteria for studies
	A reproducible methodology explicitly described
	A systematic search to locate all the studies meeting the eligibility criteria
	Assessment of the validity of the findings of the included studies
	Systematic presentation and synthesis of the included studies

In general, there is agreement that a robust and rigorous systematic review should:
‘focus on a well-defined question and use appropriate methods. A comprehensive search should have been carried out, clear and appropriate criteria used to select or reject studies, and the process of assessing study quality, extracting and synthesising data should have been unbiased, reproducible and transparent’ (CRD, 2009,  p.3)

Systematic reviews may or may not contain a meta-analysis. A meta-analysis is the use of statistical methods to provide a more precise numerical estimate of the effects of an intervention by combining the data from individual studies (Green et al., 2011). The basic principle of the meta-analysis can be that ‘every primary research finding that is included in the meta-analysis should be converted into an effect size’ (Suri & Clarke, 2009, p.399).

For three decades, systematic reviews and meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials, especially those conducted by the Cochrane Collaboration, have been a crucial part of health-care research and policy (Chandler & Hopewell, 2013; Lavis et al., 2005). Now, in addition to the Cochrane Collaboration, many other organisations such as the Campbell Collaboration, the Joanna Briggs Institute, 3ie, the EPPI Centre and the CRD-York are dedicated to the promotion of systematic reviews of diverse topics beyond clinical subjects and effectiveness. 

As a consequence, the volume of systematic reviews published in the last decades has risen sizeably (Perrier et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2013; Gough et al., 2012; Law et al., 2012; Bastian et al., 2010). While in 1991 the Pubmed database had 1,024 articles tagged as systematic reviews, in 2014 there were 28,959 (Ioannidis, 2016) and the publication of Cochrane systematic reviews has increased from 32 to 718 reviews per year (Shen et al., 2013). 

However, the adequacy of the standard Cochrane approach focused on the use of RCTs as the gold standard, has been questioned when the aim is to synthesise research from non-clinical areas such as public health or social development interventions where RCTs are not always feasible (Stewart, van Rooyen & de Wet, 2012; Baxter et al., 2010; Petticrew & Egan, 2006), when there is a need of incorporating other sources of evidence beyond that from RCT (Dixon-Woods et al., 2005) or when questions other than effectiveness are explored (Tricco et al., 2016c). Given the high demand for reviews that incorporate other forms of evidence such as theoretical models, economic studies or qualitative research, systematic reviews now have expanded and even the Cochrane Collaboration has developed guidance to incorporate other forms of evidence.

2.1.2 Rapid/brief reviews
Policy-makers often require information in a limited time-frame. Rapid or brief reviews deal with this requirement. They follow all or most of the stages in a standard systematic review, however some of these stages are limited depending on the resources and time available for the review (Mallidou, 2014; Gough et al., 2012). For example, restrictions can be imposed on the comprehensiveness of the search strategy or the rigour in the quality appraisal. For Abrami et al. (2010), the most appropriate term for this method should be instead ‘brief review’, as the concept of ‘rapid review’ suggests implications in terms of the timeframe only. However, reducing the scope can also contribute to a faster and less expensive process by limiting:
	the breadth of the question explored
	the publication time of the evidence included
	the geographic boundaries of the evidence
	the depth and detail of analyses
	more restrictive study inclusion criteria (Abrami et al., 2010).

Despite imposing some limitations and thus increasing the risk of bias, rapid review methods look to reduce the time in the production of a review while trying to have the minimal impact on the validity of the results (Kaltenthaler et al., 2016).

2.1.3 Umbrella reviews/overview of reviews
This method was developed as a way of dealing with the increasing amount of existing syntheses. An umbrella review (overview of reviews) is a review of other existing systematic reviews. It brings together results from other existing systematic reviews in a specific field following a similar format and method as that of systematic reviews (Becker & Oxman, 2011). That is, overviews share the same structure as reviews of primary studies, with the exception that systematic reviews are included rather than individual original studies (Becker & Oxman, 2011). This methodology is inclusive of diverse types of evidence, and thus they can be based on different forms of reviews (Aromataris et al., 2014; Aromataris et al., 2015). The Cochrane approach to overviews (Cochrane Overviews) aims to overview the existing Cochrane intervention reviews synthesising the effects of two or more interventions for a health problem (Becker & Oxman, 2011). An overview of existing reviews allows a broad description of the evidence base in relation to a research question and is particularly helpful to highlight contradictory findings in the literature (Aromataris et al., 2014; Aromataris et al., 2015).

2.1.4 Framework Synthesis
This method is considered a form of synthesising data within a review, and not necessarily a whole new review method as it uses the key features and steps in systematic reviews. The framework synthesis uses the same principles of framework analysis in primary research, that are applied then within a systematic review to label the ‘data’ from individual studies (Dixon-Woods, 2011; Oliver et al., 2008), where the individual studies are identified via standard systematic review methods (Carroll et al., 2013). Similarly to framework analysis, framework synthesis is based on identifying concepts or themes in advance (the framework) that are transformed into categories of codes that are then applied to findings from individual studies (Snilstveit et al., 2012; Dixon-Woods, 2011). At the same time, it remains open to detect new themes that may emerge from the data in the included studies and that are re-organised within the framework. 

Oliver et al. (2008) described the next iterative steps as part of their framework approach used in a synthesis: 1) familiarization with the literature; 2) developing gradually and iteratively a conceptual framework based on theoretical and empirical literature and the expertise of the research team; 3) applying the framework systematically to evidence from the studies included in the review; 4) and constructing a chart for each key dimension (Oliver et al., 2008). One of the many benefits of such an approach is that it can help to integrate primary data with secondary data or quantitative and qualitative data (Booth & Carroll, 2015). It facilitates presenting the findings in tables or figures to obtain a graphical representation of how the data from the review matches the existing framework (Snilstveit et al., 2012). 

More recently, a particular form of framework synthesis has been described in the evidence-synthesis literature under the label 'Best fit' framework synthesis. The key distinctive feature of the 'Best fit' approach as compared to other framework synthesis, is that it requires identification of a pre-existing relevant framework, theory or model that is reduced to key elements that will form themes of the a priori framework (Carroll et al., 2013). The pre-existing model or framework does not need to match completely the topic of the review, but it needs to show that it is a 'best-fit' against which to code the data from the individual studies (Carroll et al., 2011). The evidence of the individual studies is then coded systematically using the key themes from the a priori framework, remaining flexible to code new themes emerging from the data (Carroll, et al., 2013).

The pre-existing framework or model used to code the data is identified within the available literature and in some cases, a single theory or framework will be comprehensive enough for the a priori framework (Booth & Carroll, 2015). This approach could be particularly useful when a synthesis is conducted within strict timeframes, because much of the data will be coded against a pre-identified framework (Carroll et al., 2013; Carroll et al., 2011). Authors of the best fit framework synthesis identify the next steps in their approach: 1) Definition of a review topic; 2) comprehensive and systematic search of literature to identify as many relevant publications as possible. In a parallel process, the research team identifies, either purposively or opportunistically, theories or methods as a starting point for the best fit framework; 3) data extraction from the individual included studies and also in a parallel process, deconstitution of the themes or key elements from the model or framework into a single pragmatic framework; 4) coding of the individual studies against the a priori framework; 5) modification of the framework by adding additional concepts or themes that emerge from the data using thematic analysis; 6) Creation of a new final expanded thematic framework; and 7) explore relationships between themes to create a model (Booth & Carroll, 2015).

2.1.5 Scoping/mapping reviews
The scoping/mapping approach can be regarded as a method to map the literature in the topic of interest (Arksey & O'Malley, 2005). A scoping review aims to map the quantity of the literature and identifying research gaps (Mallidou, 2014). Scoping reviews are often used to clarify concepts, and are particularly useful when the literature is complex or heterogeneous and thus the standard approach of systematic review cannot be applied (Peters et al., 2015). Unlike systematic reviews, a scoping study does not focus on a specific research question but rather on a broad one, and it does not include an assessment of the quality of the individual studies (Arksey & O'Malley, 2005). A variety of study designs are considered, depending on decisions made by the review team (Peters et al., 2015).

While usually scoping and mapping reviews are portrayed as the same method, some authors argue that they are two different methodologies. Grant & Booth (2009) state that the aim of a scoping review is to identify the characteristics and extent of the evidence available in a field, while a mapping review looks to identify gaps in the literature to commission new research. In any case, this method of synthesis has become increasingly popular, and an evident rise in the numbers of papers published in the form of scoping reviews has been observed since 2012 (Tricco et al., 2016b).

2.1.6 Realist synthesis
Created by Ray Pawson, this theory-driven approach has become highly popular in recent years and is now one of the most published forms of emergent reviews (Perrier et al., 2016). Realist reviews can be described as ‘iterative multi-component mixed method reviews (configuring and aggregative)’ (Gough, 2013). Rather than reporting whether a programme works or not, this methodology seeks to inform regarding the underlying conditions that make a programme successful (Edwards et al., 2014; Sheldon, 2005) by examining the links between context, mechanism and outcome (Gough, 2013). Under a realist perspective of synthesis, the question is not about what works but rather ‘what is it about this programme that works for whom in what circumstances?’ (Pawson, 2005, p.22). It focuses on a programme and then identifies existing theories (Dixon-Woods et al., 2005) to explore the mechanisms explaining how programmes work in a particular setting (Pawson et al., 2005).

While a realist synthesis involves similar stages to the standard systematic review, some key notable features differentiate both methods (Rycroft-Malone et al., 2012a). In realist reviews, the starting point is theoretical (Sheldon, 2005) and the search for evidence is purposive or through snowballing. The unit of analysis is the theory, that is, the assumptions about how the intervention works (Edwards et al., 2014). The synthesis focuses on developing an understanding of why and how the programme works for whom and thus, its purpose is explanation and it is done in order to refine theory (Pawson et al., 2005). Quality appraisal is also considered however realist reviewers reject the notion of hierarchical research as a reflection of quality because this type of review relies extensively on the use of diverse forms of evidence (Pawson et al., 2005). Quality appraisal is then largely based on the judgement of the reviewer (Mallidou, 2014). The realist approach is not standardisable or reproducible and no development of a protocol is involved (Pawson, 2005). 

Therefore, as described, a wide range of alternatives to synthesis exists. However, in the context of some LMIC, the standard effectiveness review continues to be the main approach to synthesis used and its production is increasing. This section will highlight that considering that many methodologies now exist that could accommodate different policy needs, there is the opportunity for questioning the relevance of the standard review for informing local policies in LMIC and promote awareness of other methodologies to explore their relevance in the policy context.

2.2 Key notions from the evidence-based policy-making approach
The key assumption behind the EBPM approach is that policies that are informed by research from previous initiatives will be more effective; and a consensus seems to exist in the literature supporting this claim (Oxman et al., 2009; Court & Cotterrell, 2006; Sutcliffe & Court, 2005; Hanney et al., 2003). Klein (2000) explains why the notion of EBPM is as appealingly as simple:
‘just as no-one would argue that clinicians should practise medicine without regard to evidence, so it would seem an incontestable, self-evident proposition that policy-makers should base their decisions on evidence’

However, the EBPM approach has been the matter of much debate. Cairney for example, argues that the EBPM concept is more aspirational rather than a possibility:
‘“evidence” is assertion backed by information. “Based” is a metaphor. “Policy” is one of the worst defined words in politics. Policymaking implies there is a policymaker, but we don’t always know who it is. This seems like a semantic discussion, but there is a lot of confusion in the EBPM literature because people begin by complaining that they don’t have it without really saying what it is’ (2016, p.4)

In a similar line, du Toit (2012) argues that the EBPM approach is a normative discourse, since it describes what would be a desirable relationship between evidence and policy, but offers little guidance to understand what policy-making is about. Therefore, within the EBPM literature, a need to rethink not only the way in which evidence is produced but also how it is validated, disseminated and adopted has been emphasised (Nutley & Davies, 2000). 

One critique to the EBPM approach is that it has strongly focused on the evidence base, as suggested by the progress in methodologies highlighted in the previous section, and not so much on the decision-making context (Smith, 2013; Dobrow et al., 2004). Now, it is widely acknowledged that while researchers may provide relevant knowledge for policy-making, there is a need to understand how policy actors operate within the policy-making context (Cairney, 2016). The next section presents some key notions relating to views of the policy-making process, the potential uses of evidence within this context, and current approaches to link policy and research encompassed within the implementation science field.

2.2.1 The policy process
The UK commitment to evidence-informed policy driving the current EBPM approach, was largely based on a conceptualisation of a rational and instrumental relationship between policy and research (Smith, 2003). In this sense, the model of policy that the traditional EBPM advocates matches one of the earliest conceptualisations of the policy process; that of a policy as a rational process that follows specific stages where evidence can be used (Weible, 2014; Parsons, 1995). 

The traditional view of the policy process as a cycle of activities is usually referred to as the ‘policy cycle’, the 'stagist model' or the 'stages heuristic'. To date, the policy cycle is the most referenced model in policy analysis (Parsons, 1995). According to this perspective, a policy can be portrayed as a cycle comprising different stages where decision-making takes place:
‘if we define decision-making as a process in which choices are made or a preferred option is selected then the notion of decision involves a point or series of points in time and space when policy-makers allocate values. Decision-making in this sense extends throughout the policy cycle’ (Parsons, 1995, p.245)

Under this view of the policy process, the next sequential areas of activity are often identified (Sutcliffe & Court, 2005; Hanney et al., 2003; Lavis et al., 2002; Parsons, 1995):
	Problem definition/agenda setting:  awareness of and priority given to a specific problem
	Constructing the Policy alternatives/policy formulation: identifying and evaluating alternative solutions, options
	Choice of policy: selection of preferred policy option
	Policy implementation: the forms and nature of policy administration and activities on the ground
	Monitoring and evaluation: monitoring and assessing the impact of a policy

Ideally, research could be used to inform decisions in any of these stages. However, the stages heuristic model has been largely criticised for visualising the policy process from a simplistic view point (Black, 2001; Klein, 2000). Such a simplistic view involves having a narrow understanding of what policy-making is about (du Toit, 2012). For example, Hudson & Lowe (2009) depict this model as:
'a common-sense cycle of connected activities based on a more or less rational plan -a problem arises, research is conducted, a policy is designed and finally there is the moment of delivery' (p. 4)

In this regard, Sabatier (2007) argues that the notion of a single policy cycle simplifies a process that in reality consists of diverse and interacting cycles involving numerous policy proposals. Now there is recognition that the unavoidably political nature of the policy-making process makes EBPM a complex process (Bowen et al., 2009; Lomas, 2007; Greenhalgh & Russell, 2006; Sutcliffe & Court, 2005; Lomas, 1997). Alternative models of the policy process emphasise the messier nature of policy-making. For example, Incrementalist models of the policy process highlight the complexity of the policy-making process and imply that policy change and policy learning are gradual, and occurring over large periods of time rather than in clear movements towards goals (Smith, 2013; Hanney et al., 2003).

Another way in which the notion of a policy cycle model simplifies the policy process is by assuming that it is driven by a small number of policy actors, ignoring the real multiple levels and interactions of different actors (Cairney, 2016; Sabatier, 2007; Parsons, 1995; Majchrzak, 1984). On the one hand, policies can vary from national health policies to clinical guidelines (Hanney et al., 2003). A further distinction should be made between governance policies, relating to organisational and financial structures; service policies, covering the pattern of services and issues of resource allocation; and practice policies, relating to the use of resources by clinical practitioners (Black, 2001; Webb & Wistow, 1986). This thesis focuses on the first two; policy-making will be used primarily in preference to decision-making.

On the other hand, there are different actors involved in the different stages of decision-making. For Hanney et al. (2003), the actors involved in policy-making are those in positions of authority making the choices, and can include the people making the policy such as government ministers and officials, local health service managers or representatives of a professional body. They can also be perceived as decision-makers in upper, middle and lower levels (Innvaer et al., 2002); as parties to a process operating at the macro, meso and micro level (Bell, 2010); or as health ministers, political staff, or senior civil servants (Lavis et al., 2009a, Lavis et al., 2004). The definition of policy-making therefore excludes the use of evidence by clinical practitioners acting at the individual patient level. Accordingly, this thesis also does. Linked to this, another prevalent notion among alternative theories of the policy process, the Networks approach, emphasises the relationship between policy-makers and different interest groups, with a focus on how this link can influence policies (Hanney et al., 2003). Because policy-making involves a large number of actors, the Networks approach emphasises this feature of the policy process, and claims that such process is not controlled by isolated state actors alone but rather, it is characterised by the interactions among them (Adam & Kriesi, 2007). That is, the focus is not on the different actors but on the relationships among them.

Therefore, in view of the large criticisms to the policy model that the EBPM approach advocates, alternative perspectives of the policy process have emerged (Cairney, 2016; Sabatier & Weible, 2014; Breton & Leeuw, 2010; Hudson & Lowe, 2009; Hanney et al., 2003; Sabatier, 1991). For example, Sabatier & Weible (2014) present an account of current frameworks or theories of the policy process. Just to mention some examples, the authors introduce alternative theoretical perspectives such as the Punctuated Equilibrium Theory, the Multiple Streams model, the Social Construction Framework, the Policy Feedback Theory, the Advocacy Coalition Framework, the Narrative Policy Framework and the Institutional Analysis and Development Framework. All these theories are informed by, or aligned to different perspectives of the policy process.

However, even after the wave of criticisms from scholars (Cairney, 2016; Hudson & Lowe, 2009; Sabatier, 2007) the policy cycle is still commonly referred in the literature to portray the policy process. By dividing the process into specific stages, the policy cycle is considered useful as a tool for organising key elements of a very complex process (Weible, 2014; Sabatier, 2007; Parsons, 1995). It is precisely because of this feature that it was found useful in this research, since it is not the aim to contribute to policy-process research but to present an empirical study of the use of systematic reviews in policy-making. The policy cycle served as a guide to facilitate the understanding of some features of the policy context in Mexico. In the end, given the complex context of policy-making, there is the need of 'simplifying the situation in order to have any chance of understanding it' (Sabatier, 2007). 

2.2.2 Models of research use in policy-making 
According to a view of the policy process as a cycle, research could be influential at each of the different stages of policy-making (Hanney et al., 2003; Lavis et al., 2002; Parsons, 1995). Much of the current literature on EBPM is directed at exploring why research is used or not by policy-makers. Cumulative research in this sense exhibits the many obstacles limiting evidence-based policy and the many others facilitating research use (Oliver et al., 2014; Hanney et al., 2003; Innvaer et al., 2002). Theoretical and empirical thinking has also been developed on how to promote the uses of research for public decision-making (Greenhalgh et al., 2014; Chambers & Wilson, 2012; Lewis, 2007; Greenhalgh & Russell, 2006; Lavis et al., 2006; Research and Policy in Development (RAPID) programme, 2004; Dobbins et al., 2002; Simpson, 2002; Elliott & Popay, 2000; Lomas et al., 1993). Therefore, in looking to explore or promote the uses of research and systematic reviews in policy-making, defining the notion of use is critical.

One of the most used typologies of research use derives from the work by Weiss (1998) who considers three categories of use: instrumental, conceptual and selective use. Instrumental use refers to a more direct use of research results to influence decisions made by policy-makers. It could be a decision relating to modifying, implementing or ending a programme or policy based on what the evidence is showing. Conceptual use, also referred to as enlightening, implies that research findings are not used directly to affect a specific programme or services but rather are used to promote new ideas, understandings and insights among decision-makers. In other words, it does not necessarily result in a specific decision about a specific programme. Selective use on the other hand, also known as symbolic use, is when research is used selectively by policy-makers to legitimise a predetermined position or courses of action (or inaction). For example, research could be used politically to gain supporters (Nutley et al., 2003; Innvaer et al., 2002; Weiss, 1998). Traditionally, the acknowledgement of the knowledge-practice gap is based on a notion of research use defined in instrumental terms (Nutley et al., 2003).

In line with these different types of research use, many models have been proposed to describe how research fits into the policy process. Armstrong et al. (2001), Hanney et al. (2003) and Smith (2013) provide a practical account of some of these models:
	A knowledge-driven model in which research provide the necessary pressure for a policy to develop in line with new knowledge. This model suggests a linear relationship of research driving policy.
	A problem-solving model, in which a policy problem is first recognised, prompting research with the aim of providing evidence on which to base policy solutions. This model also depicts a linear relationship.
	A political model, where research is used to support policies that have already been considered for implementation for political reasons. That is, research is a tool in a politicised context.
	A tactical model, where research is used as a method of delaying the decision-making process, particularly when pressure exists, providing policy-makers with some ‘breathing space’. 
	A two-communities model, which depicts policy-makers and academics as contrasting communities with different (often conflicting) values, reward systems and languages, affecting the possibilities of research to inform policy. The focus here is interaction between researchers and users and not the movement of research to specific decisions.
	An interactive model, in which research is just one factor among many that have the ability to influence policy (other important ones include political ideology, external pressures and the personal experiences of the policy-makers involved).
	An enlightenment model, in which research influences policy through indirect, diffuse processes over long periods, often contributing to a change in the way policy problems are framed and conceptualized, rather than addressing specific problems. 

In addition to portraying different types of research use, these existing models also imply different views of the policy process (Hanney et al., 2003). The knowledge-driven and problem solving models do align to the rational and linear approach of the stages heuristic model. However, the rest of the models do not necessarily share the same view of the policy process but they agree in that the use of research for policy is rarely direct and linear as suggested by the rational models (Smith, 2013). The two-communities and the interactive models fit into a Networks approach of policy-making, but the interactive model also shares with the enlightenment model a view of policy-making as a longer process that resembles the notion of policy process implied by incremental models of policy-making (Hanney et al., 2003). Some of these models of research use will be revisited again in Chapter Eight (Integration of the findings) to interpret the findings. Comparisons will be made with these models to identify those that most closely characterise the context of research use within the policy-making in Mexico.

One last matter to observe in relation to the topic of evidence use is regarding the notion of evidence. The key assertion of the EBPM approach is that the ‘best evidence’ available to inform policy is methodologically robust academic research (McGill, 2015), an understanding of evidence described by du Toit (2012) as 'naïve empiricism'. The assessment and synthesis of the totality of evidence available, in the form of high-quality systematic reviews, are at the centre of this aim (Straus et. al, 2009). In this regard, an acknowledgement now exists that to promote research use, among many other aspects, there is the need to understand what policy-makers require from research and how to formulate it in a relevant and policy-oriented language (Thomson, 2013; Campbell et al., 2007). Ways to enhance the relevance and accessibility of research synthesis for the potential users are the subject of a growing research field (Popay & Roberts, 2006). Exploring the usefulness of systematic reviews, and preferred ways of presentation of research to policy-makers, issues addressed in this thesis, are some of such ways of enhancing the relevance and accessibility to research.

2.2.3 Implementation science
As already introduced, the policy-cycle model states that policy-making involves decisions at different stages of a policy. One of these stages is the implementation of an evidence-based policy or programme. However, extensive literature has consistently shown that the implementation of evidence into practice is a complex and multifaceted process (Rycroft-Malone & Bucknall, 2010). In this regard, much of the commitments to EBPM in the last decade are expressed in the form of efforts directed to close the evidence-practice gap (Smith, 2013) by designing interventions addressing this issue. Multiple concepts have emerged describing these efforts such as knowledge translation, knowledge utilisation, knowledge transfer and exchange, dissemination, innovation diffusion, implementation research, research utilisation, among others (Grimshaw et al., 2012; Graham et al., 2006). The terms ‘knowledge translation’, ‘knowledge transfer’ and ‘knowledge exchange’ gained popularity particularly in Canada (Grimshaw et al., 2012) while the term ‘implementation’ and ‘implementation science’ is more common in the UK and Europe (Sharon et al., 2009; Graham et al., 2006). Regardless of the specific term, all these concepts are concerned with closing the gap between evidence production and evidence use. This represents a growing field within the evidence-base movement.

Implementation science developed after calls to address the knowledge-action gap, exhibited by a lack of use of research (Nilsen, 2015). An implementation intervention is a technique that looks to facilitate change either at the individual or organisational level, to promote evidence-based practices (Bauer et al., 2015). The field of implementation research aims to inform decisions about how to improve the uptake of research, by testing approaches to change professional and organisational behaviour (Foy et al., 2001). Studies in the implementation field focus on rates and quality in the use of evidence-based practices rather than the effects of that specific practice (Bauer et al., 2015). 
Nowadays, implementation science is a discipline on its own, concerned with the ‘how to translate evidence into practice’ question:
‘(it) is the scientific study of methods to promote the systematic uptake of research findings and other evidence-based practices into routine practice, and, hence, to improve the quality and effectiveness of health services and care’ (Eccles & Mittman, 2006,  p.1)

In these assertions, it can be noted that the focus on practices and behaviour resembles more an instrumental view of research use (Nutley et al., 2003). That is, research use is intended to cause a direct change. Congruent with this view, early models of research-to-practice were usually based on a linear notion where research was transferred from producers to users (Nilsen, 2015). However, the implementation field has also evolved. Now, this broad discipline takes into account any aspect in the process of implementation of an evidence-based intervention, including factors influencing the implementation, the implementation in itself and the results, and it is especially concerned with the potential users of the research and not only the production of research evidence (Peters et al., 2013). Later models placed an emphasis on the contexts in which research is implemented and not only on the use of research (Nilsen, 2015). For example, implementation research has contributed to appeals emphasising the need to enhance the assessment of external validity in systematic reviews (Armstrong et al., 2011). This could help policy-makers to decide if findings from a review are relevant to their specific context, therefore increasing the chances that evidence-based interventions are implemented successfully. 

The cumulative evidence on implementation research provides some clues on the strategies that might be more effective for implementing guidelines (Rycroft-Malone et al., 2012b). Internationally, many organisations funding research are now adopting an explicit focus on research that contributes to bridge the knowledge-do gap. For example, knowledge transfer is a key part of the activities of the Medical Research Council in the UK, which encourages and supports the production of research to improve health and includes the transfer of research as one of its strategic objectives. 

Therefore, it can be perceived that still to date there is an ongoing support for linking research and policy, and a commitment to knowledge transfer exists (Smith, 2013). Production of systematic reviews is one key strategy in the knowledge translation field (Sharon et al., 2009). In this scenario, questioning the usefulness of systematic reviews and research in Mexico is pertinent in view of persistent international commitments to link research and policy. In the next section, key issues relating to EBPM in LA and Mexico are discussed. 

2.3 Research use in Latin America and Mexico
The utilisation of research to inform public policies is even more relevant in regions where resources are constrained, since there is a need to invest in strategies shown to be effective (Cordero et al., 2008; Court & Cotterrell, 2006; Chinnock et al., 2005; McMichael et al., 2005; Sutcliffe & Court, 2005). In this sense, many other countries have experienced what Smith (2013) calls a ‘policy transfer’ of the EBPM discourse. However, in LMIC, the adoption of evidence-based policies has been slow (Becerril-Montekio et al., 2016; Vargas et al., 2016; Lopez et al., 2010; Cordero et al., 2008; Sutcliffe & Court, 2005) and researchers in such settings have in general paid less attention to whether scientific evidence is used to inform policy-making (Langlois et al., 2016; Davison et al., 2015; Corluka et al., 2014; Orem et al., 2012).

While the increase in the production of systematic reviews has been global, including LMIC (Oliver et al. 2014; Shen et al., 2013; Law et al., 2012), there are still many challenges for producing systematic reviews and other evidence synthesis by authors from less developed regions, for example, lack of skills, lack of formal communication with researchers, limited access to evidence or restricted information systems (Oliver et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2013; Law et al., 2012; Trostle et al., 1999). 

Challenges also exist for the use of this type of research. First, the amount of systematic reviews available on priority topics for LMIC is limited and the lack of primary studies means that local findings are not included in existing systematic reviews, limiting the applicability of recommendations derived from systematic reviews. In addition, interventions suggested in the literature could result too innovative or expensive to be implemented in LMIC considering differences in available resources and health systems (Pantoja et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2006; Chinnock et al., 2005; McMichael et al., 2005). For example, high costs of medications and complicated regulatory procedures are some of the factors slowing implementation of antiretroviral pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) in the region (Ravasi et al., 2016), when PrEP has proven to significantly reduce the risk of HIV infection among high-risk groups (Okwundu et al., 2012). Interventions based on computers can be a suggested strategy in the prevention literature in youths. This strategy, however, might not be always feasible considering that it cannot be guaranteed that all youths will have access to a laptop or computer either at home or school, particularly among youths from rural areas.

LA shares this context with LMIC but many other particularities are added, making the transfer of scientific knowledge to policies even more challenging. For example, limited investments and infrastructure for research; underrepresentation of researchers in the public agenda; barriers to conduct interdisciplinary research that is particularly relevant in some topics; and political interests that change quickly (Rabadán-Diehl, 2017; Ardila-Gomez et al., 2015). Traditionally, the distribution of health resources in the region has responded to historical, political or geographical criteria (Corluka et al., 2014) leaving little room for research to influence policy-making. Therefore, even in countries with a high production of research, a consistent impact of evidence on policy is not identifiable (Vargas et al., 2016; Patino, 2014). 

The case of Mexico is particularly interesting in terms of the evidence-based movement. On one part, Mexico is one of the highest producers of research in LA. Showing a similar trend to international settings, the production of systematic reviews in health topics by Mexican researchers has increased in the last decades and the country is the second highest producer of systematic reviews after Brazil (Law et al., 2012). Mexico benefits from the presence of Cochrane Mexico, a network of researchers from five associated research centres and eight affiliated Mexican academic institutions (Cochrane Mexico, 2018) producing Cochrane systematic reviews and meta-analysis. Cochrane Mexico hosted in 2013 the annual meeting of the Ibero-American Cochrane Network. Mexico also has now Evidology, a group of students from different fields of medicine and psychology that are working together to disseminate information relating to evidence-based practice, including implementing local workshops (Students 4 Best Evidence, 2017).

Production of evidence syntheses in Mexico is also enhanced by work conducted at the National Centre for Technological Excellence in Health (CENETEC). CENETEC, modelled after NICE in the UK (OECD, 2016), generates information with the aim of improving health care policies and to optimise the acquisition and management of health technologies in the country (Gomez-Dantes and Frenk, 2009). CENETEC is a unit within the ministry of health rather than an independent agency and focuses on medical devices. It uses Health Technology Assessments (HTA) to recommend inclusion of new technologies into the Health Care Formulary and Supply Catalogue, used by all public institutions within the National Health System (Stuwe et al., 2015). CENETEC co-ordinated the creation of the Mexican Network for Health Technology Assessment (Gomez-Dantes & Frenk, 2009). 

Evidence syntheses in Mexico are therefore produced by groups of researchers spread across a range of academic institutions (Beaumont & Mendiola, 2001), but as it is expected, researchers from these particular networks deal with clinical topics only and using standard systematic review methodologies. This is characteristic of the region since it has been identified that in LA, systematic reviews are best known among the medical/clinical community and less in other professions (Oliver et al., 2015). The production of methodologies different to the conventional systematic review is practically nil. While the work done by these actors is an important input for evidence-based policies in the country, an independent institution dedicated to the synthesis of evidence to inform all public policies across health and social care areas, such as NICE in the UK, does not exist in the country. Mandatory and articulated mechanisms pushing the formulation of evidence-informed policies beyond the assessment of medical devices and technologies produced by CENETEC therefore seem to be missing. A call has also been by Mexican researchers from the education sector to promote a more structured use of research in the design of policies (Flores-Crespo, 2009; Flores-Crespo, 2004; Moreles, 2010).

Interestingly, Mexico is considered internationally as an example of a country with strong health research-governance linkages, particularly given a series of reforms introduced in the health system where local researchers from the National Institute of Public Health of Mexico (INSP) played a key role (Koon et al., 2013; Frenk, 2006; Knaul et al., 2006; Frenk et al., 2003). Also contributing to this reputation, is the phenomenon of the social programme Progresa, now called Prospera, which helped establish international standards for the evaluation of social policies (Neufeld et al., 2011; Lopez et al., 2010; Oxman et al., 2010; Uña, Lupica & Strazza, 2009; Levy, 2006). Since its design in 1997, the national anti-poverty programme Progresa included a component of monitoring and evaluation (ME) where researchers from national and international institutions were involved. Research developed by the INSP evaluating the impact of the social programme Prospera played a key role in subsequent modifications made to the programme (Neufeld et al., 2011). Successful implementation and evaluation of this programme started a tradition of ME within social programmes and policies in Mexico: ME of all social policies in the country became institutionalised in 2004 after Prospera and performance-based management reforms were introduced in the country (Valle, 2016; Castro et al., 2009). Today, ME studies are at the centre of policy-making in social programmes and ME is now one of the topics in which local researchers have led great progress internationally. Also demonstrating the impact of the INSP in national policies, recently research conducted by researchers from this institution was instrumental to approve laws increasing taxes on tobacco and sugar-sweetened beverages in Mexico (Lane & Carter, 2012; Perez-Escamilla et al., 2017). 

Interestingly, one of the earliest studies exploring uses of research by policy-makers was conducted in Mexico in 1994 (Trostle et al., 1999). In this study, the authors explored the interaction between researchers and policy-makers in four national health programmes. The lack of explicit channels for communication between health research and policy formulation was highlighted and the context, the actors involved and the content of the policy were found as factors influencing the research-policy link (Trostle et al., 1999). More recently, a survey to health managers in health institutions in Mexico in 2007 revealed that while research is perceived as a priority, half of the participants stated that research is not used as part of decision-making (Gonzalez-Block et al., 2008b). Another study exploring factors influencing the use of data in the national HIV programme showed that even if surveillance data are reliable and accessible, many other barriers relating to resources, budgetary issues and political environment, can prevent data-driven decisions (Rodriguez, 2011). Recent evidence tentatively suggests that research findings are used instrumentally in the design of some policies in maternal and child health (Becerril-Montekio et al., 2016; Vargas et al., 2016). In 2012, in response to a call for proposals from the Alliance for Health Policy and Systems Research, researchers from INSP developed an initiative to promote research use by staff  in maternal health programmes (Langlois et al. 2016). 
Therefore, evidence-based policies do take place and research-policy links exist in different health and/or social areas, however few empirical evidence on the topic of research use is available (Moreles, 2010; Gonzalez-Block et al., 2008a; Gonzalez-Block et al., 2008b). Therefore, little is yet known about how research evidence, including that derived from systematic reviews, enters in the process of decision-making at different policy levels and how those involved in public decision-making experience the use of research. To date, the study by Trostle et al. (1999) is still one of the few existing studies exploring research use by policy-makers. Studies focused on the use of systematic reviews for the design of programmes are non-existent.

2.4 Overview of the problem of youth violence
This research uses the prevention of youth violence as a case study to explore the use of evidence synthesis to provide recommendations for preventive programmes in Mexico. Youth violence is defined by the WHO (2014) as ‘violence occurring between people aged 10-29 years old’ (p.72). It is a form of community interpersonal violence, which is that inflicted by an individual or group on other people who are not relatives (WHO, 2014; Hall et al., 2012; Krug et al., 2002). 

Violence is a global and complex health problem. Every year around 2.5% of all registered deaths are due to violence and among these, almost half occur in young people (WHO, 2014). While homicides are the most acute indicator of violence, alternative indicators are attacks, threats, injuries, physical fighting and other violent and non-violent actions that do not always translate into a death (Basch, 2011; Yonas et al., 2005). This is important especially for young people since non-fatal acts like assaults, bullying or fighting have a high likelihood of leading to emotional harm (WHO, 2014).

Levels of juvenile violence are higher in developing regions. Rates of murders among youngsters (15-29 years old) in South and Central America are up to four times higher than the global rate for this age group (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), 2014b). Most of the homicides in the region result from interpersonal violence (Imbusch et al., 2011), with high rates of drug-related crimes and violence connected to gangs (United Nations, 2007; Moser & McIlwaine, 2006).

In Mexico there has been a dramatic upsurge in the number of killings throughout the country since 2007, linked to the presence of drug cartels and the strategies used by the Mexican government against them (The World Bank, 2012). In 2012, the rate of intentional homicides in the general population in Mexico was 21.5 while worldwide the rate was estimated at 6.2 (UNODC, 2014a). Homicides in people aged 10-29 represented 38% of all the registered murders from 2000 to 2010 and after 2007, they became the first cause of death among this group (The World Bank, 2012). According to the 2014 National Survey on Victimisation and Security Perception, 45% of people aged 18 years or more perceive their locality as an insecure place; the most commonly reported crimes or antisocial behaviours observed in their neighbourhoods are consumption of alcohol on the streets (64%), robbery (44%), drugs (43%) and presence of gangs (32%). Among victims of a crime, 32% stated that the offender was a person aged 25 years or less (Mexican National Institute of Geography and Statistics, 2014). It has been estimated that consequences of violence committed by young people (15-24) costs the country around 1.3% of the annual gross domestic product (Cunningham et al., 2008).

But youth violence like any other public health problem is a preventable phenomenon. In Mexico, this is an issue addressed by different sectors such as education, health, security or social development however most of the strategies dealing with this problem are part of wider programmes not specifically directed towards youth people. The topic is still scarcely explored (Salazar, 2011; Ramos-Lira et al., 2006) and there is limited evidence of the effectiveness of interventions targeting adolescents and youths.

Internationally, many programmes have been attempted to prevent violence, aggression and bullying among children and adolescents. According to an umbrella review on strategies for violence prevention among young people, 52 rigorous systematic reviews or meta-analyses on the topic were published from 1950 to 2009 and most of them indicated positive effects of programmes (Matjasko et al., 2012). However, as happens with most published systematic reviews, the vast majority of the preventive programmes included in previous reviews were implemented in the US, Canada, the UK and other English-speaking countries (Tolan et al., 2008; Limbos et al., 2007; Bilukha et al., 2005; Satcher, 2001).

In LA, the factors influencing the origins of youth violence are closely related to social conditions present throughout the region that affect the lives and possibilities of young people, mainly, scarce access to public services, limited resources and opportunities and the wave of violence (Briceño-León et al., 2008; de Hoyos et al., 2016; OECD, 2017). 

In LA, it is a reality that many young people do not have opportunities to access to quality education or health services  (OECD, 2017). While access to education improved largely during the last decade in LA, it remains below other countries in the OECD (OECD, 2017). For example, in the most deprived states in Mexico, 30% of the population over 15 had not completed primary education (OECD, 2006).  Almost half 4 out of every 10 youth aged 20 and 24 have not completed secondary school, while the completion rate for tertiary studies is only of 10% among young people (Trucco & Ullmann, 2016). The region face an additional problem relating to the low quality of education (OECD, 2007). More than 50% of young people in LA that are enrolled in school, do not acquire basic-level proficiency in reading, mathematics and science and therefore, perform poorly compared to youths in OECD countries (OECD, 2017). 

In addition, a high proportion of youths are excluded from the main channels of social and economic development because they are not enrolled either in the education system or the labour market (OECD, 2017). Twenty-two percent of Mexican youths, or one-fifth of youth in LA, are neither formally working nor engaged in education or training (NEET), a phenomenon known as the 'ninis' in Spanish (de Hoyos et al., 2016; OECD, 2017). This rate of NEET is outstandingly high compared to the 11% present in high-income countries (de Hoyos et al., 2016).

Under this scenario, we could therefore question the transferability of interventions from countries that do not share these features. Youths in high-income countries have more skills and opportunities than youths in LA, and this could be an important contributor to success, or failure, of an intervention. Preventive strategies need to target also the important share of the population in LA that is not enrolled in education, which could be the most vulnerable group. Hence, if an evidence synthesis is produced with the goal of providing recommendations for the case of Mexico, a synthesis based on research from other countries in LA could contribute with more relevant findings. 

Because of the complexities of the problem of youth violence, the need for policy recommendations to guide the implementation of strategies at the local level and the lack of existing synthesis focusing in the LA region, the case of youth violence presents an ideal scenario to exemplify challenges in the production of evidence synthesis in Mexico and the region of LA. A geographic approach was adopted to identify relevant research that could provide recommendations at the local level in Mexico. As it was emphasised in Chapter One, three evidence syntheses in this topic are presented. 

In this thesis, youth violence is defined as intentional behaviours inflicted by people aged 10-24 years to cause harm to others that are not relatives. Unlike the WHO definition of youth violence, this research excludes victimisation, that is, offenses or violence received by young people, and focuses only on violent behaviours committed by young people. Also, considering that different mechanisms may be involved driving behaviours in the group of youths 25-29, a stage where transition to adulthood intensifies (Arnett, 2000), the research focuses only on those aged 10-24. This definition of young people as those 10-24 has been adopted by UNICEF (The World Bank, 2006). 





Effectiveness of interventions to prevent violence and crime in youths in Latin America: a systematic review

In the previous chapter, evidence relating to the magnitude of the problem of youth violence in Mexico and LA was presented which serve as a background to understand the relevance of this health concern and therefore its selection as an empirical case study in this thesis. The present Chapter contains the first evidence synthesis conducted in this thesis in the topic of youth violence.

Under an EBPM approach, developing public policy recommendations implies exploring successes or failures from previously implemented strategies. As it was discussed in Chapter Two, to achieve this the traditional EBPM approach relies largely in the synthesis of the evidence on effectiveness of interventions where findings from the most rigorous research are prioritised. This position implies that first, the evidence exist, and second, the best evidence to inform policies is that from high quality studies (du Toit, 2012). Therefore, to identify challenges in providing recommendations for local policy under a traditional EBPM approach, the first step in this research was to implement the standard systematic review approach to look at the effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence in LA. The review explores if the evidence in the region exists, and if high-quality studies can provide the best recommendations for local policy-makers.
It is important at this point to bear in mind that as it was described in Chapter One, the aim of this review (and the  two subsequent reviews in the case of youth violence) is not to develop policy recommendations as such. The evidence base is explored to shed light on issues that might affect the credibility of an effectiveness review findings when a geographical focus in LA is put. That is, to identify potential threats to internal validity when studies with high external validity, geographically established, are prioritised.

The chapter begins with the methodological features of the systematic review (3.1), continues with the results (3.2) and presents a brief summary of the findings at the end of the chapter (3.3). This systematic review has been published by an international peer reviewed journal (Atienzo et al., 2017). To be included in this thesis, minor modifications were made to the methods and results sections while the summary section was substantially modified to fit the objective and structure of this thesis. The published version of the manuscript is included in Appendix 1.

3.1 Methods
The research questions guiding this review are:
1.	What is the extent and quality of the available evidence in LA regarding programmes directed to prevent youth violence?
2.	What is the evidence regarding the effectiveness of such programmes?

The review was conducted according to standards from the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses statements - PRISMA (Moher et al., 2009) and the Cochrane Collaboration (Higgins & Green, 2011). A preliminary protocol was prepared for the final assessment of the module HAR6029 Systematically Reviewing the Literature (submitted on February 2015), part of the Doctoral Development Programme. The final protocol was not published considering restrictions in time, as there was the need to develop a second evidence synthesis for another module starting the following semester (see review in Chapter Five). Problems resulting from not publishing the protocol of a systematic review are acknowledged in Chapter Eight discussing limitations and strengths of the research.

3.1.1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
Studies were included if they:
a) described an intervention to prevent violence among people aged 10-24 years or the equivalence using school grades;
b) presented quantitative results on the evaluation of an intervention, without imposing limitations on the study design. While RCTs are the gold standard in establishing effectiveness of treatments or interventions, other designs were included since in public health fewer RCTs are conducted and therefore other designs can be considered (CRD, 2009).
c) described a primary/secondary prevention intervention implemented at the individual, family, school or community level designed to explicitly prevent youth violence or youth risk behaviours where crime, violence and/or aggression were included; 
d) outcomes were measures of violent behaviours such as fighting, aggression, bullying, and/or crime such as murders or robbery, both at the individual or group /community level. Outcomes could have been self-reports of violent behaviours by young people or perceptions of others regarding the occurrence of these behaviours in the group/community;
e) the intervention was implemented in Central and South America, excluding the Caribbean, Surinam, Guyana and French Guiana.

3.1.2 Search strategy
A search of the literature was performed (February-March 2015) using English as the main language, and Spanish for three databases. A search in academic databases was conducted (title/abstract and descriptors) using keywords grouped into four concepts: Population (adolescents OR young people OR youths OR teenagers, etc.); AND Intervention (intervention OR programme OR curriculum OR preventive strategy, etc.); AND Outcomes (violence OR antisocial behaviours OR aggression OR crime OR robbery OR fights OR injuries, etc.); AND Context (the complete list of countries in LA). The following databases were explored using English: 
	Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts (ASSIA)
	Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL)
	Child Development and Adolescent Studies
	ProQuest Dissertation and Theses A&I
	Education Abstracts
	Education Journals
	Education Resources Information Center (ERIC) 
	International Bibliography of the Social Sciences (IBSS) 
	MEDLINE/Pubmed






In Spanish the search was conducted in LILACS, Periodica and SCIELO. The complete list of searched terms and a sample of the search strategy in ASSIA is presented in Appendix 2. A search of websites of relevant international institutions (such as Instituto CISALVA; J-PAL; the Center for International Conflict Resolution), reference list checking and citation searching were also carried out.

3.1.3 Study selection and data extraction
The results from the searching were downloaded into EndNote X7. Relevant publications were selected based on the titles and abstracts and the full text was retrieved for those papers that met the inclusion criteria or those in which eligibility was not clear. The full text was then used for in-depth screening. Specific information was retrieved using a data extraction sheet designed a priori. Any queries in regards to study inclusion were discussed with the two supervisors.

3.1.4 Quality assessment
The quality of each included study was assessed using an adaptation of the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies (Effective Public Health Practice Project (EPHPP), 1998), composed of six general factors assessed by a set of individual items. This tool was used since it allows to include and assess diverse quantitative study designs, and it is particularly useful for research related to public health (Thomas et al., 2004). In this review the categories of ‘High risk of bias’, ‘Low risk of bias’ and ‘Unclear risk of bias’ were used similar to the assessment of risk of bias proposed by the Cochrane Collaboration. The results from the quality assessment were not used as inclusion/exclusion criteria. However, quality issues were taken into account during the narrative synthesis of the findings to put an emphasis on results derived from more robust studies. Moreover, the quality assessment was used to document weaknesses in the body of evidence available for LA (CRD, 2009), and to show in this sense research needed in the future.

3.1.5 Data synthesis
Due to the heterogeneity of interventions and settings included, a meta-analysis was not feasible and thus the synthesis was conducted in a structured narrative format with data presented in tabular form (Popay et al., 2006).

3.2 Results
A total of 3,547 records were obtained from the electronic search. The PRISMA flow diagram in Figure 3 outlines the study selection process. In total, 10 papers were included that presented the results of nine studies (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Pérez et al., 2013; Berthelon & Kruger, 2011; Reyes-Moreno, 2011; Varela, 2011; Silveira et al., 2010; Varela et al., 2009; Muñoz & Rosales, 2008; Tijmes & Varela, 2008; Kenney & Godson, 2002). Other documents were consulted to collect details of some of the interventions (Alves & Arias, 2012; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Lecannelier et al., 2011; Silveira, 2007; Godson & Kenney, 2000).





3.2.1 Description of the studies
Five studies were conducted in Chile and the others in Brazil, Peru, El Salvador and one on the Mexico-U.S. border, mostly in a school setting. The study conducted by Berk-Seligson et al. (2014) was the only one that relied on a clustered randomised controlled design, with data collected from an adult population regarding the presence of youth violence. In addition, two studies used an ecological design consisting of aggregated measures at the locality level rather than individual data (Berthelon & Kruger, 2011; Silveira et al., 2010). The other studies relied on self-report of youths regarding involvement in violent behaviours.






Table 1. Characteristics of the included studies. Effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence in Latin America
Authors	Country	Study designb	Control group	Study setting	Target population	Sample (baseline)	Intervention	Length	Main contents/activities
1	Berk-Seligson et al., 2014	El Salvador	Cluster randomised controlled trial	Neighbourhoods without the programme	41 at-risk neighbourhoods from 4 municipalities	Community but focused on youths	2,399	Community-based; Multiple Components	28 months	a) Social entrepreneurship for youths and leaders; b) Vocational training; c) Arts; d) Counselling for at youth-at-risk and their families; e) Grants for school equipment; f) Youth clubs; g) Conflict mediation for teachers, students, parents and community leaders; h) Radio
2	Berthelon & Kruger, 2011	Chile	Ecological study, time-series analysis	No control	Public schools; municipalities	Students: 9th-12th grade	NA; ecological design	School
reform	NA	Increase the time that students spend in school from 32 to 39 hrs per week
3	Kenney & Godson, 2002	Mexico and US	Non-randomised controlled trial	Schools without the programme	11 schools in urban areas from 2 border cities	Students: 9th grade	814	School-based (Classroom based)	4 months	Curriculum on: a) Values, self-Esteem and lawfulness; b) Organised crime and corruption; d) Furthering the rule of law, resistance techniques
4	Muñoz & Rosales,  2008	Chile	Cross-sectional, two groups	Schools where the programme started recently	6 public schools in 1 urban area	Students: 5th-10th grade	502	School-based; Multiple Components	12 monthsc	a) Changes to school rules; b) Implementation of 14 weeks "for a good coexistence in school"; c) Training in mediation
5	Perez et al., 2013	Chile	Before-after study (panel of schools/grades)	No control	1 school in urban area	Female Students: 4th-12th grade	320	School-based; Multiple Components	20   months	a) Promotion of the programme; b) Meetings with teachers, students and parents; c) Students design of programme name/ logo; e) Newsletter; f) Skills development; g) Mailbox for bullying; h) Detection and monitoring of bullying




Continuation Table 1. Characteristics of the included studies. Effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence in Latin America
Authors	Country	Study designb	Control group	Study setting	Target population	Sample (baseline)	Intervention type	Length	Main contents/activities
7	Silveira et al., 2010	Brazil	Ecological study, time-series analysis	Violent and non-violent favelas without  the programme 	1 urban at-risk area (violent and non-violent favelas)	Community but focused on youths	NA; ecological design	Community-based; Multiple components	52 monthsc,d	a) Promotion of the programme; b) Mobilisation of police (search and seisure of arms, search and arrest warrants, police occupation of trafficking places); c) Policing of special risk areas; d) Workshops and events (sporting, cultural, citizenship, health and professional) to youths 20 hours per week; e) Working groups to solve local problems (health, education and productive involvement)
8	Varela, Tijmes & Sprague,  2009;	Chile	Before-after study (panel of schools/grades)	No control	3 schools  in 1 urban area	Students: 5th-12th grade	2007	School-based; Multiple components	24 monthsc	a) Improvements to physical environment in school; b) Training to teachers; c) Key messages and skills development in classroom; d) Individual counselling to students with  problematic behaviours; e) Meetings with parents
	Tijmes & Varela, 2008								 	
9	Varela,  2011	Chile	Before-after study (panel of schools/grades)	No control	4 schools in 1 urban area	Students: 5th-12th grade	677	School-based; Multiple components	24 monthsb	a) Improvements to physical environment in school; b) Training to teachers; c) Skills development in classroom; d) Individual counselling to students with problematic behaviours; e) Meetings with parents and community key actors to strengthen the link between the school and health services/other social programmes 





3.2.2 Description of the programmes 
Two studies described wide community-based programmes ranging from 28 to 52 months in length (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Silveira et al., 2010) and one was a family-based intervention with a length of less than two months (Reyes-Moreno, 2011). The rest were school-based implemented with a range of four to 24 months. The majority of the programmes comprised multiple strategies such as training to teachers, classroom-centred activities or activities within the school. Six of the programmes involved family members and three involved community key actors.

The school-based programme ‘Paz Educa’ stands out because it was evaluated by Varela et al. (2009) and by Tijmes & Varela (2008), but was adapted, implemented and evaluated again by Varela (2011) and later by Perez et al. (2013). It is based on principles of positive behaviour support and prevention though environmental design. ‘Familias Unidas’ (Reyes, 2011) is a family-based strategy promoting quality relationships and has been widely used in other countries in South America. Muñoz & Rosales (2008) evaluated ‘Programa de Mediación Escolar’, an intervention promoting mediational skills and conflict resolution; while Kenney and Godson (2002) evaluated ‘Education to Counter Crime and Corruption’, a structured curriculum focused on the prevention of corruption. The ‘CARSI’ programme evaluated by Berk-Seligson et al. (2014) comprised several community activities including participation from the police, school officers and religious leaders. It has been implemented in other countries of America. ‘Staying Alive’ is a community-based strategy designed to reduce homicides in Brazil and included participation of police and workshops for young people (Silveira et al., 2010). Berthelon & Kruger (2011) evaluated a structural intervention extending the time for kids at school.
3.2.3 Methodological quality of studies 
The risk assessment for each individual study is presented in Table 2. In six studies, the selection of sampling units was not conducted in a systematic manner and detailed information on the selection process was missing (Pérez et al., 2013; Reyes-Moreno, 2011; Varela, 2011; Varela et al., 2009; Muñoz & Rosales, 2008; Tijmes and Varela, 2008; Kenney & Godson, 2002).

In general, the reporting of confounders was poor, with only two studies acknowledging the use of controlled analysis to account for potential confounders (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014, Berthelon & Kruger, 2011). The majority of study designs used were rated as high risk with only two studies using low risk designs (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Kenney & Godson, 2002). The two ecological studies (Berthelon & Kruger, 2011; Silveira et al., 2010) were considered to be of low risk regarding blinding of participants, since measurements on the outcomes were based on official data available. In the rest, the outcomes assessors were aware of the intervention status and thus a potential risk is present. There was a lesser risk of bias associated with data collection since most of the studies used previously validated scales or surveys. Information on drop-outs tended to be not reported.

Making a judgment of the overall methodological soundness of the studies, three studies can be categorised as high-quality (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Berthelon & Kruger, 2011; Silveira et al., 2010). The rest are considered low quality since the majority of the quality domains assessed were rated with either high risk of bias or unclear risk (Pérez et al., 2013; Reyes-Moreno, 2011; Varela, 2011; Varela et al., 2009; Muñoz & Rosales, 2008; Tijmes and Varela, 2008; Kenney & Godson, 2002).
Table 2. Risk of bias of the included studies. Effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence in Latin America

3.2.4 Effects of the programmes
Table 3 presents detailed results by study. In general, most of the studies presented evidence of a positive and significant effect of the intervention in some violence-related behaviour while three documented some form of a negative effect (Reyes-Moreno, 2011; Varela et al., 2009; Tijmes & Varela, 2008; Kenney & Godson, 2002).

Results from the most robust studies. The three high-quality studies were the only ones measuring the effects of interventions on severe forms of violence such as homicides (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Silveira et al., 2010) and violent crimes (Berthelon & Kruger, 2011). In addition, two of these studies were the only ones reporting results of a community-based intervention (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Silveira et al., 2010). Regarding the two community-based interventions, in El Salvador a reduction of 40% in the occurrence of murders in the neighbourhood was documented after 29 months of community-based interventions (p≤0.05); however, this outcome was reported by the community. The authors also reported a reduction in gang fights of 12% (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014). Similarly, in Brazil a reduction of more than 60% of monthly homicides, according to police records, was documented after implementation of the programme, even after a follow-up of 52 months; however, the reductions observed during the period in which the prevention activities focused on youth were not different to the ones obtained when the programme was not exclusively focused on youths (Silveira et al., 2010). The study reported by Berthelon & Kruger (2011) in Chile documents that 48 months after implementation of the reform extending time at school, violent crimes committed by young people (homicides, assaults, rape and offenses) decreased by 11% while property-related crimes reduced 24% according to official statistics (p≤0.05).

Results from studies with high risk of bias. This group of studies measured a broad variety of outcomes and with the exception of Reyes-Moreno (2011) all measured the effects of school-based programmes (Pérez et al., 2013; Varela, 2011; Varela et al., 2009; Muñoz & Rosales, 2008; Tijmes and Varela, 2008; Kenney & Godson, 2002).

In Chile, Varela (2011) documented reductions in antisocial behaviours and violence between peers in schools using different scales after 29 months of the intervention (p≤0.01), although no difference was found for serious violent acts. The overall effects are difficult to interpret as the outcomes were measured as scales. Similarly using scales, Perez et al. (2013) found contradictory information after 20 months of interventions: a reduction in witnessing bullying was documented (p≤0.01), but no significant differences in self-report of participation in bullying. Authors from one study among three schools in Chile reported a 10% reduction in fights (p≤0.05) and 12% in damages to the school (p≤0.05) in one of the three schools included in the study. The research team also reported that in the same school a reduction of 8% in robbery was detected (p≤0.05), however an increase of 19% (p≤0.05) and 17% (reported without p-value) was observed in the other two schools receiving the intervention, while the rest of the outcomes were not reported for these two schools (Varela et al., 2009; Tijmes & Varela, 2008). Also in Chile, Muñoz & Rosales (2008) documented that 12 months after starting the intervention a reduction of 17% in fights was observed (p≤0.05).












Continuation Table 3. Results of the studies. Effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence in Latin America 


3.3 Summary of the findings
In this systematic review of effectiveness, after a comprehensive search of the literature nine studies were identified describing the evaluation of an intervention to prevent youth violence in LA. 

The synthesis shows that for a topic that has been identified as a public health problem in the region for almost three decades, the available evidence is still limited, since only nine studies were identified considering a variety of study designs. If the focus is kept in RCT's, as the standard effectiveness systematic review does, only two studies would had been considered for inclusion. This synthesis therefore describe efforts conducted in the region to evaluate preventive interventions, which are normally excluded from standard systematic reviews. Given this scenario, the findings of this review are highly relevant as it adds to the knowledge base in this topic. It shows that although most of the studies focused on school-related interventions, the most promising findings come from community-based programmes since the two studies evaluating this type of intervention documented reductions in severe forms of violence such as homicides. Surprisingly only one family-based intervention was identified with mixed results.









Effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence and crime in the world: a brief review of other reviews

The synthesis presented in Chapter Three made evident the lack of rigorous research in LA regarding the effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence. While the results of some interventions were highly promising, the strength of the evidence can be considered weak given concerns of internal validity, which translates into a lack of certainty for providing policy recommendations. 

Hence, once an understanding of the evidence at the local level was obtained, the need for another synthesis was apparent to explore the relevance of findings from other sources to reinforce policy recommendations. Decisions for the design of programmes can still be better informed when taking into consideration the available evidence from around the world (Oxman et al., 2009). The study then aimed to look at the international literature to explore whether useful evidence could be identified and to provide robust recommendations for public policies in the region. However, interventions implemented in other parts of the world will only be useful if they result applicable to the local context. This demands placing attention to factors that help to assess the external validity of the findings. In this case, the applicability to the context of LA. 

Therefore, this chapter presents the second synthesis conducted and provides a basis to compare and reinterpret the evidence emerging from LA presented in Chapter Three. Contrary to the level of evidence identified for LA, substantial literature on this topic was identified from other regions worldwide. While the extent of the literature shows that an important effort to prevent youth violence is being developed globally, the large amount of evidence makes the task of identifying those strategies potentially most effective problematic. A brief review summarising the findings of existing systematic reviews on the effectiveness of interventions to prevent crime, delinquency and violence among youths internationally was then done. This method was decided considering that the literature on this subject is broad and therefore another systematic review was not needed. A review of other reviews could help in assessing the extent of the evidence that has been produced in this topic therefore increasing the possibilities of identifying solid policy recommendations.

4.1 Methods
The research questions guiding this brief review of other reviews are:
1.	What is the evidence on the effects of interventions for the prevention of youth violence over the world?
2.	How do the findings from this umbrella review compare to the results of interventions based in LA (Chapter Three)?
3.	Are there any features relating to context addressed or discussed in the previous reviews?

This study is a brief review of other systematic reviews. In other words, the evidence synthesis followed guidelines to conduct umbrella reviews from the PRISMA statement (Liberati et al., 2009), the Joanna Briggs Institute (Aromataris et al., 2015) and the Cochrane Collaboration (Becker & Oxman, 2011). However due to the large number of existing reviews identified, methodological modifications were imposed in order to shorten the scope and timeframe of the process of the synthesis while trying to adhere as possible to the standard process of a systematic review (Grant & Booth, 2009). Modifications related to the comprehensiveness of the search strategy, publication dates, the extraction of information and detail of analyses (Abrami et al., 2010). A protocol was not prepared for this brief review of other reviews considering restrictions in time within the PhD. As it was pointed out in the previous Chapter, problems resulting from not publishing a protocol are discussed in Chapter Eight.

4.1.1 Inclusion criteria
Population: The groups of interest were universal (general population) or at-risk (selected) populations of youths. Systematic reviews with indicated samples of youths i.e. those already engaged in violent crimes or that have been in prison, were only considered when universal or selected populations were also addressed. No restrictions were imposed regarding age; however, the main focus was on those aged 10-24 or the equivalent in school grades. Systematic reviews covering younger populations were included only if studies with adolescents were also synthesised.

Intervention: Any type of primary or secondary prevention intervention with a focus on the prevention of violent or aggressive behaviours in youths. Reviews of tertiary prevention interventions were only considered if the review addressed also primary or secondary preventive programmes. The interventions could be implemented at any level e.g. individual, school, community, teachers or parents as long as the focus was on youth violence.
Type of studies: Systematic reviews were included. The reviews could include any study design to assess the effects of an intervention. The synthesis could be presented with quantitative data, in a meta-analysis or in a narrative way.
Outcomes: Relevant outcomes were measures of violence, aggression, bullying, crime, delinquency or externalising behaviours. Outcomes could be measured by self-report or the report of peers, parents, teachers or others. 

Excluded were reviews focusing on treatment rather than prevention; reviews of pharmacological or punishment-based interventions; reviews addressing mainly populations of children younger than 10 years old; and reviews about other forms of violence such as dating or gender violence.

4.1.2 Search strategy
The search strategy involved searching in ten academic databases (November 2015). The databases explored were:
	Child Development and adolescent studies
	CINAHL








The search was not intended to be comprehensive or exhaustive, but to identify the most relevant and recent literature on this topic. This built from a comprehensive list of keywords grouped around four concepts: 1) Youths (adolescents OR students OR youths, etc.); 2) Violence (bullying OR crime OR violence, etc.); 3) Intervention (intervention OR programme OR curriculum, etc.); 4) Systematic Review (literature review OR meta-analysis OR synthesis OR systematic review, etc.). An example of the search strategy in ERIC can be found in Appendix 3. Additionally, some searches in Google were conducted to retrieve specific documents mentioned in relevant papers or found while trying to retrieve those selected for full-text assessment.

To limit the number of citations requiring screening during the review, keywords were searched through titles and descriptors/subheadings only, since searching in abstracts increased significantly the number of results to screen. For example, 1,404 records were obtained on PsycINFO by searching in titles, abstracts and subheadings, but this amount was reduced to 109 by searching in titles and subheadings only. The search was conducted in English and restricted to literature published from 1999 to date. No hand searching in references, journals or citation searches were performed.
4.1.3 Study selection and data extraction
The records obtained from the searches were exported into Endnote X7. Screening of titles and abstracts was done to identify papers meeting the inclusion criteria. Subsequently, the full-text was retrieved for a second screening. No attempts were made to retrieve papers in which institutional access was not granted. Only papers in English or Spanish were considered however no reviews in Spanish were found.

Predesigned individual extraction forms were not used and the information was extracted directly into summary tables. The following information from the included reviews was extracted into single tables: publication details, aim of the review, years covered, number and design of studies, countries or regions included, intervention type, setting and approach, targeted population, outcome(s) of interest, aim of the review and quality aspects. Findings were extracted according to the following categories of outcomes: bullying, youth engagement in crime, measures of homicides, youth engagement in other forms of violent behaviours and outcomes based on mixed measures of violence. Information about culturally-relevant issues addressed in the review was also extracted if available.

4.1.4 Quality appraisal
Quality of the reviews was assessed by using the Risk of Bias in Systematic Reviews (ROBIS) tool, an appraisal checklist designed specifically for the assessment of risk of bias in systematic reviews (Whiting et al., 2016). The ROBIS assessment is conducted in three steps: 1) Assessment of the relevance (optional), 2) Identifying concerns within the review process; and 3) Judging the risk of bias. Only step 2 was conducted, which consists on the assessment of 21 items or ‘signaling questions’, grouped across four domains of steps involved in a systematic review where bias may be introduced (Whiting et al., 2016). Each item can be ranked as ‘Yes’ ‘Probably Yes’ ‘Probably No’ ‘No’ and ‘No Information’. The ROBIS tool was used as it allows to assess the quality of systematic reviews that include diverse study designs, and because it is not focused on a health care setting exclusively. ROBIS was also chosen because of the level of details it allows to gather about methodological rigour in the steps of a review. While this may involve more time than other shorter checklists (for example CASP), it allowed to gain a good understand of the quality of the evidence produced internationally as compared to that produced in LA presented in Chapter Three. It was not the intention of this review to exclude studies based on the quality assessment, but to provide a description of the literature worldwide, including aspects of quality, that could help identifying gaps within the evidence from LA when comparing findings with that presented in Chapter Three.

4.1.5 Data summary
The synthesis of the data was done in a narrative way with supportive tables. No quantitative analysis was performed due to heterogeneity in the report of outcomes in the reviews. All the systematic reviews included were considered for the analysis regardless of the quality found for each of them. An assessment of the strength of the evidence derived from this synthesis was not conducted.
4.2 Results
A total of 324 unduplicated records were retrieved from the searches. From these, the full text of 99 papers were retrieved for a second screening. Twenty-six reviews met the inclusion criteria, however three of them found no papers to include and thus they could not provide relevant data for this umbrella review. From the rest, eight were either duplicated reviews published in different formats or systematic reviews that were updated. For the latter, only the most recent version was included. In total, 15 reviews were included (Evans et al., 2014; Fagan & Catalano, 2013; Leidy et al., 2010; Farrington & Ttofi, 2009; Merrell et al., 2008; Park-Higgerson et al., 2008;  Ferguson et al., 2007; Hahn et al., 2007; Limbos et al., 2007; Vreeman & Carroll, 2007; Wilson & Lipsey, 2007; Mytton et al., 2006; Wilson & Lipsey, 2006; Smith et al., 2004; Scheckner et al., 2002). Figure 4 below presents the flow of the search process.


Figure 4. PRISMA flow diagram of the search of literature. Effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence in the world


4.2.1 Description of the reviews
The reviews covered literature from 1950 to 2013 and included numerous studies, from a minimum of seven to 185. These interventions have been implemented mostly in high-income countries, mainly Australia, Canada, the US, the UK and other countries in Europe. Only four included studies from upper-middle income countries (Evans et al., 2014; Farrington & Ttofi, 2009; Vreeman & Carroll, 2007; Mytton et al., 2006) while in two reviews the authors did not specify the region where the interventions where implemented (Fagan & Catalano, 2013; Scheckner et al., 2002).

Five reviews were focused exclusively on primary prevention interventions or on universal populations (Evans et al., 2014; Farrington & Ttofi, 2009; Hahn et al., 2007; Wilson & Lipsey, 2006; Smith et al., 2004) and one focused on secondary prevention or selected populations of youths (Mytton et al., 2006). The rest were focused on either primary or secondary interventions or the authors did not make it clear if both populations were included. Two reviews aimed to explore the effectiveness of either primary, secondary or tertiary prevention interventions (Fagan & Catalano, 2013; Wilson & Lipsey, 2007). The vast majority of the interventions were school-based and focused mainly in younger populations of students (enrolled in the 12th school grade or less). 





Table 4. Characteristics of the included reviews. Effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence in the world
 





4.2.2 Quality of the reviews
Indicators of the quality of the reviews are presented in Table 5. The reviews were positively rated in aspects of study eligibility criteria, although only in two cases was a protocol published in advance (Evans et al., 2014; Wilson & Lipsey, 2007). Also positively rated were aspects relating to the identification and selection of studies, however it was not always made clear if the selection of studies was conducted by at least two reviewers. 





Table 5. Quality of the included reviews. Effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence in the worlda
 

4.2.3 Effectiveness of interventions for the prevention of youth violence
Most of the reviews showed that at least half of the included studies documented effects on reducing violence-related outcomes. Effectiveness can be more reliable for the case of bullying. This can be because most reviews focused on this topic but also because of more consistency in the measurement of outcomes. From the six reviews focusing on bullying (Evans et al., 2014; Farrington & Ttofi, 2009; Merrell et al., 2008; Ferguson et al., 2007; Vreeman & Carroll, 2007; Smith et al., 2004), five identified significant results in at least half of the included studies. For other forms of aggression or disruptive behaviours, the evidence is mixed; only four reviews out of seven showed protective effects in at least half of the studies included. In the only review including crime-related outcomes, it was reported that protective effects for this outcome were found on 56% of the studies (Fagan & Catalano, 2013).

While most of the positive effects of the interventions are significant, the evidence is less optimistic regarding the clinical significance of such effects. For example, several reviews showed that though significant, the size of the effect of the intervention was moderate or small (Merrell et al., 2008; Ferguson et al., 2007; Wilson & Lipsey, 2006; Smith et al., 2004; Scheckner et al., 2002). Overall the evidence concentrates on school-based interventions, however there is no consistency regarding which components of interventions are most successful. 

4.2.4 Comparing the results with those from interventions in LA
Among all the reviews, none of them presented outcomes relating to homicides and only one included measures of crime (Fagan & Catalano, 2013). Both outcomes are highly relevant for youth violence in LA and were assessed by some of the studies included in the review presented on Chapter Three together with measurements of youth violence present in the community. In the case of studies from LA bullying was an outcome less commonly reported, contrary to the international literature. 

School-based interventions were the most common both in evaluation studies on the region and overall in the world. Community-based interventions were not addressed in the international literature although this was an important component on studies from LA. In contrast to international reviews, in studies from LA the interventions are rarely said to be targeted to either universal or selected population. 

4.2.5 Context-relevant features
The review by Mytton et al. (2006) was the only one including an intervention implemented in LA, however such study based in Argentina, was not identified in the review presented in Chapter Three. In addition, Leidy et al. (2010) summarised interventions designed for Latino families in the US. Only three reviews mentioned some aspect that might be relevant for assessing the applicability of the interventions to different populations (Evans et al., 2014; Leidy et al., 2010; Hahn et al., 2007). In the three cases, the feature related to race/ethnicity. Leidy et al. (2010) focused on Latinos without comparing results to other populations. Evans et al. (2014) and Hahn et al. (2007) found differential effects by race. The former found that most programmes with significant effects on bullying had homogeneous samples while those showing no significant effects had diverse ethnic samples. The latter found a larger effect on studies where the population was 50% Hispanic comparing to studies in which information on ethnicity was not provided.
4.3 Summary of the findings
The findings from this brief review of other reviews show that most preventive interventions have significant effects in reducing violent behaviours in youths. School-based interventions are the most common form of programme evaluated overall in the world, including in LA as documented in the previous chapter. This is consistent with another umbrella review that reports that the majority of programmes implemented in the world are school-based, however family-based are supposed to achieve stronger effects (Matjasko et al., 2012). The body of evidence from family-based interventions both in LA and internationally is yet insufficient. Community-based programmes were absent in the international setting.

As showed in Chapter Three, some interventions in LA addressed severe forms of violence, which are widespread behaviours in the region. However, such forms of violence are rarely addressed in the international literature. A large part of the international literature is focused on the phenomenon of bullying, a concept that is less predominant in the literature from LA, and mainly in young children rather than adolescents or those older than 18. Moreover, the vast majority of systematic reviews were based on evidence from high-income countries and few international reviews mentioned concerns relating to differential effects by context/populations. When they did, studies with homogeneous samples showed larger effects. 

Only one international systematic review included one study from LA and interestingly, such study from Argentina was not included in the LA review presented in Chapter Three. While the inclusion criteria were similar between the two reviews, the no identification of the study from Argentina in the LA review could be explained because its focus was perhaps in population of younger children. In the effectiveness review from LA, studies with a majority of population less than 10 years old were not included, however this could not have been controlled in the systematic reviews included here. In addition, the lack of overlap between the two reviews can be explained because: a) only three of the studies included in the LA review were documents in English, therefore limiting the possibilities of identifying the rest in standard international academic databases, b) many of the documents included in the LA review were published in the form of gray literature such as reports rather than in academic journals; and c) the search strategy in the LA review targeted academic databases containing local journals at the regional level, increasing the chances of identifying documents in Spanish.

In general, the international reviews have relied largely on rigorous study designs, since nine of the 15 reviews included here used RCTs or quasi-experimental designs as an inclusion criterion. The international reviews have still failed to address the risk of bias in the included studies, with only three reviews stating clearly that quality of the individual studies was assessed and few reviews considering biases present in the primary studies as part of the synthesis.






Implementation of interventions to prevent youth violence in Latin America: a qualitative evidence synthesis

The last two chapters presented syntheses of the evidence regarding the effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence. Through a LA focused systematic review (Chapter Three) and an international one (Chapter Four), challenges were evident to identify specific recommendations about the most promising interventions for the region, considering the limited available local evidence and the broad international body of research focused on high-income settings. 

To continue with the understanding of the challenges for adopting a traditional EBPM approach in Mexico, other forms of evidence were explored. Information about feasibility of the interventions, how do they operate in the real world and what factors affect their implementation, are other forms of evidence needed for EBPM (Lewin et al., 2015; Fretheim et al., 2009; Oxman et al., 2009; Galbraith, 2004). Qualitative research has been shown to be useful for this task (Lewin et al., 2015; Fretheim et al., 2009). 

Therefore, the third synthesis in this thesis comprised a qualitative evidence synthesis summarising research about the implementation of programmes in LA. It was expected that with another form of synthesis currently discussed within the EBPM, other challenges for the region would become apparent. The review uses the best fit framework synthesis approach to explore factors affecting the implementation of interventions to prevent youth violence in LA. The findings from this qualitative evidence synthesis have also been published in an international peer reviewed journal (Atienzo et al., 2016a). Herein, minor modifications were made to the methods and results sections, while the summary was largely modified. The published version of the manuscript is presented in Appendix 4.

5.1 Methods
The research questions guiding this review are:
1.	What is the extent and quality of the evidence from LA about implementation of programmes directed to prevent youth violence?
1.	What are the factors affecting either the participation of the population in the interventions or their functioning and operation?

A best fit framework synthesis of qualitative studies was carried out (Booth & Carroll, 2015; Carroll et al., 2013; Carroll et al., 2011), describing experiences surrounding the implementation of a primary or secondary prevention programme. As it was described in Chapter Two, the best fit framework synthesis approach uses the standard methods of systematic reviews to define a structured research question and search strategy of individual studies, but the synthesis of qualitative data is informed by a framework identified a priory and which has been regarded as an adequate starting point for the analysis or 'a best fit' for the review (Booth & Carroll, 2015). 

The review was carried out according to standards from the PRISMA and PRISMA-P statements (Moher et al., 2015; Moher et al., 2009) and the Enhance Transparency in Reporting Qualitative Evidence Synthesis (ENTREQ) statement (Tong et al., 2012). A preliminary protocol was prepared as part of the module HAR 6501 Systematic Reviews & Critical Appraisal Techniques (protocol submitted on February 2015), part of the Doctoral Development Programme. The final protocol was not published considering restrictions within the PhD timeframe. This limitation is acknowledged and discussed in Chapter Eight.

5.1.1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria




A search in the following academic databases was conducted (April-May 2015):
	ASSIA
	CINAHL









The search strategy built on a list of keywords based on five concepts according to the SPIDER criteria: (Intervention OR Programme OR Curriculum, etc.) AND (“Youth violence” OR “Juvenile Violence” OR Bullying, etc.); AND (Views OR Experiences OR Barriers OR Facilitators, etc.); AND (“Qualitative Methods” OR Qualitative OR “Qualitative Research” OR “Mixed Methods”, etc.); AND (Interviews OR “Focus Groups” OR “Case Study”, etc.) AND ("Latin America" OR Argentina OR Belize, etc.). An example of the search strategy is provided in IBSS is provided in Appendix 5. The websites of international institutions were also explored (e.g. the International Centre for the Prevention of Crime, the Inter-American Development Bank, the World Bank); citation and reference search was conducted based on the included manuscripts.

5.1.3 Study Selection and Data Extraction
Records from the searches were exported into EndNote version X7. After eliminating duplicates, a first screening of titles and abstracts was conducted. The full-text of documents potentially meeting inclusion criteria were retrieved for a second screening. A pre-designed data extraction sheet was used for retrieving information from the selected studies.

5.1.4 Quality Assessment
The quality of the included studies was assessed using the Qualitative Research Checklist (Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP), 2014a). The CASP tool was used as this is a structured and friendly tool, consisting of 10 cues that can be answered with ‘Yes’ ‘No’ and ‘Can’t tell’, in relation to relevance and methodological and reporting issues of a qualitative study. A structured approach was used since it could be a particularly helpful guide when a reviewer lacks of broad experience in qualitative research, therefore feeling less confident in using an unprompted judgement to assess the quality of a qualitative study (Dixon-Woods et al., 2007b). The quality assessment was not used as criteria to include or exclude papers in the synthesis. The assessment was used to understand weaknesses in the body of evidence available for LA in this topic, and show in this sense challenges for synthesising research.

5.1.5 Data synthesis and analysis
The best fit framework synthesis approach consists of the a priori identification of a pre-existing conceptual framework or theory, against which to compare the data contained in the included studies (Booth & Carroll, 2015; Carroll, et al., 2013). In this review, the pre-existing framework used was the ‘Checklist for identifying factors affecting the implementation of a policy option’ proposed by the SURE Collaboration-WHO (The SURE Collaboration, 2011). The framework provides a long list of indicators of barriers for the implementation of policies at different levels of influence, including the health system and social and political constraints, which are matters of high relevance in this thesis. Other models exist, but the few identified at the time of planning this review were not found suitable for the aim of this thesis. For example, the progress-monitoring model proposed by Bergh et al. (2005) is focused in progression during implementation of healthcare innovations and is framed within hospital settings. The SURE framework was regarded as appropriate for the research question addressed in this review. The identification of this framework was done opportunistically, while searches of relevant literature for this thesis were being carried out and the framework showed fit for purpose (Booth & Carroll, 2015; Carroll et al., 2011). The SURE framework and its initial adaptation for this review is provided in Table 6.

The synthesis followed an iterative process of developing and refining the starting framework via the following steps (Booth & Carroll, 2015; Carroll et al., 2013): 
1) Adaptation of the SURE model to fit the question of this review (Table 6), which implied re-labelling some themes and deleting others that were not relevant for the type of interventions addressed in this review. For example, the theme 'information systems' (systems to assess and monitor needs, resource use, and utilisation of targeted services that are needed to implement the option) was deleted, while the theme ‘ideology’ was changed to ‘Norms or standards’. In addition, the dimensions or levels of barriers/facilitators in the SURE framework were reduced from five to four since the dimension relating to providers and the dimension of other stakeholders were combined into one. This was done because the themes of barriers/facilitators in each of these dimensions are the same and since few studies were found, chances of finding these themes differentiated by the two types of actors were limited.
2) Review of the included the primary studies and familiarisation with the data.
3) Identification of segments of text describing outcomes of interest.
4) Coding of text and data extraction according to main themes and dimensions in the adapted framework; in parallel to this stage, if other themes not included in the a priori framework were identified in the data, new codes for these emergent themes were added and organised within the levels of the adapted SURE framework, in a similar way as thematic analysis in qualitative research (Booth & Carroll, 2015). Hence, the best fit framework synthesis approach involved both framework and thematic analysis (Carroll, et al., 2013).
5) Re-review of findings from the original studies (link to step 3 and 4).
6) Coding of barriers and facilitators within the main themes of the adapted framework. 










Continuation Table 6.  Original and adapted conceptual framework used in the best fit framework synthesis. 







Continuation Table 6.  Original and adapted conceptual framework used in the best fit framework synthesis. 


5.1.6 Assessing the confidence in the findings
The strength of the evidence was assessed using a preliminary version of the GRADE-CERQual (Confidence in the Evidence from Reviews of Qualitative research) method. While a more recent and revised version of the CERQual approach exists (Lewin et al., 2015), this was not available by the time this synthesis was developed. The preliminary version of CERQual that was used is based on the assessment of two factors: a) the quality of the individual studies; and b) coherence of a finding i.e. the degree to which a pattern across studies is identified (Glenton et al., 2013). Each barrier/facilitator identified in the synthesis was rated with these two criteria. Certainty of each finding (barrier or facilitator) could be classified as: high, if supported by rigorous studies and a clear pattern across studies existed; moderate, when concerns on methodological limitations or coherence existed; or low, if important methodological limitations and concerns over the coherence of the finding were present. In the reviewed version, in addition to the quality of the individual studies and the coherence of a finding adequacy of data and relevance are two other domains assessed. Given that this Chapter is based on a published paper, it was decided not to update the interpretation of the main findings based on the revised approach, mainly because the overall findings would not change as a result of using the updated version. This limitation is discussed in Chapter Eight.

5.2 Results
Twenty-five papers were identified from the searches. Eight representing five programmes implemented in LA were included (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Medan, 2013; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Medan, 2012; Schnell, 2012; Uy, 2012; Medan, 2011; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). Figure 5 outlines the selection process.





5.2.1 Description of the studies









5.2.2 Barriers and facilitators to the implementation of programmes





Figure 6. Synthesis. Barriers and facilitators affecting the implementation of interventions to prevent youth violence in Latin America


1. Programme recipients. Themes within this dimension relate to people participating in the programmes. Two barriers were identified: firstly, a belief that the programme is designed for people having nothing important to do which discouraged some parents from participation (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); and secondly, complex situations in participants’ lives such as family dynamics, maternity or the need for income that sometimes limited the achievement of goals or attendance at programmes (Medan, 2013; Medan, 2011; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). The only facilitator related to levels of motivation of the participants, which was described as enhancing access to and continuation in the programmes (Medan, 2013; Medan, 2011; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). The three themes were rated as low certainty.

2. Programme providers and other stakeholders and key players. This dimension of factors affecting implementation of programmes includes themes relating to individuals implementing the interventions as well as other stakeholders or key players such as programme managers, community leaders, educational or health authorities, policy makers or donors. Four barriers were identified. A first barrier with moderate certainty describes that the implementation of an intervention could be adversely affected by providers or key stakeholders having low commitment to a programme (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). The other three barriers were rated as low certainty: Authors reported that teachers could lack confidence in coping with emotional situations that arise in prevention activities, for example emotional reactions from parents when talking about past life experiences (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). Another barrier described was that in some contexts, teachers or school personnel were reluctant to get involved in conflict mediation, a key component in some interventions, due to fear of students who were involved in gangs (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014). The last barrier indicated that teachers’ or other stakeholders’ negative beliefs about the programme approach or effectiveness could limit the way that they were involved in programme activities (Castro & Escribens, 2012; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006).

On the other hand, three facilitators were identified. Studies documented the importance of skills/knowledge of providers or key players in facilitating the implementation. For example Castro & Escribens (2012) and Berk-Seligson et al. (2014) highlighted that teachers were a key element to successful implementation since they already know how to approach and work with parents and students. Uy (2012) described how a parents’ union had an important role in motivating other families. Another consistent facilitator was that providers or stakeholders who understood the relevance of a programme, that is that were sensitised in relation to the programme, were more involved in the activities and operation of the interventions (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). Also, a desire for contributing to the community facilitated the involvement of key players (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Uy, 2012). Moderate certainty supported the first two facilitators while the third one was low.

3. Programmes’ constraints. Eleven barriers were identified within this component and in five of these, moderate certainty regarding the strength of this evidence was found. Firstly, one of the most frequently reported barriers was a lack of materials or facilities (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). A second barrier was lack of clarity or inconsistency in programmes’ rules (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Medan, 2013; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). The need to choose between adherence to high standards of implementation, or a more flexible scheme was also frequently outlined, especially when resources and time constraints were present (Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006) for example, training may be shortened due to cost or time constraints (Castro & Escribens, 2012). Also, moderate strength was found in evidence showing problems arising due to a limited number of trained providers in the community, since this shortage affected the ability to reach greater numbers of participants, or carry out more activities (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). The training of providers was commonly reported to be either short, long or expensive (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006).

Other barriers with weak evidence are: the limited time that school personnel (who often acted as providers of the interventions) has for training or delivery of the interventions (Castro & Escribens, 2012; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); problems relating to an inefficient communication between the different key players involved (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); an inadequate supervision of the interventions that could be perceived as an overload of work (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); the need to submit regular and frequent reports regarding implementation of the interventions (bureaucracy) (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); a lack of a defined scheme for referencing violent students or those involved in gangs to other specialised services (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); and lastly, problems initiating new interventions within the well-defined structure of the educational or health systems (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Castro and Escribens, 2012).
Among the facilitators, 11 themes were identified, two with moderate strength in the evidence. Firstly, most of the authors reported that the involvement of different sectors, institutions, organisations or stakeholders (i.e. a multi-disciplinary and/or multi-sectoral collaboration) was important for the intervention successful implementation. Participation of community leaders, educational or health authorities, had an important role in achieving wide programme coverage and successful performing of activities due to the experience of those involved. For example, community-based organisations were described as key to reaching youths (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014), whereas schools were key in reaching parents (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). Secondly, authors also mentioned that creating links between new programmes and previous efforts conducted by schools or communities facilitated the implementation of new activities (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006).

The rest of the facilitators had low certainty in the evidence. Firstly, supervision was essential to enable implementation as planned by the coordinators (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). A good communication facilitated the coordination of activities (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); while a good coordination between the key players allowed efficient distribution of roles and responsibilities, facilitating multi-disciplinary work (Castro & Escribens, 2012; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). Another factor that contributed to the operation of school-based interventions was using skill-based approaches similar to the one used by the national educational system (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); the health system was described as facilitating referring of participants to other specialised areas when needed (Castro & Escribens, 2012). The involvement of psychologists and social workers was beneficial to lead activities that traditional providers could not perform such as emotional support for participants (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006).

Another facililtator was reported to be obtaining funding from both private and public institutions (including local governments) since it guaranteed that materials and facilities were available (Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012). Related to this, economic incentives to participants were described as being helpful to prevent youths abandoning the programme to start a job (Medan, 2013; Uy, 2012). Lastly, strict methodological standards facilitated the implementation of programmes (Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012).

4. Social or political constraints. In this dimension of factors, nine barriers were found. Among these barriers, moderate evidence supported only one barrier according to which insecure or violent contexts impact on programme provision, which is the case in areas with a presence of gangs (Berk-Seligson et. al., 2014) or communities known for being violent (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). Other barriers with a lesser degree of consistency in the reporting were the loss of trained providers due to frequent staff turnovers at the educational or health system (Castro & Escribens, 2012; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006) and strikes among teachers (Castro & Escribens, 2012). Other constraints were the lack of regulations on what to do regarding gangs or juvenile violence in schools and the perception that involving the police might adversely affect the credibility of a programme’s activities since the police are perceived to be corrupt (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014).
Other barriers were difficulties reaching women, since juvenile violence is less legitimised in females (Medan, 2013); the difficulties in implementing a standard programme within widely heterogeneous populations (Castro & Escribens, 2012; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); and differences between social codes promoted by a programme and codes present in a community (Medan, 2012; Medan, 2011). Lastly, it was described that the pressure that some local authorities can put in order to achieve a large coverage of participants may compromise the quality of implementation of interventions (Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012). Lastly, only one facilitator was found showing low consistency among studies. According to this facilitator, benefits exist in involving influential people in the community such as religious leaders since they can contribute to reach at-risk-youths (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014).

5.3 Summary of the findings
In this qualitative evidence synthesis, factors affecting the implementation of programmes to prevent youth violence in LA were explored. Information about issues emerging during delivery of programmes is needed for an EBPM approach as this helps to ensure the successful implementation of strategies suggested in the literature. 

The synthesis presented here allowed the identification of consistent evidence on eleven factors influencing the delivery of programmes, the majority of them in the form of barriers. Many other factors were highlighted in the studies but given quality concerns, no certainty on the findings can be claimed. Most of the identified factors related to the design of the programmes, followed by factors related to the social or political context. However, many factors of the programmes resemble issues of the overall context and therefore can be intrinsically linked to the immediate context. For example, factors such as availability of trained providers, lack of facilities, alignment of a programme to the health or education system that pertains to the dimension of programmes’ constraints, can be highly influenced by the setting of LA, where scarcity in resources exist and where health and education systems are strict. 

Overall, the findings suggest that prevailing conditions in the region act as important determinants of the successful development and implementation of interventions, and this at the same time suggests that the preventive programmes identified in the literature synthesised, particularly those presented in Chapter Four that are based on high-income settings, will not translate automatically in successful implementation and outcomes. The assessment of the applicability of the findings from international systematic reviews would be needed. 







Factors influencing the use of research in Policy-making: an umbrella review

The research syntheses presented in Chapters Three to Five enabled the identification of issues emerging in the production of systematic reviews when aiming to develop policy recommendations in LA. A number of observations can be made portraying some of the challenges emerging when adopting an evidence-synthesis approach for EBPM. Briefly stated, problems exist with identifying studies focused on the region, concerns about the internal validity of local findings arise and about the external validity of international findings, potentially successful approaches cannot be confirmed by the international literature and many factors present in the local context of LA can hinder the delivery of preventive strategies. 

However, and regardless of the type of evidence about the programmes that is synthesised, the synthesis of existing research is only but one of the many processes involved in EBPM. Linked to the production of systematic reviews is the presentation of such reviews. Many attributes of the research and how it is presented can influence its use by policy-makers (Lavis et al., 2005). Consequently, after conducting several research syntheses, an issue emerged that needed to be addressed, that is how can researchers present the findings of such reviews to make them user-friendly. Notwithstanding, cumulative evidence to date has consistently pointed out that many factors other than the presentation of research exist limiting or promoting the use of research by policy-makers, as pointed out in previous published systematic reviews (Oliver et al., 2014; Liverani et al., 2013; Orton et al., 2011; Bowen et al., 2009; Campbell et al., 2009; Dobbins et al., 2007; Petticrew et al., 2004; Innvaer et al., 2002; Dobbins et al., 2001a; Dobbins et al., 2001b; Willison & MacLeod, 1999).

Therefore, this Chapter addresses these two subjects: the factors influencing the uses of research, and the preferences regarding presentation of research outputs. The Chapter is concerned with what in Chapter One was presented as the second methodological component of the thesis (the influencing factors component in Figure 1). To address this, a synthesis of existing systematic reviews is presented. The methodology of umbrella review was chosen since there are already many systematic reviews on this topic. More importantly, a synthesis of existing reviews could bring together findings from previous syntheses that have analysed factors across different levels of influence, and could help identifying areas where research is still lacking. 

6.1 Methods
The research questions guiding this umbrella review are:
1.	What are the factors affecting the use of research for policy-making?
1.	What are the policy-makers’ perceptions with regard to ways of presenting findings from research?

This review was conducted following the PRISMA statement (Liberati et al., 2009), standards proposed by The Joanna Briggs Institute (Aromataris et al., 2015) and the Cochrane Collaboration (Becker & Oxman, 2011) for the development of umbrella reviews. A protocol was prepared in advance and has been published elsewhere (Atienzo et al., 2016b).

6.1.1 Inclusion criteria




Table 8. Detailed inclusion criteria. Factors influencing the use of research for policy-making
Criteria	 	Description	 	Comments
Participants:	 	Studies with policy or decision-makers for programmes or services. That is, participants from public institutions who are in charge of the planning, design or coordination of policies, programmes or services.	 	Studies with additional stakeholders were included if the main focus was on policy-makers.
Phenomena of interest:	 	Factors influencing the use of research evidence. This included the experiences of participants using research products such as academic articles or systematic reviews, or adopting findings from evidence produced by academic research.	 	Also included were reviews describing strategies for promoting research use or adoption. In this case the interest was on the factors that had more impact in promoting research uptake.
Context:	 	Eligible reviews focused on policy-making in health, education or social services areas in any region in the world.	 	Decision-making at the clinical or patient level was not considered.
Type of studies:	 	Systematic reviews of empirical studies of quantitative, qualitative or mixed designs. Inclusion was restricted to reviews presenting inclusion criteria and a clear description of how the studies were located and selected, i.e. search strategy, databases searched.	 	Reviews including also commentaries, editorials or theoretical papers were included only if they presented also empirical evidence from original studies.
Publication language:	 	Only publications in English or Spanish were considered for inclusion.	 	However, a specific search using terms in Spanish was not conducted.


6.1.2 Identification of literature - search strategy
A search of published articles and grey literature was conducted (February 2016). Eleven electronic databases were searched using a strategy built from four concepts (research, uptake, policy-makers and systematic reviews). Filters were used to retrieve papers classified as reviews. No limitations in publication date were imposed. The keywords in English were searched in titles, abstracts, and subheadings/descriptors. The databases searched were:
	ASSIA
	CINAHL










The following repositories of research syntheses were searched: The Campbell Collaboration Library of Systematic Reviews, The Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, the Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effectiveness, The JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports and Epistemonikos. Reference list screening and citation searching were also carried out, limiting this searching to papers published from 2000 to date. An example of the search strategy in Social Services Abstracts is provided in Appendix 7.

6.1.3 Quality appraisal
The quality of the included reviews was assessed by using an adaptation of the CASP Systematic Review Checklist (Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP), 2014b). The CASP tool aids in the appraisal of systematic reviews, consisting in a list of 10 questions that can be ranked as either 'yes', 'no' or 'can’t tell' regarding key aspects of a systematic review. Three items from the CASP tool were excluded as they were not considered to be relevant for the aim of this review, as they asked about reasons to combine quantitative results from the different studies, how precise the results were and about harms and costs. The quality assessment was not used as criteria to include or exclude papers in the synthesis. The assessment was used only to gain an understanding of the body of evidence available in this topic, therefore the use of a short checklist such as CASP was deemed suitable as other tools like ROBIS (used in Chapter Four) demand more time. This was important considering the amount of papers found on this topic and the restricted timeframe within the PhD. 

6.1.4 Data extraction
For each of the included reviews, relevant information was extracted such as publication details, type of review and synthesis conducted, date range of the search, among others. The results of each review were compiled into a list of facilitators or barriers reflecting the themes, categories or levels of factors proposed by the authors. In some cases, this was a very straightforward process as many syntheses presented explicit tables or lists of barriers or facilitators. When the results were not presented in such a structured way, fragments of text describing either a facilitator, a barrier or modifying factor were identified and extracted accordingly. Information was extracted into predesigned forms in Excel and formatted into detailed tables.

6.1.5 Data analysis
A thematic synthesis approach was adopted to analyse the data (Thomas & Harden, 2008). It is important to highlight that no distinction was made between barriers and facilitators influencing the use of systematic reviews and those influencing the use of research evidence in general. The first step in the analysis was to create independent lists of barriers and facilitators reported in each paper. In some cases, labels used by the authors of the reviews were applied to the barriers and facilitators, but in others, a new descriptive label which summarised the factor was applied when it was not explicitly labelled in the review. Then, a list was created containing all the barriers found across all the papers and the same was done with a second list containing all the facilitators. Since in most of the cases the facilitators and barriers were mirror images of the same topic, e.g. 'access' and 'lack of access', the facilitators and barriers were combined and represented under the umbrella term 'influencing factors'. Attention was paid to identify factors that could be describing the same phenomenon but that were labelled differently in order to reduce them to a single factor. The barriers and facilitators were then reduced into a single list of all the influencing factors across the studies. 

The next step in the analysis was to group together the factors that shared a similar nature, which allowed to form main themes of factors. The themes were then organised into a taxonomy of themes. For this, a frame was built by identifying elements or levels of themes described by a number of the included reviews (Humphries et al., 2014; Oliver et al., 2014; Orem et al., 2012; Mitton et al., 2007), e.g. characteristics of the policy-makers or factors from the institution. Themes were then organised across this frame. The levels of the frame were then re-labelled after interpretation of all the influencing factors, to portray in a more meaningful way what each level was capturing. A synthesis was then conducted using a narrative format with support of tabular supplements. All the factors described in the included reviews were considered for the synthesis regardless of the quantity or quality of the empirical evidence supporting them.

6.2 Results
A total of 1,594 unduplicated records were found from the electronic searches. From these, 119 records were retrieved for full text assessment, and 19 were selected for inclusion. An additional 17 documents were identified via reference list screening and citation searching. In total 36 documents were included representing findings from 31 unique systematic reviews (Tricco et al., 2016a; Boyes, 2014; Humphries et al., 2014; Lorenc et al., 2014; Merlo et al., 2014; Moat, 2014; Oliver et al., 2014; Armstrong et al., 2013; Brown, 2013; Liverani et al., 2013; Macoubrie & Harrison, 2013; Moat et al., 2013a; Brown, 2012a; Brown, 2012b; Liang et al., 2012; Orem et al., 2012; Wallace et al., 2012a; Wallace et al., 2012b; Brown, 2011; Bunn & Sworn, 2011; Chambers et al., 2011; Erntoft, 2011; Moore et al., 2011; Orton et al., 2011; Perrier et al., 2011; Contandriopoulos et al., 2010; Moore et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2008; Mitton et al., 2007; Lavis et al., 2005; van Velden et al., 2005; Hemsley-Brown, 2004; Drummond et al., 2003; Innvaer et al., 2002; Drummond & Weatherly, 2000; Granados et al., 1997). Figure 7 presents the flow of the inclusion process.






6.2.1 Description of the reviews




Table 9. Characteristics of the included reviews. Factors influencing the use of research for policy-making
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Figure 8 below shows the focus of the included reviews. Twenty-two had an explicit focus on the factors affecting or influencing the use of research, mostly presented as barriers and facilitators; 13 had a focus on broad processes and meanings of research use; nine addressed aspects pertaining to the field of knowledge mobilisation and implementation science; seven focused on the effectiveness of interventions to promote research use; and two examined issues related to the dissemination or diffusion of innovations field.





6.2.2 Quality of the reviews









6.2.3 Synthesis of the evidence about influencing factors 







Figure 9. Framework of factors influencing the use of research


Overall, the most frequently reported influencing factors either limiting or promoting research use were: the degree to which a policy-maker has research-related skills to interpret and use research (pertaining to the theme 'skills') (n=22); the perceived relevance of a research study (within the theme 'relevance') (n=22); and the level of collaboration, contact or communication between policy-makers and researchers (pertaining to the theme 'interaction/collaboration') (n=20). In the following section, the influencing factors found for each of the six levels are presented, describing only those influencing factors reported most often in the reviews.









Table 11. Summary, drivers for change. Factors influencing the use of research for policy-making








Table 12. Summary, normative factors. Factors influencing the use of research for policy-making





Table 13. Summary, differential perspectives between academia and policy-makers. Factors influencing the use of research for policy-making











5. Perceptions about the specific topic, programme or policy. This level includes attributes of the topic, issue or programme under consideration that can also influence research use. Three themes were identified for this level: alignment of the topic or policy with local actions; the nature of the topic or programme; and the availability of evidence on the topic or issue. Eleven reviews identified as an influencing factor the degree of information overload and the existence of processes to reduce time spent in searching for evidence about a topic (such as systematic reviews). Only one review found that research about a topic or issue that is already being covered by local programmes or policies is less prone to be used (Table 15).

Table 15. Summary, perceptions about the specific topic, programme or policy. Factors influencing the use of research for policy-making


6. Individual factors. The factors on this level focus on characteristics of the policy-maker. Four general themes of influencing factors are found: skills; awareness of research; motivations or attitudes; and occupational factors. The influencing factors relating to characteristics the policy-maker mentioned more frequently in previous reviews are: the level of research-related skills (n=22); and a lack of time or issues of workload (n=10). Interestingly, only one review provided evidence that available options for policy-making are narrowed by current legislations or institutional guidelines, which can obstruct evidence-based decisions (Table 16).

Table 16. Summary, individual factors. Factors influencing the use of research for policy-making


6.2.4 Issues about the format of research outputs
From the previous section addressing factors influencing research use, it can be noted that the content of the research product has been mentioned among the factors affecting EBPM (table 14 above). While nine reviews mentioned specifically the format of the paper to be an influencing factor, 14 mentioned issues relating to the contextualisation of the research to address policy-makers’ needs. From the 31 papers included in this review, 22 pointed out directly or indirectly to some aspect relating to the formatting of presentation of research papers.











6.3 Summary of the findings
This umbrella review aimed to summarise the empirical evidence from previous systematic reviews exploring factors influencing the use of research by policy-makers. In particular, the intention was to organise the findings across a wide spectrum of levels of influencing factors. The factors shaping the use of research are broad and can act at different levels. Most of the previous reviews have covered many influencing factors related to the policy-makers’ perceptions about research. In fact, all of them provided evidence for this level of factors, while only a few have addressed issues of the general context (drivers for change). 






Policy-makers’ views and experiences with the use of research in Mexico: a qualitative study

In policy-making, evidence-use concerns not only the information needed to make a decision but also how the sources of evidence are assessed, valued and prioritised as a group (Dobrow et al., 2004). Therefore, throughout the different stages in this study, I became aware that if an understanding was to be gained related to the potential uses of systematic reviews for policy-making in Mexico, it was imperative to go beyond the challenges for their production and use. It was important to also understand how the use of research is experienced within the daily tasks of policy-makers and within the context circumscribed by their organisations. In this way, it could be possible to explore if systematic reviews are known and if they are known how they are valued. Qualitative research can help in this query by interpreting social phenomena or events in terms of the meanings that people give to them in the context of their everyday practices and knowledge (Flick, 2007; Britten, 2006). This was the main driver for the qualitative study detailed here, which presents the final set of empirical data forming part of this thesis.

The current chapter builds on the previous evidence synthesis by comparing the framework of influencing factors developed in Chapter Six with the evidence from policy-makers specifically in Mexico. This will allow recognising factors shaping the use of research that are more relevant to the context of Mexico. This is particularly relevant in LA where there is little research exploring how contextual factors influence the role of research evidence in the policy-making process (Patino, 2014). Qualitative methodology allowed to uncover the context of the key informants and unveil social processes in which the use of research is immersed (Pope & Mays, 2006; Murphy & Dingwall, 2003). In other words, it was possible to understand particularities of the policy-setting in Mexico and then how research is used within such setting. In line with a critical realist view, this component aimed to reveal social structures embedded within the public institutions that act as mechanisms driving the use of research.
 
7.1 Research aim and research questions
This qualitative research took place in the setting of decision-making in Governmental institutions in Mexico. Before introducing the specific research questions, I would like to highlight that I do not aim to characterise policy processes in Mexico. That is, it is not my intention to describe how the exercise of policy-making is executed. Since it is essential to make sense of the context surrounding these policy-makers if use of research is to be promoted, I intend that the narratives of the participants concerning their experiences using research and the factors shaping research use will portray the underlying context of policy-making.

The specific research questions explored in this study are:
1.	How do policy-makers’ perceive and experience the use of research and systematic reviews in their institutions?
1.	What factors influence their use of research?
1.	How can the format of academic papers be enhanced to produce user-friendly products for policy-making?
7.2 Research design and methods
This study used a qualitative design with semi-structured interviews as the method of data collection. Interviews are one of the most common forms of methods associated with qualitative research in health settings (Britten, 2006). For Edwards, et al. (2014), interviews are needed in a critical realist perspective ‘for accessing human thought, meaning, and experience’ (p.122). However, they should not be taken as the only basis for analysis of the underlying causal mechanisms of events.

There are many types and aims within qualitative interviewing. Murphy & Dingwall (2003, p.77) highlight that qualitative interviews should be considered to be:
'ranged along a continuum in terms of the degree of control the researcher seeks to exert over the content and structure of the encounter. At one extreme, the researcher may simply introduce a broad topic and invite the informant to contribute without overtly seeking to constrain or direct the talk. At the other, the researcher comes to the interview with a clear set of issues to be examined in the interview and, in some cases, a list of questions to introduce each issue'

The decision of which style to choose from this continuum should be determined by the research questions and from the existing state of knowledge about the topic (Kelly, 2010; Murphy & Dingwall, 2003). With that in mind, I chose to adopt a semi-structured style, which allowed me to guide the interview according to each participant’s experiences. For example, for those participants who are familiar with systematic reviews, this format allowed reformulating questions focused on their experiences with this type of evidence. I expected that the methodological approach chosen would be well-matched to the research questions underlying this qualitative component (how policy-makers’ experience the use of research in their institutions and what factors affect their use).

7.2.1 Sampling
In qualitative research, sampling of participants is done on the basis of the type of information they are expected to provide and share about the research questions explored (Kelly, 2010; Sandelowski, 1995). In this sense, the focus was on participants with a position of authority within their institutions/areas, who are/were accountable for decisions related to the design, coordination or implementation of policies, services or programmes, particularly impacting on youths. Purposive sampling was used to select participants representing different public institutions in the fields of health, social services, human development and youth wellbeing, having a role in macro (national), meso (regional/state) or micro (municipal) policy-making (Bell, 2010) and in upper and middle levels of decision-making within the institution. Both current policy-makers and individuals not currently engaged as public servants but that had a role in decision-making at some point were included. As previously mentioned, the scope of this study does not include decision-making at the practitioner level. 

Patton (2002) points out that 'sampling to the point of redundancy is an ideal, one that works best for basic research, unlimited timelines, and unconstrained resources' (p.246). For this author, the key aspect lies in specifying the minimum number of participants needed to cover the phenomenon of interest (Patton, 2002). In regards to this matter, Kelly (2010) claims that six to ten interviews may be adequate for a qualitative study based on semi-structured interviews within a defined group of participants. Based on the time and resources available for fieldwork, it was anticipated that 12-15 interviews could be conducted in this study, with 10 being the minimum number to cover in order to achieve redundancy (saturation) of the information. 

Initially, only the context of central Mexico (including Mexico City) was considered. However, during the fieldwork I realised that given constrictions in access to the participants, because of a lack of response from the institutions, I needed to consider another setting. Thus, I also conducted interviews in a northern state in Mexico. This city was also chosen for pragmatic reasons as it is my home town and I had greater chances of contacting participants through personal contacts. In total, three cities and one municipality provide the sample settings of the study. The two geographical areas (central and northern Mexico) added further range to the sample in regard to the following features:
a) In Mexico, large differences exist between the states in the north and central/south Mexico. Such differences are related to incomes, education level and lifestyle. These disparities are also reflected in terms of how the health system is managed. Poorer states, the ones in central/south Mexico, have fewer resources that translates to less expenditure in public health; also, differences are found in the development of infrastructure and basic services between states (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2005).
b) Mexico City is the seat of the government and a large metropolitan area; public institutions in each state are aligned to Federal institutions settled in Mexico City however they have flexibility in terms of organisation and operating mechanisms.
c) The other state in central Mexico that was included (besides Mexico City) houses the main grounds of the National Institute of Public Health, one of the most important research institutions in Latin America. More communication or contact between policy-makers and researchers could be expected in this state.

In order to identify potential participants where possible, a sampling frame of potential interviewees was created using information which is publicly available on the websites of the institutions (case A). When such information was not available (case B), potential participants were identified via contacting the Heads of relevant institutions/departments.

7.2.2 Identification and recruitment 
Two weeks before starting fieldwork, I moved to Mexico to start the recruitment phase (August 2016). Originally, a two stage approach was planned to recruit participants: 1) invitation to key informants to an online anonymous survey; and 2) invitation to participate in a further in-depth interview among a sample of respondents to the survey. The survey was designed to collect demographics that would inform purposive sampling for interview. An email was sent to directorates of the institutions asking authorisation to contact employees. The aim of the study was explained. I would give the names of potential informants (case A) or would describe the profile I was interested in and ask for help in recruitment (case B). I sent a reminder two weeks later if no reply was received. However, as portrayed in Figure 10 below, this strategy proved to have very limited success. From eight institutions selected, a response was obtained from only three and only two interviews were completed within these three institutions.
Figure 10. Purposive sampling outcome


In view of this lack of response it became apparent that the use of a survey would not be productive. Therefore, besides adding another state/city to provide a wider sampling pool, I decided to rely on personal contacts as a way of facilitating the recruitment process, drawing on a snowball strategy (Lewis-Beck et al., 2004). This strategy worked in two ways. I used personal contacts to either invite them directly to take part in the study if they met my inclusion criteria, or to ask them for contacts that could be potential participants. This was a useful resource to gain access to policy-makers and was the main strategy used in northern Mexico. After having done the interview, some participants referred other potential interviewees to me however, contact was only made if I felt that the potential participants suggested would add valuable information considering their background and roles at a public institution.

7.2.3 Interview method
According to Britten (2006), semi-structured interviews:
‘are conducted on the basis of a loose structure consisting on open-ended questions that define the area to be explored, at least initially, and from which the interviewer or interviewee may diverge to pursue an idea or response in more detail’ (p.13)

Following this approach, I prepared a list of key topics to be explored with the participants but I maintained flexibility during the interview to allow new questions to emerge (Kelly, 2010). Accordingly, I distanced from the prepared guide to explore in more detail aspects mentioned by each of the participants.

As mentioned earlier, the three research questions framing this study are: 1) How do policy-makers’ perceive and experience the use of research and systematic reviews in their institutions? 2) What factors influence such use? and 3) How can the format of academic papers be enhanced to produce user-friendly products? To cover these, the interview guide was divided in two sections: The first section focused on exploring understandings, awareness and experiences of the participants regarding research evidence and systematic reviews. Through this I expected to explore research questions 1 and 2. An aspect that was evident from the literature synthesised in Chapter Six was that the factors influencing research use act at very different levels. Therefore, during this first part of the interview I tried to gain an understanding of the research culture in the participants’ institutions, their perceptions of policy-research links in Mexico and their individual experiences both using research and interacting with researchers. In other words, I tried to cover the different levels identified in the framework built in Chapter Six. In the second section of the interview I explored research question 3 and therefore focused on opinions regarding how to present research products in a user-friendly manner. The interview guide is presented in Appendix 8.

I conducted the interviews in Spanish following a conversational style, changing the order of the issues to explore according to the information provided by the informants (Magnusson & Marecek, 2015). The interview content was driven by the participants’ experiences. I started by asking background information such as profession, years of professional experience and years in the institution. Then, questions from the first component of the interview were introduced; mainly their views and experiences using research, the research culture in their institutions and the policy-research links in Mexico. For the second component of the interview, I showed three printed research articles to display in a practical manner examples of the formatting of academic papers. I pointed out elements such as the abstract, title, etc. This was a practical resource to facilitate the discussion and was useful to clarify what I meant by a systematic review for those less familiar with the method.

The interviews took place between September-November 2016. I introduced myself as a researcher doing a PhD and I explained some of the topics in which I had research experience. I emphasised that my interest was in policy-makers and their needs of research. My perception was that this focus, together with the focus on designing user-friendly formats, were the aspects that helped me to establish rapport with participants. While I was expecting to conduct most of the interviews at the participants’ work setting, the majority occurred in public spaces such as restaurants or coffee shops at the request of the participants. In these cases, I looked to find a place as quiet as possible to conduct the interview, but in a public area in order not to compromise my personal safety. The rest of the interviews were conducted at the participants’ work setting and two through Skype because I was not at the time in the same city as the interviewee. I used a digital audio recorder device to record the information and notes were taken after each interview. 

7.2.4 Data analysis
Once the fieldwork was completed, the verbatim transcript process started. I used Nvivo and Microsoft Word to manage the process of data analysis. An important point to highlight here is that since the interviews were conducted in Spanish, translation to English was required. Because qualitative research deals with interpretations and meanings that subjects assign to events, there can be many challenges arising when the research involves cross-language research (Santos et al., 2015; Lopez et al., 2008; Temple & Young, 2004). One recommendation in research conducted in different languages is to complete the analysis in the source language when possible (van Nes et al., 2010). 

However, because of time constraints, it was not possible to complete the transcripts in Spanish, perform the analysis and then translate the findings into English. Problems with late translation have also been observed in the literature (Hudson et al., 2014). My decision was therefore to transcribe and translate simultaneously. This means that I listened to the audio recordings in Spanish and transcribed them directly into English. Transcripts of the interviews were checked against the audio recordings a second time in order to identify and correct any errors.

With simultaneous translation and transcript, I was able to translate the own participants' words rather than my own interpretation of them. Because translation occurred at an early stage, just after data collection, I could capture the context of the interviews in a richer way, since I could still reconstruct most part of them. Therefore, I was able to transfer this context into more meaningful transcripts. I also found that another the benefit of simultaneously transcribing and translating is that it facilitated cross-language qualitative research (Lopez et al., 2008) since it was possible for me to show data in English to my supervisors and feedback could be provided in an early stage of the analysis. This also helped me to refine some phrases than might had not been translated properly and that my supervisors pointed out. 

However, as expected, the transcript/translation process was a time-consuming exercise because it demanded a careful process of capturing both the most accurate account of the participants’ narratives and its meaning in English (Temple & Young, 2004). In order to produce accurate transcripts, I spent a good amount of time looking for phrases and common expressions in English that could translate accordingly meanings from the Spanish sources, particularly when colloquialisms were used by the participants. This was not possible in all cases, and therefore potential mistranslations could have occurred (van Nes et al., 2010).

Each participant was given a pseudonym and transcripts of the interviews were uploaded into Nvivo, which was used to manage the coding of the data. As in all qualitative research, the analysis demanded first immersion in the interview transcripts to become familiar with the data. I used two approaches for the analysis of data: a first stage based in interpretive description; and a second one using framework analysis. Each of this strategies are described next.

1. Interpretive description. To explore the first research question in this qualitative component (How do policy-makers’ perceive and experience the use of research and systematic reviews in their institutions?) I adopted the approach of Interpretive description (Thorne, 2010; Thorne et al., 2004; Thorne et al., 1997), similar to what Sandelowski presents as qualitative description (Sandelowski 2010; Sandelowski, 2000).​[2]​ The key aspect in this approach is that unlike more traditional highly interpretive qualitative research methods such as grounded theory or ethnography, the outcome of analysis in interpretive description is a low-inference description; it provides a summary of findings where the researcher stays closer to the raw data, without the mandate of re-presenting it in other terms (Sandelowski, 2010; Sandelowski, 2000). 

Under this approach, I used a more inductive analysis to identify patterns in the data in a similar was as is done in thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). I started with the coding of fragments of text under four general pre-defined overarching themes created in Nvivo: experiences using research; views about the use of research in Mexico and their institutions; systematic reviews; and notions about EBPM. Each interview transcript was reviewed in light of these pre-defined themes and coded accordingly. Emergent codes were created from extracts of data within these overarching themes looking to identify patterns of data. Codes of a similar character were collated and grouped together in Nvivo to identify sub-themes. The coding of data in this stage was not done with excessive detail as suggested in interpretive description (Thorne et al., 1997), in part because the framework analysis in the second stage would imply analyse the data set more deeply. The themes and sub-themes were then organised, summarised and presented in narratives around two key areas: the context of research use in Mexico, and awareness and use of systematic reviews. In this way, it could be possible to make sense of the context surrounding EBPM in Mexico. I considered therefore this initial step to be highly relevant as it allowed to show a context that in other way could have been lost from the findings. 

2. Framework analysis. The second strategy implied using framework analysis (Pope et al., 2000) to explore research questions 2 and 3: What factors influence the use of research?; and How can the format of academic papers be enhanced to produce user-friendly products? This second more deductive analytical strategy was based in the framework developed from the synthesis of factors influencing the use of research presented in Chapter Six (Figure 9). As part of this strategy, pre-defined codes were created in Nvivo representing the levels, themes and influencing factors in the framework built in Chapter Six and the themes of facilitators relating to the format of research. Then, the codes were applied to the interview data, following a line by line coding process and going back to review the interviews and the themes coded and making comparisons between the interviews. In this step, attention was also paid to identify new codes emerging from the interview data that were not included in the framework and in which case were organised according to the levels of themes in the framework. Overall, five stages in the analysis of data were completed following the Framework approach (Pope et al., 2000):
1.	Identification of a framework of themes (presented in Chapter Six).
1.	Immersion in the interview transcripts.
1.	Indexing, where the framework is applied systematically to data from the transcripts and in this case, where new potential codes are also identified.
1.	Rearranging of the data according to the hierarchy/order of the framework.
1.	Interpretation of the data, with a particular attention to provide explanations for the findings.

During this iterative process of analysis and particularly after familiarisation with the interview data, some minor modifications were made to the labels of some themes or influencing factors from the framework, in order to present a better description that was closer to the data collected. For example, the theme 'Presence of groups of influence' in the level of drivers for change was re-labelled as 'Pressure from groups of influence'. The minor changes did not change substantially the overall findings and therefore comparison between findings from the literature in Chapter Six was still possible.

7.2.5 Ethical considerations
This study did not involve major risks, vulnerable participants or sensitive topics. The study received ethical approval from the Research Ethics Committee at the School of Health and Related Research at the University of Sheffield (see Appendix 9 for approval letter). In Mexico, there are no institutions conducting ethics review/approvals recognised by the University of Sheffield and thus no other approval was required. The protocol was translated into Spanish as I was expecting that institutions would ask for it, but this was not the case.

I emailed a participant information sheet and consent form (see Appendices 10 and 11 respectively) to individuals expressing an interest in the study. Then, a convenient place and time for the interview was arranged via email or phone. Signed consent was obtained before starting the interview. I explained to the participants that they could interrupt the interview at any time and also explained how I would protect data and confidentiality. A scanned file of their consent form was sent after the interview to each of the participants. All the communication with institutions/potential participants was in Spanish. Protecting the identity of the participants was a key aspect. Names of participants were not recorded on the audio and I removed identifying information such as name of institutions or departments from the transcripts. The audio files were uploaded to my encrypted laptop after every interview and the original audio files were deleted from the digital recorder. On the computer, each file was given a name according to a pre-defined pseudonym to blind the identity of the interviewees. A copy of the anonymous audios and interview transcripts are stored on the secure University server and will remain for a period of five years.

7.3 Findings
Recruitment through personal contacts resulted in 12 invitations to interview sent to potential participants from 11 institutions, of which 10 were completed. Four more invitations were sent through snow-ball sampling of which three were completed. In total, 15 interviews were conducted. In the following presentation of data, pseudonyms are used to refer to the participants: Alex, Andrew, Claudia, Daniel, Enrique, Esther, Isabel, Luisa, Marco, Mario, Martha, Samuel, Sara and Veronica. 

Figure 11 below presents characteristics of the interviewees. Any potentially identifying information has been removed in order to preserve their anonymity. Nine participants had at least 10 years working for public institutions, while some had a trajectory exclusively as public servant and others described experience also at civil, private or non-profit organisations. Half of the participants had some experience in research. A detailed description of the individual characteristics is presented in Appendix 12.

Figure 11. Characteristics of the participants (n=number of interviewees)

Figure 12 presents a representation of the experience of the participants in policy-making. Four of the participants were not currently employed by a public institution; five had experience in policy-making at the municipal level (including one in Mexico City); eight at the state level; and three as part of national programmes or institutions.

Figure 12. Participants’ roles in policy-making


It is important to point out that in five cases, the participants did not represent policy-makers involved in the design, coordination or management of services or programmes in prevention or care for the population. Rather, they had intermediary positions in areas relating mostly to training or quality. I included them for the following reasons: in the case of Alex, I was interested in his experience of working in the Ministry of Mental Health as I did not have any input from this sector. In the case of Daniel and Sara, their narratives had a significant added value considering that both have a strong link and experience working with civil organisations. In the case of Esther, she was directly appointed by the Director of her institution as a potential participant in my research. Lastly, I was interested in the opinions of Samuel as a staff member in an academic institution without being involved in research, and because his job implies managing programmes and services for young people. All of these five interviewees were employees of institutions at the state level. 
The findings from the interviews are presented next under four key topic areas:
	The context of research use in Mexico (interpretive description)
	Awareness and use of systematic reviews (interpretive description)
	Factors influencing use of research by policy-makers (framework analysis)
	Facilitators relating to the format of research (framework analysis)

7.3.1 The context of research use in Mexico
Scientific evidence was positively perceived by the participants and a personal interest in research was present for most of them. Reading papers in academic journals was a common practice referred to:
 ‘you need to be reading the journals. Yes? You read the… the… the British journal of psychiatry is very good, the American too, er… the journal of the… American psychological association’ (Alex)

Additional sources of scientific evidence described were protocols, guidelines or models from international organisations, data from national surveys, census or population statistics and even academic seminars, which were used by some participants as a way of accessing scientific research:
‘that is one of the main deficiencies and is one of my main… interests, right? Looking to always have a scientific evidence, bibliography, something that supports’ (Isabel)

Since a very relevant aspect of any research study relates to its quality, I asked the participants if the quality of a paper was relevant for them. The notion of quality for these participants was expressed through many other features that are not necessarily related to methods. One of these features relates to the authors of a research study. That is, when a document is published by a well-known author or is supported by a renowned institution, the research study can be considered to have quality regardless of methodological characteristics. The opposite happens when the author is unknown or the institution is less recognised: 
‘in reality what I think is that it should be associated to an institution that gives you certainty regarding the publication’ (Mario)

‘when… you could assume that this document, since it is issued by maybe a university… of a given group of academics with a [renowned] name, you don’t question the methodology’ (Marco) 

Similarly, two interviewees commented that if the research paper was already published by a journal, then it is assumed that somebody reviewed it and that the research study has quality. Another indicator of quality mentioned by some participants was the types of sources cited in a document. Also, issues relating to the included sample and the transparent reporting of results were among other concepts of quality that are brought up. Nonetheless, those more experienced in research did state that the quality of a paper, in terms of methodological robustness, is relevant and that is taken into account when trying to use evidence. 

For many of these interviewees their interest in scientific evidence or use of evidence appeared to be highly individualistic, with interest in and use of research not always shared by their colleagues:
‘when I talk about like national surveys… they are little known, that is, they are not used too much, or they [colleagues] know it but don’t have information or they don’t have it up to date… It is rarely used’ (Samuel)

'I don’t know if it is a matter of public institution or public servant... but no, it is not sought that what you do is... with scientific evidence or with support of something' (Claudia)

In some cases, participants emphasised that an approach to the use of evidence only occurs within their work teams, and made it clear that their approach to work is somehow different to the one in the institution more generally. 

In general, for most of the participants the current context in Mexico is of a lack of use of evidence for the design of policies and programmes. As Veronica expresses, in Mexico the institutions are 'really low in that level'. Instead, actions that will have an immediate and visible effect are prioritised and that do not necessarily arise from the evidence. Other participants suggested that this is variable within different areas or levels of policy-making. This was particularly noticeable among participants from nation-level organisations that did describe a focus on EBPM, although this approach was not always part of a regulation or an institutional mandate:
'it is an institutional policy to take the evidence… for making decisions and to generate public policy' (Mariana)

'changes in legislation and public policies do have scientific data as the base... but at the time of implementing it at the municipalities and the State… you do it a bit messy' (Sara)

An optimistic view was expressed by some participants in terms of the future context of Mexico:
'each time it is a much more noticed trend... the use of this approach, based on evidence... in the last years all the public policies have had this approach and… in the future, all the policies will definitively have this approach' (Enrique)

In recent years, Mexico has strongly pushed for a results-based management approach to the management programmes. Recent changes in legislation indicate that all social programmes should be evaluated in terms of their impact. Participants recurrently talked about this when discussing about the uses of evidence in policy:
‘there is… a different moment in terms of the development of public policy... with a whole new model of management based on results… right now it is yielding its first fruits, right? In terms of budgetary decision-making.... as a function of the information that is provided... by these evaluation processes’ (Mario)

However, few participants were familiar with EBPM concepts such as evidence-based decision-making or evidence-based programmes or policies. The ones referring to or identifying these concepts were participants that had broad experience in research, like Mariana, Martha, Javier, Andrew or Mario. For example, Mariana explains it when I asked if she had heard about the concept of evidence-based programmes:
‘yes, of course, in fact I think all the Health ministry mentions it in the speeches, right? That we always need to make decisions based on the evidence and that the evidence helps to make public policy and such’

Alex represented one interesting case, since he had no experience working in academic settings however, he did refer to the concept of evidence-based practice when I asked if he considers himself a user of research: 
‘I, in the US, worked only on certified clinics because of their evidence-based practices er… and … well, they are… very high execution and quality criteria’

While in general almost all the participants acknowledged the need for scientific evidence in public programmes or services, the way in which scientific evidence is used varied. Some participants referred to using research evidence as a way of building knowledge on the specific subject matter. For example, Daniel explained that he reads research literature about the topic of masculinities in order to prepare for his workshops or talks:
‘I can't just show up and like... talk about machos without being aware [of the topic], right? Without knowing... thus in this sense I always build all my discourse from hard data’ (Daniel)

Another type of use was for supporting specific decisions for programmes or services already running. Mario exemplifies this by narrating how he used statistics from the National Institute for Statistics Geography and Informatics (INEGI) when he was a policy-maker in education:
‘what we did was, let’s say particularly to take into account the school enrolment, first, the growth of the enrolment, and we used to take decisions as a function of… er… INEGI’

In other cases, evidence served as the rationale to make modifications or adaptations to programmes mandated by the federal level:
‘the scientific evidence that we or that I get to use is… to justify, denounce or make a change in the direction… in some topic or some programme, right?’ (Claudia)

Sometimes research is used as a way of dealing with the pressure from different groups:
'sometimes when you receive something [instruction] is because someone told you “You saw that this thing was published? So, they are going to start asking about it and thus we need to make a statement”, right?' (Mariana)

Efforts where evidence was used to design new programmes or services were also described. This occurred mostly among participants involved in an academic setting such as Martha and Samuel and not as a mandate from a public institution:
‘I created such preventive programme during many years… I did spend a lot of time reviewing the literature, models... and I incorporated that information into the structure of the programme’ (Martha)

‘to create a programme what we do first is to collect information… if that problematic issue has a basis, er if the variables that we are going to like intervene… have a background of the relationship among variables’ (Samuel)

Another example of the use of research in designing new programmes or services was described by Andrew, who recalled how a systematic review of the literature was conducted to design a new federal programme. They conducted a systematic review to decide ‘what would… be implemented’ (Andrew). This was the only case in which a participant described conducting a systematic review to inform a public programme, further data relating to his particular experience is detailed in section 7.3.2 focused on systematic reviews.

In this context, many of the narratives of the participants also portrayed 'a divorce' between academia and policy-makers, and links between the two groups were rarely reported:
'there is a divorce between academia and the Governmental sector… us who are working every day in a public policy, there is a divorce' (Mario)

However, different scenarios of links between researchers and policy-makers were identified through the experiences of the participants. These scenarios are depicted in Figure 13 below. As it can be perceived, the Figure represents academia and public institutions as two separate but inter-connected systems, and situates researchers and policy-makers within these two systems. In this sense, the Figure illustrate notions of the ‘Two-communities’ model of research use, according to which the utilisation -or no utilisation- of research in policy-making can be explained by the interactions between researchers and policy-makers (Caplan, 1979). In the Figure, five specific scenarios of research-policy links that I observed from the experiences of participants are portrayed: 





	Case A: represents policy-makers at institutions that lack of a research culture. These policy-makers experience research use as an isolated activity and they sometimes look for either a specific researcher in an academic institution or to research in general to find the evidence they need. 
	Case B: depicts those former researchers that are now working in public institutions as policy-makers, and which obviously are familiarised with the available evidence and can influence teams within the institution, regardless of the prevalent research culture within the institution.
	Case C: portrays policy-makers with a research-oriented profile. While they do not necessarily have experience in academic institutions, they are familiarised with the academic context and with research and therefore influence their immediate teams within the institution. 
	Case D: also represents policy-makers with a research-oriented profile but that have a great extent of links with researchers, therefore facilitating access to research to other policy-makers with less connection to researchers. Many of these links are created through previous research training. 





7.3.2. Awareness and use of systematic reviews
A key aspect to highlight is that the majority of the interviewees were not aware of systematic reviews. Because of this, the narratives on this section portray mostly the views of those few participants who reported familiarity with this type of methodology. However, during the interviews I made some efforts to introduce and explain the concept of systematic reviews and thus all opinions are considered here regardless of the existing awareness about this type of research.
As mentioned before, a lack of awareness and familiarity with the concept of systematic reviews existed. Only five participants (Andrew, Enrique, Mariana, Mario, Martha) explicitly recognised this type of evidence. In these five cases, the participants had greater experience as researchers or a close collaboration with research institutions. Some of them recognised that they did not know until recently:
'no, for the creation of my programme I didn’t do a systematic review since... I didn’t know how to do it' (Martha)

The rest of the participants reported that they did not know what a systematic review was, and only some understood its main goals after I explained these to them. In the case of Isabel (not a researcher), she mentioned not knowing what it was but then she recalled an academic seminar in which the results of a meta-analysis were presented:
'look I just remembered… now that they analysed the adoption [of children] from same-sex couples, they reviewed studies… I think they did this… they did this'

Overall, systematic reviews were perceived as a useful tool regardless of the level of awareness of them. For most of the participants (particularly those not familiar with this type of research), there was an immediate linkage to the idea of a synthesis. A systematic review represented 'some sort of a summary' (Marco) and thus its main perceived benefit was that it could save them time that they would use to review individual studies. Sara mentioned that systematic reviews could help in confirming or becoming aware of existing information on a topic:
'it would be ideal since if this research like synthesis could be on the institutions, then you get there, [if] you don’t know anything… go to this, which is going to tell you very clear what’s there or what isn’t… yes, they are like, very useful' (Sara)

Another perceived positive feature was that they help to identify high quality research, although this was expressed mainly by participants in academia. However, their specific role in the design of programmes or services was not highlighted. Martha even expressed: 'I had never thought [laughs] that the institutions would be interested in systematic reviews'. Only two participants more familiar with research made a direct case of systematic reviews as guidance for the implementation of programmes:
'a systematic review of the literature... would allow you to know if, at least in the case of a public programme... is it useful to begin with, that is why waste time in a programme that the literature has shown doesn't work?' (Mario)

Nevertheless, systematic reviews were not considered to have a higher value compared to primary studies. For example, when I asked to Marco what would be more useful, a synthesis of the scientific evidence or a well conducted local study, he stated that 'a really well conducted local study'. Thus, interviewees value them as 'they are evidence' (Mariana) but they do not have more relevance in the hierarchy of evidence:
'I couldn't say that they are higher than other... I believe that their value is being considered er... as a perspective that is much more holistic, comprehensive, much more robust, right? But other research also has a weight' (Enrique)

Since not many participants were familiar with this type of research, Andrew was the only one raising a negative point. For him, 'in the eagerness of making comparable the topics' systematic reviews are too specific that results in them being of little help:
'sometimes the systematic review gets so atomised [broken down in many small pieces] that it ends up paradoxically, being of little usefulness because it is so specific that is not what I needed'

As expected, few participants reported experiences in using systematic reviews. There were some claims of accessing and reading them, but the specific usage made of them was not clear. For example, a lack of use can be clearly identified in the following scenarios:
'we don’t use them that much, but there have been like two or three [systematic reviews] that had worked for some things. Me... I don’t use it much but the other areas… I think they had' (Mariana)

'I do review them very frequently, maybe not me precisely but yes, er… people that, for example we select to make a consultancy, for a specific aspect, right? That is… yes, I am a user, a direct user and in many occasions an indirect one' (Enrique)
It is optimistic however, that Mario stated that at his institution which conducts evaluation of public programmes, collaborations were being looked at with international organisations to access systematic reviews in the future:
'we have tried to approach to J-Pal… here in Mexico and... we are also collaborating with MEASURE to know if... we could… approach to these types of instruments. That is… we see it as useful'

Three participants had experience conducting systematic reviews, but only Andrew did it as part of the design of a programme. In other words, Andrew was the only one with experience in implementing an evidence-based approach to policy-making that involved conducting a systematic review. Mariana and Martha did it as part of academic institutions with no link to public programmes. The experience of Andrew provided an opportunity to explore the link between evidence synthesis and policy.

Andrew expressed that the mandate they received was to design a new national programme based on the evidence:
'taking into account the scientific evidence was sort of new… but it was one of the main instructions that we received from the Head of the Secretariat, but well, because she is a researcher and said “We need to clearly support what we are going to do and for that we need to do a review of what has worked in other countries and what of that we can… take for the national context that is...well, culturally sensitive to our reality” '
 
The process was described as a complicated task in which no guidance existed from academic figures beyond himself:
'it was a process... tortuous and tiring because in reality, the people with whom we worked all these, we didn't have the real knowledge of how to do it, the orientation, clear guidelines for suggestions or else...it was, something a bit improvised' (Andrew)

'it was all us with our own nails and our own conceptual limitations… with our computers, with our networks restrictions, with loads of things that they had to habilitate to access to some documents and more, but it was something as... a work very on our own' (Andrew)

Andrew explained that they tried to involve a group of academics in this exercise, however his perception was that researchers did not participate enthusiastically and involvement was limited to sharing academic papers. For him, while the systematic review was useful, it meant spending time in an activity that should had been conducted by academia:
'the fact that we have had to do it from the government because there are no people in Mexico that had done it from the research part seems a waste of time'

Similarly, most participants closer to research agreed that conducting systematic reviews is a task of academia. They recognised the high resources, skills and time demanded. However, for those without experience in research, it was perceived that they could be produced by public institutions:
'[a systematic review] needs to be done by the one… that wants to do a programme. This should be something for us to do, to go to the sources’ (Isabel)
This can be explained because systematic reviews were not seen as a type of rigorous research or because the participants were not aware of the work it demands.

7.3.3. Factors influencing use of research by policy-makers
According to the framework developed in Chapter Six, the influencing factors affecting the use of research for policy-making relate to six general levels:
	Drivers for change
	Normative factors
	Differential perspectives between academia and policy-making
	Perceptions about research
	Perceptions about the topic, programme or policy issue
	Individual factors

The influencing factors will be presented according to these levels, together with supportive tables showing numbers of participants discussing each factor and demonstrative quotes. Given the extensive number of factors, the description in the text will be focused on most frequently reported factors, those which were in the original framework but no reference is made by the interviewees and those frequently reported in the literature but scarcely addressed here. This 'prevalence' logic were an emphasis is placed on the most -and lesser- frequently reported factors in the write-up of qualitative findings, is one strategy that can be used by researchers to re-present qualitative data and contribute with findings that 'make sense' (Sandelowski, 1998). 

However, I will emphasise that with this focus on the frequency of reporting of factors and the use of quantitative data provided in the tables I do not intent to reduce the relevance of a factor to the 'amount' of times it was mentioned. The use of numbers, while controversial, acted as a tool aiding in the visual identification of patterns across the data, which is one of the many potential uses of quantitative data within qualitative studies (Maxwell, 2010; Sandelowski, 2001). This is helpful considering that the list of influencing factors identified is extensive and it is not possible to provide a full description of all of them in the text (Maxwell, 2010). 

In addition, the use of numbers is pertinent considering the mixed-methods nature of this study. The numbers added to my understanding of the events, and therefore their use can be regarded as another action taken to develop meanings of the overall phenomena explored in the thesis (Sandelowski, 2001):
'the use of numbers is a legitimate and valuable strategy for qualitative researchers when is used as a complement to an overall process orientation to the research' (Maxwell, 2010, p.480).

1. Drivers for change




Table 18. Factors influencing the use of research: Drivers for change 
 

The most frequently reported factor was the current policy-making culture. This is interesting considering that this factor is rarely mentioned in the existing literature. Relating to the political context, the participants narrated how the politicised or contest between political parties can also influence the use of research for policy-making. A theme emerged describing how the existence of laws or compulsory regulations can influence the use of research by forcing them to use some type of evidence, even if it is only the one produced by the programmes. The discussion around this issue related mostly to the recent changes in legislation in Mexico establishing a results-based budget and management of programmes. While pressure from groups of influence is the most frequently reported factor in the literature, issues relating to this theme were present in the discourse of only few participants in this study. No mention was made particularly of pressure from the community. No mention was made either of the role of leadership or opinion leaders motivating EBPM; or the existence of norms and values that can bias the receptivity of research. 

2. Normative factors





Table 19. Factors influencing the use of research: Normative factors


Continuation Table 19. Factors influencing the use of research. Normative factors


Echoing what has been widely reported in the literature, the most recurrently mentioned factor was the availability of resources for knowledge exchange activities within the organisation. The discussion was mostly about how a limited budget impedes doing what the research suggests to do. Also congruent with the international literature, the availability (or lack) of information systems, skills building in research literacy, leadership promoting the use of research together with support for evidence-use were also emphasised by the interviewees. 

Many informants discussed issues of bureaucracy in the administration of public funds, one new emergent factor. A bureaucratised administration, characterised by complicated administrative processes or difficulty in using funds for actions not labelled on the budget, limits their real policy choices. The prioritisation of previously implemented practices was also among the factors mentioned by most of the participants, a factor less commonly addressed in previous studies. The tendency of prioritising what has been traditionally done limits the possibilities of adopting new policies. Factors relating to processes for evidence use were not recurrently mentioned, particularly the influence of processes for making visible the use of research, also in line with the international literature. Staff turnover, political stability and support between members did not come up either as influencing factors and are also not frequently presented in the literature.

3. Differential perspectives between academia and policy-makers









Most of the interviewees talked about the link or collaboration between academia and policy-makers, which had also been widely reported as an influencing factor in the international literature. For them, such interaction could boost research use, particularly because an interaction with researchers could entail a way of accessing or raise awareness about research. The second factor most frequently discussed by the participants was that these two groups speak a different ‘language’, that is, they use different terminology. Problems relating to their understanding were thus pointed out. Surprisingly, this factor is scarcely addressed in the existing literature. 

Two new factors were identified in the interview data. Firstly, a lack of interest from academia. According to Andrew, there was no interest from academics when they were invited to collaborate in a systematic review to inform the design of the new programme. The second newly-identified sub-theme described how existing prejudices, from both groups, affect the interaction and thus possibilities of using research. Surprisingly, issues of trust were not represented in the narratives. Similarly, nobody mentioned the issue of stakeholders or third party actors. This is interesting since much of the discourse in the existing literature has focused on the role of knowledge brokers and has become one of the most popular themes in the EBPM literature.

4. Perceptions about research




Table 21. Factors influencing the use of research: Factors relating to their perceptions of research
  

While numerous factors from this dimension are identified in the literature, the narratives of the participants tended to group around one single factor: the access that the policy-maker has to publications or academic databases containing papers (accessibility). This echoes the international literature, since this factor is the second most frequently reported on previous systematic reviews. Primarily describing a barrier, this topic outlines the complications that policy-makers face in locating and retrieving research papers, which limits an evidence-based approach. The rest of the influencing factors in this dimension were mentioned only by a few participants. No discussion was present around issues of conflicts of interests or the time that takes research to be produced. Nobody reflected on the perceived relevance of the research as a factor influencing the use of research, although this is the most frequently mentioned factor in the literature. Similarly, aspects of the quality of the research were mentioned by only few, while the perceived usefulness to inform or help decision-making was not mentioned by any participant although this is commonly represented in the literature. Issues relating to format and content of research will be covered on section 7.3.4.

5. Perceptions about the topic, programme or policy issue










The most important factor to mention here relates to the availability of evidence about the topic, where a high agreement existed among the participants, matching the existing literature. While some participants argue that enough research exists in Mexico on some topics, particularly on the diagnostic part, the narratives revolve mainly around the issue of a lack of research, which in turn affects the possibility of using evidence for policy-making. Two participants specifically mentioned the lack of evidence coming from publications in Spanish. Few participants discussed the rest of the topics. It is noticeable that no one mentions how useful the evidence is about a topic when local programmes/services already exist covering such issue and the relevance of the issue to international donors. A disparity with the literature is found relating to the factor of information overload, since this is covered by most reviews in this dimension, however it was scarcely mentioned by respondents in this study. 

6. Individual factors






Table 23. Factors influencing the use of research: Individual factors 


While a reduced number of individual factors were identified, a greater agreement existed regarding their important role for EBPM. Motivation for using research was reported by almost all the interviewees, but interestingly, this has not been frequently reported on the literature. Motivation or interest for using evidence clearly promotes the incorporation of research into policy-making. However, the data described that most of the time such interest does not exist. Factors relating to a lack of time were also emphasised. In line with the international literature, the interviewees told a story of a tension between an interest for searching or using academic research and few opportunities for it. On the one hand, little time is given to plan or perform duties. On the other, this also relates to the amount of work that they face, which obstructs their possibilities for searching evidence. High consensus existed regarding the topic of research-related skills both within these participants and in the literature. Essentially, public servants are less inclined to use research because they lack of training to review research literature. Consequently, having such academic training facilitates using research. 

Two new factors emerged from the interview data. The interviews showed that policy-makers’ personal values or norms also influence the use of research. While only one respondent reflected on this, it is important to highlight this issue as this has not been mentioned before in the literature but could be a factor present in many scenarios. The second emergent sub-theme reported by participants, was the influence of personal experiences that underpin research use by exposing policy-makers to research evidence. This is closely linked to the topic of skills because many of these experiences take place during courses, seminars or other forms of academic training. 
7.3.4 Facilitators relating to the format of research
I would like to clarify that for this part of the interview, no distinction was made between original studies and systematic reviews. However, this might have been different for those knowing what a systematic review is, since they knew the information that normally is presented as part of a review. While the three examples of academic documents that I brought to the interview to facilitate the discussion were examples of systematic reviews, these views could potentially apply to any other form of academic paper. This component of the interview followed a more unstructured conversation and not all aspects of research products were discussed with all the participants. For example, some participants brought up the issue of the front page, while for others this was not a relevant aspect. Furthermore, in some cases this section was addressed in more a general way considering concerns such as time and familiarity with research. 

1. The content of a paper






Table 24. Opinions about the content of a research paper


Continuation Table 24. Opinions about the content of a research paper


In terms of the abstract, there was agreement that a short but unstructured option for an abstract (with no headings) is unappealing. Not all the participants agree that the authors are a key aspect to highlight but for some they are an important referent and for a few, the issue is not about the authors but the institution supporting a publication.  For the participants, the results and discussion sections are the most important part of a paper. The matter that needs to be reinforced in the discussion section is what recommendations can be derived from the research? Thus, participants strongly suggested including steps or guidelines relating to what to do next to solve ‘the problem’, which is one of the most demanded requirements from research. I had the opportunity to show to some participants an example of a publication in which there were tables containing take home messages displayed in bullet points. This feature was positively received since this is a way of summarising the findings and specific recommendations for actions.

Suggestions were made to present the introduction section briefly, without adding too much details. Particular needs were expressed in terms of including data at the local level. Participants acknowledged that the methodology of a study is important, however opinions about the weight that this section should have were mixed. Aspects of the population, sampling and measuring instrument are among the elements to which special attention was given. References were considered relevant but their specific weight in a user-friendly report was debatable. Most of the time, nevertheless, references were only looked for when data were eye-catching.

2. The format of a paper
Table 25 summarises suggestions made regarding the layout and style of a paper. 

Table 25. Opinions about the format of a research paper


The participants reported familiarity with the traditional layout of a research paper structured in introduction, methodology, results and conclusions. However, the weight of these sections was open to consideration. For some, the use of the first person to word the content made the research paper more user-friendly. But most of the participants discussing this aspect preferred a content written in the third person. Daniel expressed that this is because this is what they are used to in their institutions. More importantly however, is that the document is presented using clear and non-technical language; it should avoid the use of excessive scientific jargon.

There was general agreement that making reports shorter is a way of making them more appealing. Six participants suggested a document length between 10 and 25 pages long, while another six recommended a length between two and six pages only. Two more participants suggested anything less than 10 pages long. It could be said then that half of the participants preferred a document that is shorter than 10 pages. The most important feature of a user-friendly document is to address issues of the applicability of the specific study. It needs to answer the questions what is this going to help with and what needs to be done? Guidance and clues should be provided regarding what to do next. 

7.4. Summary of the findings
In this chapter, a qualitative study was presented in which views and experiences of policy-makers in Mexico were explored in relation to the use of research and systematic reviews for policy-making. Through their narratives, we can see that research is perceived as needed and there are some examples of evidence use. However, more often than not, these examples portray individual efforts and not an institutional position towards an evidence-based approach. The majority of policy-makers were not familiar with the notion of evidence-based policies or programmes. Nonetheless, participants representing policy-making at the macro level claimed that an evidence-based approach is implemented in their institutions. This was confirmed by others expressing that national policies are rooted in a scientific foundation, but by the time responsibility is devolved to the state and the municipality, policy-making turns into an arbitrary process.

The findings indicate that there was a lack of awareness of systematic reviews. Positive features are associated with the notion of systematic reviews, but their specific use for the design of programmes is not visible. The participants who were aware of this type of research were the ones having a great extent of interaction with academic settings or experience as researchers. The only case in which a non-researcher recognised a systematic review can be considered serendipitous, but even in this case, the participant heard mention of a systematic review during an academic seminar. Only one case was identified where an evidence synthesis exercise informed the creation of a national programme. 

In addition, the findings indicate that factors found to influence the use of research within these institutions are broad. While most of the data confirms those factors highlighted in previous international research, six new influencing factors were identified that were not evident from the existing systematic reviews on this subject: 1) the existence of laws or compulsory regulations towards the use of research; 2) the lack of interests from academia in working with policy-makers; 3) prejudices both from researchers or policy-makers; 4) individual norms or values either limiting or promoting the use of research; 5) personal experiences that underpin policy-makers using research evidence; and 6) bureaucracy regarding the administration of funds in the institutions. Most of these new topics were identified in data from only a minority of the participants. However, they are relevant to make sense of the context surrounding the daily practices of the participants. Lastly, the findings outline key suggestions provided by the participants in terms of translating research findings into user-friendly documents.

Linking or collaboration with researchers was the single most discussed factor influencing the use of research. However, the participants portrayed a divorce between academia and policy-making with few structured mechanisms for the collaboration between the two groups. The participants discussed how such scenario limits the use of research, but at the same time it was possible to observe that when such an interaction occurs, research use can be facilitated. 








Discussion and integration of the findings

This chapter presents an overview of the thesis and integration of the findings. The chapter starts by re-stating the research questions and main drivers for the research. It summarises the methods used and empirical data produced (section 8.1). It then moves on to discuss and integrate the key findings from the individual studies, by returning to the three research questions underpinning the research (section 8.2). Section 8.2 also discuss the underlying culture driving research use in this context, and links it to existing models of research use. The chapter concludes by outlining strengths and limitations of the study and insights gained from the mixed-methods design (8.3).

8.1 Overview of the thesis and methods
As stated by Black (2001), the idea of research evidence driving policy-making is an intention that is hard to argue with. As the demand for EBPM escalates all over the world, so does the need to unravel the mechanisms by which we can influence the process of research and systematic reviews uptake, in order to facilitate processes informing complex policy-making. In line with this, the main motivation behind this research was recognition of the lack of uptake of systematic reviews by policy-makers in Mexico. The specific research questions driving this thesis were:
1.	What challenges emerge in the production of relevant evidence syntheses when the aim is to develop local public policy recommendations?
2.	How should syntheses of research evidence be best presented in order to enhance understanding and usage by policy-makers?
3.	How do policy-makers in Mexico experience the use of research and systematic reviews in their institutions and what factors influence their use?

The research used a mixed-methods design where conventional methods for evidence synthesis were mixed with a primary qualitative study with policy-makers. The evidence base in one particular area of high public health concern (the prevention of youth violence) was used as a case study to explore challenges for producing evidence synthesis with outputs usable to develop local policies. A synthesis of international evidence was then conducted to identify factors influencing use of research by policy-makers and evidence about facilitators relating to the formatting of research outputs. A primary qualitative study then contextualised the findings of the evidence synthesis, by exploring views, understandings and experiences of policy-makers in Mexico relating the uses of research and systematic reviews. The mixed-methods approach was used with the purpose of complementarity (O’Cathain et al., 2010; O'Cathain et al., 2007; Bryman, 2006; O'Cathain, 2006; McEvoy & Richards, 2006; Bryman, 1992).

The findings of this study should be interpreted in the light of the following claims orientating this thesis:
	There are many approaches to policy-making, but an international trend exists towards the use of evidence from research for more informed policy-making. In this regard, the thesis is framed under a traditional view of EBPM.
	Systematic reviews can be a useful tool in such processes; however, relevant evidence needs to be presented to policy-makers.
	The use of evidence syntheses to inform policy-making could be improved if other methodologies beyond the standard systematic review of effectiveness are used.
	The prevention of youth violence exemplifies the complexities of many other public health problems in the region of Mexico and LA.

8.2 Integration of the findings
So far, the five individual studies contained in this thesis have contributed to developing some understanding of issues involved in the EBPM process, particularly in developing countries. Chapters Three to Five synthesised evidence using a range of methods for the specific case of prevention of youth violence. The three studies provided examples of how a synthesis can be conducted within a complex setting such as the one in LA, and a complex topic, such as youth violence. The three evidence syntheses exemplified complexities involved in synthesising evidence from the region. In addition, Chapter Six explored the literature about factors influencing research use for policy-making. It emphasised the existing barriers and facilitators that international studies have identified. Then, in Chapter Seven, such factors were compared to experiences of policy-makers in Mexico. 

This section now moves on to integrate and discuss the key findings from the research studies in the context of the overall thesis. It does so by returning to the main research questions explored in this thesis and by using mixed-methods matrices to integrate the findings (O’Cathain et al., 2010).
8.2.1 Challenges in the production of relevant systematic reviews to develop local policy recommendations





Table 26. Integration Matrix 1. Challenges in the production of relevant synthesis to develop local policy recommendations
Theme	Component 1.Evidence syntheses - prevention of youth violence	Component 2.Review about factors influencing the use of research by policy-makers	Component 3.Qualitative study with policy-makers in Mexico	Challenge
Available local evidence	Limited number of studies at the local level	Availability of evidence -  pointed out in 9 out of 31 reviews as factor influencing research use	Availability of evidence - mentioned as influencing factor by 9 out of 15 participants	Dealing with limited number of local studies
Available international evidence	Extensive research evidence from high income countries	Information overload pointed out by 11 out of 31 reviews as factor influencing research use	Information overload mentioned as influencing factor by only 1 participant	Weight of the international evidence
Quality of the local research	Low quality in most of the studies from Latin America	Perception about quality pointed out in 9 out of 31 reviews as factor influencing research use	Quality of research mentioned as influencing factor by 3 out of 15 participants. Notions about quality were diverse and not always related to methodological features 	Dealing with threats to internal validity in local studies
Applicability of the international research	Better quality of international evidence but external validity compromised by a low applicability	Issues of global versus local research pointed out by few reviews	Issues of global versus local research discussed by few participants	Dealing with threats to external validity in international studies




Challenge 1. Dealing with limited number of local studies.
There is recognition that a systematic review won’t necessarily be able to provide answers to policy problems if the research is not locally applicable (Lavis et al., 2004). One obvious way of ensuring that the evidence is locally applicable is to locate and synthesise evidence from other countries in the region sharing similar features and contexts. In this sense, one key finding of this study is that while the topic of youth violence in LA is a popular one in terms of available publications, studies of prevention programmes are still scarce. Among the two reviews on youth violence in LA, 13 academic databases were searched and a number of other resources such as searches on web pages, citation searching and hand reference searching were carried out. Resources both in English and Spanish were searched. Even after this comprehensive strategy, the evidence found was limited in terms of the number of studies identified. The interviews with policy-makers seem to confirm this finding, since the availability of evidence on a policy issue was a barrier recurrently pointed out by most policy-makers, although this finding was supported by only a limited number of existing international reviews. This limited number of studies makes the process of synthesis with a local focus a long and expensive one, since local researchers will need to explore a number of resources in order to have access to the relevant research, however not all the resources are free to access.

Challenge 2. The weight of international evidence.
Contrary to what happens at the regional level, a large number of reviews, and therefore primary studies, have been published in the topic of prevention of youth violence in an international setting. A brief review of other systematic reviews was carried out as the evidence available was extensive. This information overload or to the contrary, the existence of methods such as systematic reviews summarising such vast information, have been reported in previous reviews as a barrier or facilitator, respectively, influencing the use of research.

As emphasised throughout this thesis, forms of syntheses beyond the standard systematic reviews are rare in LA, although other forms of syntheses could be appropriate to inform local policies based on the available evidence from LA. It is evident a need of skill-training for local researchers in order to produce other forms of syntheses appropriated for when the evidence base is so extensive, such as umbrella reviews, as there is the need to assess whether this large body of international evidence can inform policies. Interestingly, information overload was not mentioned by policy-makers in Mexico as a barrier, because for them, apparently, the problematic issue with research is rather the lack of available studies at the local level. Therefore, narratives describing how methods or resources aimed to summarise a large body of evidence act as facilitators did not emerge, an issue that has been highlighted in many international reviews. 

Interestingly, in this context of information overload were several systematic reviews have been published in an international level, research from LA is not represented. None of the documents that were included in the LA effectiveness review were included in the international brief review of other reviews. Conversely, only one study from LA was included in the 15 international systematic reviews. This shows the lack of representation of research from LA in traditional systematic reviews. Research produced by local academics might be ‘invisible’ for international reviewers because researchers might publish in Spanish and/or in local journals that are not included in the largest or international academic databases (Van Noorde, 2014). 

Challenge 3. Dealing with threats to internal validity in local studies.
The internal validity of a systematic review is synonym of quality assessment. It relates to whether the findings are free from bias and therefore estimate the real effect of an intervention (Higgins et al., 2011). In terms of quality, the inclusion criteria for both the qualitative and quantitative reviews in youth violence in LA were relaxed because a key issue in this thesis was to include a diversity of studies in order to discuss the available evidence. A limited number of local studies available was expected, though the lack of high-quality research was surprising. While it was anticipated that the inclusion of studies with a weaker design, for example non-experimental designs, would raise concerns about validity of the results, almost all of the included local studies can be judged as presenting bias or inadequate reporting. By consequence, the strength of the evidence summarised is considered weak. 

Admittedly, more rigorous criteria could have been applied for the inclusion of studies so internal validity could be claimed, however, such rigour would have meant the inclusion of even fewer studies. Therefore, an emerging challenge relates to choosing between imposing more rigour during selection of studies or relaxing eligibility criteria in order to include a greater number of studies, even if this means that low quality research is included. Excluding inadequately reported studies in this case would have meant excluding most of the studies from LA both in the qualitative and quantitative syntheses.

Some of the international reviews synthesised reported that the perceived quality of a study influences the use of research for policy-making. However, this issue was scarcely reported by policy-makers in Mexico. Moreover, when discussing issues of quality, diverse meanings of what quality is became apparent among the participants, who tended to consider diverse indicators that are not necessarily methodological aspects as a proxy for quality. For example, the authors of a document or the institution supporting a publication were indicators of the quality of a study on their own. This suggests that the interpretation of the existing evidence by policy-makers could be affected by a bias relating to a judgement of the expertise of the authors of an academic report. Previously, it has been noted that in a policy scenario, methodological rigour may be a less relevant aspect compared to evidence that is produced locally (McGill, 2015; Abrami et al., 2010; Petticrew & Egan, 2006). It is likely then that policy-makers would value recommendations from local research more, even if this meant some uncertainty and/or basing action on potentially flawed studies. This challenge in relaxing quality criteria in reviews with a focus of regional programming has been raised before in the literature (Stewart et al., 2012; Chinnock, 2005). This is exactly what was done in the two systematic reviews conducted here. That is, it was decided to include weaker study designs in order to widen the pool of evidence available and therefore the knowledge to be gained from this study. 

In their paper about systematic reviews, Moat et al. (2013b) considers a series of existing myths that could affect the effective use of systematic reviews for policy-making. One of these myths is the idea that a systematic review can only be valid if the synthesised evidence is of high quality. In line with Moat et al. (2013b), this thesis contests this myth. As shown in this study, the approach of including research evidence from studies with a weaker design was key to allowing the identification of the size of the available evidence regionally and the problematic issues relating to the quality of the evidence. More importantly, even studies of weak design offered clues to help in the policy-making process. For example, many of the qualitative studies included in the review about implementation, that were considered as low-quality, provided key information and highlighted factors rooted in the LA context that can influence interventions implementation. Another example is that a trend for monitoring and evaluation studies in the region was possible to identify, because most of the included studies in the quantitative and qualitative syntheses were published within the last years. This trend was highlighted also by the only existing synthesis identified that focused on preventive programmes in the region (Moestue et al. 2013).

Challenge 4. Dealing with threats to external validity in international studies.
A relevant aspect found in the brief review of other reviews presented in Chapter Four, is the underrepresentation of studies from low-income regions in existing systematic reviews. Within an EBPM approach, the aim of scientific evidence is to help in the process of selecting an intervention that has a high chance of replicating the successful results (Pawson, 2006). 

Within all the reviews synthesised in that Chapter, only one primary study from LA was included (Argentina) and only one review focused exclusively on population of Latinos in the US. The studies reviewed in such chapter may have showed higher internal validity since relied mostly on RCTs, however lower external validity was implied as the studies largely represented high-income settings. For example, the international evidence and the literature from LA appear to address different faces of the problem of youth violence. None of the international reviews presented outcomes relating to homicides and only one included measures of youth crime. The most commonly addressed outcome was instead bullying. This might be explained because studies included in international reviews have been published in regions in which these types of severe forms of violence might be less common. 

In addition, the large international evidence on evaluation of programmes now points out that the issue is not whether the interventions work or not (because most of them have proved to be effective), but rather if the magnitude of the protective effect is large enough. In other words, international systematic reviews are now focused on values of effect sizes rather than overall effectiveness of the interventions. Many reviews conclude in this sense that there are positive significant effects caused by the interventions, although these effects are not large. This might represent different traditions of research. While research on prevention programmes has a large tradition in an international setting, in LA this is still new, and evaluation studies are only a recent trend. Also, the international evidence suggests that studies with homogeneous populations document larger effects. However, a country such as Mexico and many others in LA are characterised by a very heterogeneous population in terms of socioeconomic profiles and access to services such as education, transport and employment (OECD, 2016; OECD, 2007). Findings produced in countries who do not share the same heterogeneity can be challenged. Needless to say, taken alone, the evidence of successful interventions in the international literature casts doubt regarding their applicability for LA. This translates that the overwhelming existing evidence coming from high-income regions fails to address issues of relevance to assess the applicability of the findings to the local context. 

Challenge 5. Limited production of other forms of evidence to guide the production of other forms of reviews
As noted in Chapter Two, a wide option of evidence syntheses methodologies now exists with the aim of exploring different research questions (Tricco et al., 2016c; Mallidou, 2014; Barnett-Page & Thomas, 2009; Grant & Booth, 2009). However, evidence produced in any form of synthesis focused on the region is limited, even in the standard form of systematic reviews of effectiveness. Among all the literature reviewed, only one scoping review focused on LA and the Caribbean was published describing evaluations of youth violence preventive interventions (Moestue et al., 2013). This scoping review is different to the one presented here in that it considers all types of interpersonal violence, including sexual and domestic; it includes studies from the Caribbean; it focuses on randomised controlled trials exclusively and includes ongoing studies. From the interviews with policy-makers, it was learnt that a high emphasis on evaluation studies exists in Mexico and as stated previously, the only scoping review focused in LA that was identified confirmed that a trend of evaluation studies exists in the region. Thus, evaluation studies are prioritised. Overall, this speaks of another challenge: the limited evidence produced in the region to carry out other forms of synthesis beyond effectiveness of interventions.

Today, the value of including data from different study design within systematic reviews of health is increasingly recognised (Booth et al., 2016; Baxter, et al 2010; Popay & Roberts, 2006; Thomas et al., 2004). Among the forms of evidence now also synthesised is that from qualitative research. In an international setting, evidence from the syntheses of qualitative research is highly demanded and the number of qualitative evidence syntheses published has rapidly expanded (Diwon-Woods et al., 2007a; Dixon-Woods et al., 2005). While traditionally, qualitative research has been excluded from standard systematic reviews, the contribution of this type of research to policy-relevant questions is now widely recognised and methods for the integration of qualitative evidence in evidence syntheses now exists (Thomas & Harden, 2008; Dixon-Woods et al., 2006). The synthesis of findings from qualitative studies can provide a range and depth of meanings, experiences, and perspectives of participants across health-care contexts (Tong et al., 2012). Qualitative research can complement evidence from quantitative research and contribute to a better understanding of a given event or phenomenon (Campbell et al., 2011).

In this sense, the synthesis of qualitative research presented in Chapter Five showed consistent evidence for eight barriers affecting the delivery of preventive programmes and four facilitators. However, such evidence from studies in LA was extremely limited. The majority of the included studies in the implementation review were aimed at addressing other issues, not necessarily expressed as factors affecting delivery of interventions. As far as it is known, the qualitative evidence synthesis presented in Chapter Five is the first one of this type published in this topic and focused on this region. 

Production of other forms of evidence synthesis in the region is needed, as this can provide complementary information to help in identifying promising interventions for the region. Many systematic reviews are intended to inform policy and therefore, it is important to explore methods that will produce the information asked by policy-makers (Barnett-Page & Thomas, 2009). In this setting of methodological developments for the synthesis of evidence, several guidelines are now available that can help researchers both in producing and reporting evidence syntheses. Available guidelines are for example: the Preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA) and (Moher et al., 2009) and the Preferred reporting items for systematic review and meta-analysis protocols (PRISMA-P) (Moher et al., 2015); Enhancing transparency in reporting the synthesis of qualitative research (ENTREQ) (Tong et al., 2012); the Quality of Reporting of Meta-analyses (QUORUM) Statement (Clarke, 2000); the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) (Guyatt et al., 2008); and the Confidence in the Evidence from Reviews of Qualitative Research (GRADE-CERQual) (Lewin et al., 2018). Local researchers could make use of these variety of tools to improve the evidence available for the region of LA.

Linking the challenges together: Tension between quantity, internal and external validity
For Solesbury (2001), the linking of evidence to policy needs to consider three questions:
‘how relevant is this to what we are seeking to understand or decide? how representative is this of the population that concerns us? how reliable, how well-founded – theoretically, empirically – is it?’ (p.8)

Considering the relevance, the representativeness and reliability of the findings, the results of the three sets of reviews on youth violence present two very different scenarios. The effectiveness review from manuscripts from LA found a few examples of preventive interventions but high concerns regarding the internal validity of the results in the majority of the studies. In addition, the qualitative evidence synthesis showed the many factors that can affect the implementation of an intervention in the local setting of LA. Among them, a lack of facilities or resources; the limited number of trained providers; and the prevalence of violent or insecure contexts in the localities, are elements that could affect implementation of community-based interventions proposed in the effectiveness synthesis. Many other relevant factors mentioned were frequent strikes among teachers, frequent staff turnover, perceptions of corruption among members of the police, the heterogeneity of the population and communication and coordination problems among the different key players involved.

On the other hand, the international literature is extensive and showed a somewhat more rigorous evidence base. However, the evidence from international reviews seems to be focused on other forms of evidence less relevant for LA and has been produced largely in high-income countries. Which recommendations should be provided to policy-makers in this scenario? This challenges the appropriateness of standard synthesis of effectiveness international evidence to inform local decisions (Stewart et al., 2012).

For Mays & Pope (2000) 'research can be relevant when it either adds to knowledge or increases the confidence with which existing knowledge is regarded' (p. 52). In this thesis, the relevance of an evidence synthesis for producing recommendations at the local level in LA was judged under the context of lack of research from the region and validity of available evidence both in LA and internationally. As mentioned earlier, the traditional EBPM approach claims that decisions should be based on the best evidence available, where the 'best evidence' notion relies on high-quality research (du Toit, 2012) and where external validity receives less attention (Leviton, 2017). However, what policy-makers consider as best evidence might involve prioritising external over internal validity, and local research over rigour (McGill, 2015), contrary to what the traditional EBPM model claims. Increasing appeals are now being raised demanding to include assessment of the applicability and transferability of interventions in systematic reviews, as this is information needed by policy-makers but often missing (Leviton, 2017; McGil, 2015; Welch et al. 2012; Lavis et al., 2009b; Wang et al., 2005). Evidence produced by local researchers or focused in the local context may have greater importance for policy-makers than the accumulated findings from high-quality research (Abrami et al., 2010). Therefore, systematic reviews, if not locally focused, need to provide information that will facilitate decisions about applicability, such as describing the characteristics of the population, setting and context to which the findings apply (Welch et al. 2017).

In this sense, community-based programmes targeting severe forms of violence among youths are the ones that could be prioritised in policies in LA, but policy-makers need to address the many factors highlighted by the qualitative evidence as affecting implementation of interventions. Local stakeholders in Mexico and LA can also make use of the extensive experience that other countries have gained in terms of school-based interventions to prevent bullying, a somewhat newly described phenomenon in LA and where consistent evidence of effectiveness was provided by international reviews. Particular attention should be paid to those studies addressing heterogeneous populations or contexts where the intervention is implemented. As exemplified in the implementation synthesis, factors such as poverty, early parenthood/motherhood and gendered relationships affect the daily lives of youths in LA, with a potential to interfere in the participation in preventive interventions. Even when the evidence relating to this aspect was less consistent, programmes should contemplate these circumstances.

Therefore, the subject of youth violence portrays a challenging scenario. The current local and international evidence base on this topic allows characterising a tension between the limited availability of local evidence suffering from a high risk of bias but high chances of applicability and transferabiity to Mexico, and a substantial amount of evidence from the international literature that presents less risk of bias but great uncertainty regarding generalisation of results.

8.2.2. Formatting research evidence to enhance its usage by policy-makers
In the EBPM approach, it is considered that one less complicated way of promoting the use of research is by producing relevant and accessible research reports for policy-makers (Whitty, 2015). Increasingly, calls are being made asking for a more appropriate and critical appraisal of the outputs derived from research syntheses (Britten et al., 2017). One area where attention has been placed is how to present the findings of research to potential users. In the words of Solesbury:
‘how to structure a report, write in plain English, make a five minutes presentation; these are skills which are now seen to be as important as how to design a questionnaire, conduct an interview or analyse data’ (2001, p.5).
In this regard, the second research question relates to this matter. The evidence summarised in Chapter Six from studies exploring issues of presentation of research and the interviews to policy-makers allowed to explore this research question. Table 27 integrates the findings relating to this research question.

Table 27. Integration Matrix 2. Producing user-friendly research for policy-makers
	Component 2.Review about factors influencing the use of research by policy-makers	Component 3.Qualitative study with policy-makers in Mexico
Content	Not mentioned	Keep the introduction, methods, results and discussion but give them different weight
	Not mentioned	Include small biographies of authors describing research expertise
	Not mentioned	Keep introduction short
	Not mentioned	Preference for structured version of abstract (with subheadings)
	Include actionable or operational messages	Include guiding messages
	Include local statistics or information to explore the applicability of the research to the local context	Include data at the local level
	Discuss budgetary perspectives, social, ethical and equity implications	Not mentioned
Style	The use of technical or medical jargon should be avoided	Avoid technical concepts
	Plain language and clear, simple messages	Clear and simple language
Layout	Summary format instead of traditional academic format is preferred	Keep the manuscript shorter
	Include the 1:3:25 format (one page of take home messages, three pages summary and 25 pages long report)	This format was not known


As stated earlier, the findings focused on the presentation of research and views regarding evidence synthesis were less uniform. However, key lessons can be drawn. Policy-makers demand documents presented in a plain, simple and clear language, avoiding the use of technical or medical jargon. The abstract is a key element, and a format that includes defined sub-headings was preferred. The results and discussion sections are the most valued for policy-makers. While introduction and methodology are also relevant, these sections should be kept to a minimum. Information that contextualises the research is required. This is described for example as providing local statistics in the introduction section. Clear, direct messages offering operational recommendations for implementation or practice were consistently requested, and they can be in the form of specific take-home messages. The title and abstract should not be used as a way of gaining the attention of the policy-maker, but as an element that provides clear information about what the reader will find in the research output. This is especially relevant in a context of lack of time for reading papers. Related to this, is a general appreciation that research products need to be shorter was evident. Participants did not come to an agreement regarding the precise length, but half of the participants suggested a document shorter than 10 pages. These results from policy-makers in Mexico are congruent with what Whitty (2015) suggests as the key characteristics of helpful papers to inform policy:
	The paper is explicit about methodology and limitations
	The paper specifies the policy problem that is addressed
	The authors have made an attempt to minimise their own biases in both methodology and interpretation
	The paper is timely
	The paper is written in simple language 
Nowadays, efforts exist for providing plain language summaries of systematic reviews to help policy-makers in their tasks (Chambers, et al., 2012; Chambers & Wilson, 2012; Khangura et al., 2012; Lavis, et al., 2009c; Rosenbaum et al., 2009). For example, Chambers & Wilson (2012) describe the implementation of a service offering translation of systematic reviews for policy-makers. Another example and one of the most known forms of summaries, are the policy briefs designed and promoted by the SUPPORT-WHO team, where considerations related to quality, local applicability and equity are presented as part of the brief (Lavis et al., 2009c). Also, the Cochrane Collaboration and the Campbell Collaboration now ask authors of reviews to provide a plain language summary when publishing a systematic review. These efforts show how investing in friendly formats for the translation of systematic reviews are seeing as a promising strategy for promoting knowledge use. This research offers valuable information to encourage the debate of this issue in LA.

8.2.3. Factors influencing the use of research and systematic reviews in public institutions in Mexico
The last research question explored the experiences of policy-makers with the use of research and systematic reviews, and provided insights into the underlying factors influencing their use. Findings from Chapter Six and Chapter Seven allow examination of this question. A key finding is the lack of awareness about systematic reviews. Participants largely referred to not knowing what a systematic review is, except for those having close interaction with academia. Even in those cases where more familiarity with research existed, systematic reviews were not perceived to have a relevant place for the design of programmes, and its weight compared to primary research was debatable. 
In terms of the uses of research, examples of conceptual, selective and instrumental use were provided. For example, an instrumental use was showed when policy-makers claimed that evidence is taken 'directly' to support decisions made in programmes, either when designing, adapting or designing them, while conceptual use was portrayed when expressing that research allows them to gain awareness of a topic. Selective use was reflected when evidence was chosen to support a pre-determined institutional line of action or to flaunt actions undertaken by the Government. 

An important aspect to highlight is that while not in all cases examples were provided where research was linked to an instrumental use (specific decisions), some participants discussed how the many barriers influencing research use stopped them from using research in a more instrumental manner. This was well exemplified when participants acknowledged that limitations in the available budget stopped them from doing what research was suggesting them to do. That is, they acknowledged being aware of what research is suggesting, but they simply could not implement it because of a lack of resources and therefore, they looked for other strategies. A pertinent question to be asked is then under what category of research use (instrumental, selective or symbolic) can these examples be included? Most of the existing models of research use in policy-making tend to focus on a specific type of use (instrumental) (Nutley et al., 2003), however it would be helpful to explain how the influencing factors not only shape whether research is used or not, but how they impel or restrict moving between different forms of knowledge use.

Nonetheless, in all the cases, it was not clear how scientific evidence is used. While a more evidence-focused approach was apparent among national institutions, the results point more in the direction of observing a potential use of research for EBPM rather than an actual use (Iglesias et al., 2005), since a clear appreciation of how evidence is used as part of policy-building was not perceived. 

In addition, although there was a lack of familiarisation with concepts such as evidence-based policies or EBPM, the EBPM discourse forms part of their daily practices and there is a shared perception that decisions need to be based on research. EBPM is normalised in the sense that their perceptions describe what could be considered the expected behaviour from them: using research (du Toit, 2012). Their narratives resemble the ideal scenario described by Frenk (1992): 'even in our imperfect conditions, no reasonable decision maker rejects research as a contribution to increase the quality of his or her decisions' (p.1403). Hudson & Lowe (2009) imply that we should question why policy-makers are showing interest in research, as there is the risk that this interest is reflecting a pure symbolic function.





Table 28. Integration Matrix 3. Factors influencing the use of research
	Component 2.Review about factors influencing the use of research by policy-makers	Component 3.Qualitative study with policy-makers in Mexico
Perceived relevance of the research	Mentioned in 22 reviews	Not mentioned
Research-related skills of policy-makers	Mentioned in 22 reviews	Mentioned by 7 participants
Level of collaboration or interaction between policy-makers and researchers	Mentioned in 20 reviews	Mentioned by 11 participants
Accessibility of research	Mentioned in 15 reviews	Mentioned by 12 participants
Use of knowledge brokers facilitating knowledge transfer	Mentioned in 14 reviews	Not mentioned
Level of uncertainty of the evidence	Mentioned in 15 reviews	Not mentioned
Motivation/interest for using evidence	Mentioned in 8 reviews	Mentioned by 14 participants
Lack of time/workload issues	Mentioned in 10 reviews	Mentioned by 11 participants
Availability of evidence on the policy issue	Mentioned in 9 reviews	Mentioned by 9 participants
Administration of public funds / bureaucracy	Not mentioned	Mentioned by 7 participants
Personal experiences that underpin policy-makers using research evidence	Not mentioned	Mentioned by 6 participants
Laws or compulsory regulations enforcing research use	Not mentioned	Mentioned by 4 participants
Existing prejudices between researchers and policy-makers	Not mentioned	Mentioned by 3 participants
Values or norms of policy-makers 	Not mentioned	Mentioned by 1 participant
Lack of interest from academia to collaborate with policy-making	Not mentioned	Mentioned by 1 participant

Accessibility to research and interaction between researchers and policy-makers are key aspects influencing evidence use, considering that these sub-themes are among the most frequently reported both in the international evidence and in the interviews. For example, contact with researchers was among the most reported factors promoting the use of research in the two most cited systematic reviews of factors influencing research use (Oliver et al., 2014; Innvaer et al., 2002). The most recurrent influencing factor reported by policy-makers in Mexico (the level of motivation), is not among the most frequently discussed in the literature. This factor was the only one showing agreement among almost all the participants. Similarly, issues relating to the lack of time or work overload were reported by many policy-makers, but were mentioned in only 10 out of 31 reviews. Since work overload is experienced as an important barrier, this might reflect that in their institutions reviewing research is not prioritised as an area of work. Alternatively, however, this could possibly be associated with the frequent mentioning of the use of research as an individual experience, with de-prioritisation at an individual rather than institutional level.

None of the research participants made reference to the most frequently reported factor in the literature -the relevance of research. The review had highlighted how the perceived relevance of studies influenced potential use. However, beyond the issue of accessibility, few policy-makers discussed influencing factors relating to their perceptions of research. It could be suggested that this reflects a low familiarity with issues of appraisal of research, since as it was mentioned in previous sections, markers such as the authors or the institution supporting a document are taken by these policy-makers as indicators of quality. However, the accounts of their experiences using research do not reflect a perceived limitation in understanding research. In fact, the level of research-related skills, which was the second most commonly reported factor in previous reviews, was only mentioned by half of the policy-makers. 

Recently, another umbrella review was published focusing on the effectiveness of interventions to increase the use of research by policy-makers (Langer et al., 2016). The authors of that review found high quality evidence of the effectiveness of interventions facilitating access to research evidence while simultaneously enhancing opportunities and motivation to use evidence. Also evidence of effectiveness for interventions building research-related skills while simultaneously trying to enhance capability and motivation to use research evidence (Langer et al., 2016). The results emphasised in the current study are in line with this recent evidence.

Six new factors influencing research understanding and use were identified that were not evident from the existing systematic reviews on this subject. These factors are important in making sense of the context surrounding the daily practices of policy-makers in Mexico: 1) the bureaucracy regarding the administration of public funds in institutions (this factor was mentioned by half of the policy-makers); 2) personal experiences that underpin policy-makers using research evidence; 3) the existence of laws or compulsory regulations towards the use of research; 4) prejudices on the part of policy-makers towards researchers or prejudices from researchers towards policy-makers; 5) individual norms or values either limiting or promoting the use of research; and 6) the lack of interest from academia in working with policy-makers.

While some existing factors may be easily susceptible to being influenced by focused strategies, for some others this would be far more complex, such as modifying factors relating to the social context. In LMIC, improving capacity to use evidence demands multi-level interventions that should tackle elements such as organisational and institutional capacity, which are the most difficult to develop (Rodriguez et al., 2017). For instance, strategies focused in Mexico should address how innovations can be implemented under an environment characterised by bureaucracy in the public administration.

In addition, it is highly unlikely that intervening on one single factor will translate immediately into adoption of an evidenced-based approach, as it is also unlikely that all factors will have the same weight in such a process. The growing body of implementation research shows that individual approaches promoting evidence-based practices such as looking to increase skills to appraise research evidence, will be ineffective if tackled in an isolated maner (Rycroft-Malone et al., 2004). It is the interaction between different factors from different levels of influence what could have the greater impact. Based on the empirical knowledge discussed here, there is no way of discriminating between elements that have a greater weight for influencing research use and elements that are just mentioned more often. 

In the literature, it is common to find the argument that the lack of use of research for policy-making is policy-makers' lack of access to good sound evidence (du Toit, 2012). However, these findings show that research use is driven by many other complex structures operating at different levels. In the words of Cairney (2016):
‘in the real world, the evidence is contested, the policy process contains a large number of influential actors, scientific evidence is one of many sources of information, and policymakers base their decisions on a mixture of emotions, knowledge, and shortcuts to gather relevant evidence’ (p.42)

8.2.4. The underlying culture driving research utilisation (or underutilisation)
In this section, the results of all the components of this research are put together in order to describe the underlying context unveiled by the findings. Lorenc et al. (2014) use the term ‘cultures of evidence’ to refer to the differences in uses of research in a policy setting, in the sense that norms shaping how knowledge is understood and used can be perceived. If culture is understood as 'the shared meanings, views of the world, moral visions, and practices that together make up a way of life for a social group' (Magnusson & Marecek, 2015, p.4), then the concept suggested by Lorenc et al. (2014) can be adopted in this study to explain the patterns of research evidence and systematic reviews use among public institutions in Mexico. Referring to this notion, some features of such culture are described next.

A research culture where research use is driven individually or in teams.
Many policy-makers described their experiences using research as an individual task. In some other cases, working in teams where research is used was perceived, generally guided by a head of department or director having a profile orientated towards research or links with academia. The fact that motivation to use research was a factor reported by all the participants to influence research use, speaks of how using evidence relies largely on a personal decision. In addition, since work overload is experienced as an important barrier, this might reflect that in their institutions, reviewing research evidence is not a priority. Therefore, a great motivation to use research exists but many obstacles impede it. Even when diverse examples of research use are provided and national institutions do seem to have adopted an approach informed by research, in general there is a lack of mechanisms facilitating the incorporation of research into policy-making. 

A research culture that varies according the different levels of policy-making.
The use of research for policy-making seems to be a formal stand within national institutions. Although an official mandate towards the use of research to support policy-making does not always exist, it is encouraging to find that all the participants from national institutions mentioned that the creation of policies in their institutions does take evidence into account, and even more encouraging is that among these participants more awareness about systematic reviews existed. The one example where the design of a recent national programme was informed by a systematic review reinforces this point. In policy-making at the regional or municipal level, the use of research seems to be a more heterogeneous exercise. However, in any case, formal mechanisms driving research use do not exist within the institutions.

Black (2001) reports that the relationship research-policy depends on both the arena and the policy-makers, and that evidence will be more influential in central policy compared to local policy, where decision-making is marked by negotiation and uncertainty. As a contributing force, it is a possibility that evidence is easier to identify when it provides information that could help at the country level, such as information from national surveys and even information from other countries, and thus, facilitating research to inform macro policies. Research providing information at the local level may be hard to locate, either because it does not exist or because it is less well known. The inclusion of local statistics or information about the applicability of a research to the local context was frequently referred to by the participants as a facilitator for research use. Similarly, a claim for providing the evidence needed by local decision-makers such as evidence that is locally applicable has been made in other parts of the world, including the UK where the notion of policies based on evidence has been greatly incorporated into the policy-making arena (Atkins et al., 2017; Kneale et al., 2017, Owusu-Addo et al., 2017; McGill et al., 2015; Phillips & Green, 2015).

A research culture where the focus is put on evaluation studies.
A key finding emerging from this study is that the emphasis on research use in this setting is being put on evaluation research and not on research to inform new programmes. As mentioned in Chapter Two, monitoring and evaluation of programmes and policies is a field in which researchers in Mexico have made a great contribution internationally, introducing ground-breaking and country-specific development (Castro et al., 2009). This focus on evaluation is confirmed by the different components of this thesis. For example, the reviews on the topic of youth violence showed a trend in evaluation studies in the region. Recent changes in the Mexican legislation enforcing the evaluation of all social programmes reflects this increasing focus and it was a factor emerging in the interviews with policy-makers. This legislation towards the evaluation of policies in Mexico has been recognised internationally as an effective way to warrant that public institutions take into account research produced by academic organisations (Koon et al., 2013).

The focus on evaluation studies may bear a resemblance to the subject of the first and the second generation of EBPM approaches. For Pawson (2006), the first generation of EBPM was defined by the introduction of an evaluation culture, where research was produced to inform the performance of implemented policies and programmes. However, in order to inform the design, the research needs to be available before the policy, while, logically, in the first model of EBPM the research comes after the design of the policy. Therefore, a change in paradigm occurred towards the current approach, which in the words of the Pawson is 'the second coming of evidence-based policy'. According to this description, the Mexican context seems to portray an approach consistent with the first model of EBPM. The high emphasis on evaluation in the institutions and the numerous resources in place for development of this research field may be interfering with the adoption of the current global model of EBPM. 

A research culture with a high potential to be influenced by academia.
Policy-making occurs to a great extent isolated from academia. The participants consistently referred to the divorce between researchers and policy-makers and it is significant that two emerging themes from the interviews appeared in this regard. The existing prejudices both on the part of researchers and policy-makers and the lack of interest from research groups to collaborate in policy-making, were seen as barriers interfering with the interaction of both groups. 

The study by Trostle et al. (1999), one of the earliest and few studies conducted in Mexico to explore links between policies and research, also highlighted that the lack of structured channels for communication between policy-makers and researchers in Mexico was an important impediment stopping research entering into the policy fields. For example, in the only case where research from a systematic review was used to inform a new programme, a clear contribution from the academic community was not perceived given their lack of interest. The contribution from researchers was limited to sharing their published papers with the policy-makers. But at the same time, this approach of using a systematic review to guide the new programme was only possible because the instruction came from a policy-maker with experience in research. Perhaps because of this isolation, academia and links with researchers might have a potential of successfully promoting informed policy-making in Mexico. Other studies have confirmed that in Mexico, the quantity and quality of research generated by an academic organisation is less important that the extent to which such organisation is well-connected to policy-makers (Koon et al., 2013). 

In addition, it was through academic settings that many participants could access research. More importantly, since it was mainly among policy-makers who had background of research that an awareness of systematic reviews was possible, it seems then that is not necessarily researchers producing systematic reviews who are the ones approaching policy-makers, but rather, policy-makers that have some experience as researchers and therefore links with academia. In the study by Trostle et al. (1999) recently referenced, the authors also found that switching from jobs as researchers to policy-makers was often perceived as a facilitator promoting the use of research in policy. 


8.2.5. Linking the findings with models of research use and the policy process
One pertinent discussion here is in terms of how the findings reflect existing models of research use. The representation of types of research use in the narratives of the participants portrays that utilisation of research is a much more complex process than just implementing policies showing to be effective (Nutley et al., 2003). Because diverse forms of research use were portrayed, it is difficult to link them to a dominating model describing the research use process. Participants with experience at national programme level described a more linear process of research use where findings from research impel specific actions (the classic knowledge-driven model) or a problem is identified and then the needed research is looked for (the problem solving model) (Armstrong et al., 2006). This type of process was also commonly described by other policy-makers at the state and municipal levels. Also commonly depicted was a more interactive and less linear process where research was used. In many ways, research was used as described by the tactical or political models, to deal with pressure from different groups or to justify decisions already taken. Many examples were provided of how research is used to 'justify' changes made to programmes in order to adapt them to the local setting. Examples showing the use of research in a more conceptual (enlightening) way were less frequently reported. This is unexpected considering that it is this type of use the one considered the most common pattern of research use in policy (Sabatier, 1991).

More importantly, given that many of the narratives reflected on the role of academia, the findings link to interactive models of research use, where the impact of research occurs as the product of the interactions between researchers and policy-makers (Armstrong et al., 2006). As highlighted, participants described the current relationship of the two groups as a divorce, but when such interaction occurs research use might take place. This context resembles particularly the notion of the 'two-communities' model, according to which the non-utilisation of research can be explained by the relationship of the policy-maker and the policy system with the researcher and the research system (Caplan, 1979). Policy-makers and researchers are seen as two separated groups pertaining to different worlds, with barriers to communication and different values, systems and languages, failing to take into account the worlds of each other (Innvaer, et al. 2002; Caplan, 1979,). However, it is not always the specific interaction with a researcher what influenced a decision to be taken. In many cases, interaction with researchers selectively promoted access to research findings, which in turn influenced on a course of action or specific decisions. If research use is facilitated by a single one-time interaction with researchers, then there is more potential for long sustained interactions to impact on research use, as suggested in the interactive models of research use. 

Linked to the model of research use in policy-making, is the overarching model of the policy process. The recently described context in which academia has a key role influencing research use, fits into a Networks conceptualisation of the policy-process. As briefly mentioned in Chapter Two, models of the policy process pertaining to this approach focus on how policy-making is driven by relationships between policy-makers and different interest groups. In a Networks approach, actors are not taken as key figures acting in isolation; instead the approach is actor centred and highlights structural links between different groups of actors (Adam & Kriesi, 2007). One such model is the Policy Networks, according to which structures of networks can have an impact on the policy outcomes and policy change (Adam & Kriesi, 2007). 
While the interaction between researchers and policy-makers was expected to be an influencing factor in the use of research, it was not envisaged that academia would play such a key role in driving –or impeding- research use. This unexpected finding has implications in terms of how the policy process and its link to research use is depicted in the Mexican context. A Networks approach to the policy process seems to be a dominating model in the Mexican context.

At the same time, the high emphasis on evaluation studies and the experiences of policy-makers describing their uses of research as a linear process, do seem to fit with the conceptualisation of the policy-process as a cycle, a notion envisaged in the stages model of policy. In the classic stages model, the evaluation of a policy was a central element in the policy process, as it links both the beginning and end stages of the cycle of a policy (Hudson & Lowe, 2009). Formal evaluation of the impact of a policy is a key stage. Perhaps, it is then within the evaluation community that a change towards the design of programmes informed by research and specifically by systematic reviews in Mexico can be driven. As expressed by one participant (currently director at an organisation conducting evaluation of social programmes), systematic reviews are already being considered by them and mechanisms are being sought to incorporate them as part of the actions of the institution. 

8.3 Strengths and limitations of the thesis
This thesis is composed of individual research contributions that collectively, provide an understanding of relationships between research evidence, systematic reviews and policy in Mexico. The main strengths and limitations are listed below.
8.3.1 Strengths
This study makes six key contributions. Firstly, it provides an understanding of complexities involved in producing systematic reviews focused on developing policy recommendations at the local level in LA on a complex public health topic. While previous authors have stressed problems relating to capacity to produce and use systematic reviews in LMIC (Oliver et al., 2015; Law et al., 2012; Yousefi-Nooraie et al., 2009; Chinnock et al., 2005; McMichael et al., 2005), few of them have focused on LA and Mexico. More importantly, this study offers insight into the topic by using an empirical scenario, the prevention of youth violence, where few previous studies have done so. Three evidence syntheses methodologies were tested and compared to exhibit some methodological obstacles arising when trying to bridge the evidence-policies gap.

Secondly, the study portrays the context of research use in public institutions in Mexico, a research field with limited evidence. Although Mexico can be considered a high producer of research particularly on health topics, little is known about how and if research informs policy in the country. There is a paucity especially of studies exploring awareness of and use of systematic reviews in general in LA. In this regard, this thesis offers one of the firsts attempts to describe perceptions and experiences of policy-makers using systematic reviews and research in general in the region.
The third contribution of this study is that it proposes a comprehensive framework of factors influencing the use of research by policy-makers (Chapter Six). The framework could be used by researchers from other parts of the world since it builds from a comprehensive review of international EBPM literature. While the lack of representation of factors emerging from LMIC was highlighted, the framework was tested in the context of Mexico and therefore adds to the limited evidence available from LMIC. Derived from this framework, a brief model describing influencing factors in the specific context of Mexico was also developed. The adapted framework emerging from the interviews and the brief model could represent experiences of other countries in LA and therefore could help researchers to analyse barriers and facilitators affecting knowledge use. Future research could expand these contributions to explore how the factors interact within each other and a more detailed model could be developed and tested.

The fourth key strength from this study is that it provides useful and practical clues to facilitate the production of user-friendly products for policy-makers. The global evidence-based movement demands the production of both useful and usable research to inform policies; the ‘useful’ part means doing research that offers some guidance for improvement and the ‘usable’ part in this postulation relates to communicating research in a way in which users find it helpful (Solesbury, 2001). This thesis has contributed knowledge regarding how to produce both useful and usable information for policy-makers in LA.

This thesis describes the conduct of a mixed-methods study that combines extensive syntheses of the literature together with a qualitative primary study. Current research based on mixed-methods designs relies greatly on a combination of more standard qualitative-quantitative methodologies while mixed-methods integrating findings from more diverse sources of evidence, for example evidence synthesis, are less common. Therefore, another strength is that it demonstrates how findings from this combined methodology can be integrated with findings from primary studies, offering complementing knowledge about a phenomenon. 

Last but not least, this study makes a practical and important contribution to the topic of youth violence. As has been emphasised throughout the thesis, in LA there is a lack of research on this topic. Thus, each of the individual reviews conducted on this topic make important contributions on their own. Particularly encouraging is that two of these reviews were published in international peer-reviewed journals, demonstrating that the findings are relevant for international audiences. The publication of the qualitative evidence synthesis is even more relevant considering the lack of published syntheses other than the standard systematic review of effectiveness in LA. 

8.3.2 Limitations
Because this mixed-methods study is composed of several individual research contributions, some of its main limitations relate to traditional constrictions imposed by the type of research studies included and some others to the overall study design. The limitations are discussed below under these two groups.

Limitations of the individual research contributions
A limitation common to all the reviews forming this thesis is that the quality of the individual studies/reviews was not used as an inclusion criterion. As it has been emphasised, this was done in order to assess the extent and quality of the existing evidence. However, potential biases could have been introduced by including low quality studies, and therefore it is acknowledged that some findings might have been led by flaws in the primary studies. Interpretation of all the findings should be done in light of this limitation. An overlap of studies can be expected in the overview of reviews presented in Chapter Four and the umbrella review presented in Chapter Six. Because of time constraints, assessing the individual studies included in each of the reviews to explore overlap was not undertaken. This was more evident in the review of preferences of policy-makers regarding the presentation of research, since some of the reviews included tended to repeat findings from a same set of primary research conducted in this stopic. Also because of restrictions in time, the protocols of the reviews contained in Chapters Three to Five were not published. The publication of a protocol detailing pre-specified inclusion criteria and methods for the searching, appraisal and synthesis of the literature is a standard practice in undertaking a systematic review. This transparecy in the aims and methods reduces the opportunities of making modifications during the review process to favour inclusion or reporting of studies showing positive findings (CRD, 2009). Mantaining such transparency is even more pertinent when all the steps of the review are done by a single individual, as it is the case of this research. The use of two reviewers for the identification and selection of studies, data extraction and quality assessment is now a standard practice that aims to minimise bias introduced in the review process. However, this was not done in this research and therefore the main findings could have been different if another reviewer were involved.

In relation to the qualitative evidence synthesis presented in Chapter Five, it was mentioned that the assessment of the confidence in the findings of the review was done using a preliminary version of the CERQual approach (Glenton et al., 2013). The now updated GRADE-CERQual version also includes the domains of the adequacy of the data and the relevance (Lewin et al., 2015), which were domains not assessed in the review presented in Chapter Five. One of the main reasons why the findings were not updated according to this more recent GRADE-CERQual is because I considered that the main findinsg would not change as a result of the new approach. On one part, adequacy of the data relates to the richness and quantity of data supporting a review finding and on the other, relevance refers to the extent to which a review finding is applicable to the context under consideration in the review (Lewin et al., 2015). As emphasised in different sections in this thesis, evidence was so limited in terms of quantity that it is likely that richness would have not been claimed for the findings, while relevance would have been claimed for most of the included studies, under the geographic logic used here. Therefore, the results would not be substantially different. However, this still needs to be verified and the confidence in the findings using the four revised components in GRADE-CERQual is needed for making accurate claims. 

Also relating to Chapter Five, it is important to highlight the limited number of records obtained from the search strategy. The complexities in identifying evidence from qualitative studies through academic databases, and the need of search strategies that are sensitive enough for qualitative articles have been noted in the literature (Cooke et al., 2012). While it is possible that a more relaxed strategy could have identified more documents, and that errors were introduced in the searches, the overall evidence from the different components in this thesis confirms the lack of evidence from LA in this topic. Moreover, extensive searches were conducted also in non-academic repositories and citation searching was performed, resulting still in a limited number of papers identified. Other researchers with an interest in this topic and in evidence synthesis could explore alternative search strategies that are appropriate to identify academic documents from LA.

Another limitation specific to the umbrella review in Chapter Six is that the included reviews had a wide range of participants considered to be ‘policy-makers’, and other groups such as researchers or stakeholders were also sometimes included. Since it was not possible to separate the findings by groups of participants during the synthesis process, it cannot be claimed here that the views illustrated in the reviews synthesised represent the views of policy-makers exclusively.

In terms of the qualitative study presented in Chapter Seven, several limitations need to be pointed out. First, since I chose not to impose complete control on the interview, some important areas may not have been sufficiently explored. I did not ask the participants to mention the specific factors that influence their uses of research. Instead, the barriers and facilitators appeared as part of their narratives describing their experiences with research use in their institutions. This is relevant since data was compared to international evidence. Therefore, influencing factors absent from the interviews should not be interpreted as non-existent in their context. More importantly, this is a limitation because a quantitative view was used when judging the consonance/dissonance between the international review and the data from the interviews. That is, those factors most frequently reported by the participants were compared to those reported in the international literature. Caution should be taken therefore when interpreting influencing factors not mentioned by the participants. For example, participants did not discuss the role of knowledge brokers in facilitating research use, when this is one of the most common themes in the literature. The lack of reference to knowledge brokers in the narratives could be explained because this figure is not consolidated in the Mexican context, or because I did not discuss strategies to improve research use. 

Limitations relating to the recruitment of participants in the qualitative study have already been acknowledged. Due to problems in the sampling, the recruitment relied mostly on personal contacts and snow-balling, with the result that many participants had experience as researchers, thus not representing the standard policy-maker. Perhaps those policy-makers with more experience or interest in research were the ones more willing to participate in the interview, resulting in a biased perception of research use in the institutions. Linked to this, some of the participants had only a limited time working at public institutions, and some other did not fit completely into a policy-maker profile but rather as public servants with less power of decisions. This element also requires careful consideration as it is possible that the findings do not represent precisely a policy-making context. 

Important is to mention that I did not anticipate so many obstacles for gaining access to policy-makers. My perception is that difficulties in recruitment related not only to how busy policy-makers are, but also to the current political context in Mexico. The current government has been severely criticised because of under-performance dealing with public concerns. Public institutions are under public scrutiny and this extends to public servants. Public servants or their authorities could therefore be worried that the aim of the interviews was to assess performance of the institution. The ways in which many participants asked me to conduct the interview outside their institutions, confirmed to me that they wanted to be free to speak, something that could not have happened within their institution. While this is an important limitation that could mean that participants with links to academia have different perspectives than those with less experience with research, it is fair to say that because of the inclusion of this research-oriented profile, it was possible to explore some views and experiences with systematic reviews. This would not have been possible if only participants without links or experience in research had been included, as this group was the only one aware of systematic reviews. 

Limitations of the overall study
One of the most important limitations is that the topic of systematic reviews, the key element the study, was not discussed in full during the interviews mainly because there was a general lack of awareness of this methodology. In the same way, the umbrella review on Chapter Six (component 2) did not focus specifically on the factors influencing the use of systematic reviews and rather covered factors influencing any type of scientific evidence. This was a decision made ahead of the possibility of finding that systematic reviews were unknown by policy-makers in Mexico. Thus, the lack of awareness about systematic reviews is a finding in itself and a limitation, because specific features such as the applicability of systematic reviews and their potential uses were not extensively discussed. 

A differentiation is not made here between the use of research at different stages of the policy-making process and different types of evidence use. It is possible that the underlying factors driving research use (or lack of use) are different according to the stage of decision-making being involved and the specific type of use that is described (i.e. instrumental, selective or conceptual). 
Also important is that this thesis is written in English, however the synthesis largely involved analysis from documents in Spanish and equally, the interviews were conducted in Spanish. As discussed in Chapter Seven, translating into English represents an important limitation because meanings or interpretations may have been lost in the process of translation, and it is also possible that I have failed to translate some concepts properly particularly when participants used colloquialisms in their narratives. As discussed also in Chapter Seven, the use of numbers to support the presentation of qualitative data is highly controversial. Other forms of re-presenting data and emphasising patterns could be deemed more relevant according to the interpretive nature of qualitative research. Moreover, a focus on 'prevalence' of influencing factors identified can be less meaningful in research based on purposive samples like the one used here (Sandelowski, 2001).

Innovative forms of research synthesis were not tested. Considering the growing number of options available and criticism towards standard systematic reviews, other methodologies could have added valuable information for policy-making in Mexico. Since this thesis was framed within a critical realist view, the first obvious suggestion would be to test a realist synthesis in the prevention of youth violence. Two answers to this are provided. First, the key motivator of this thesis was to challenge the usefulness of systematic reviews for developing policy recommendations in LA. It was imperative to test the standard approach in an empirical scenario to challenge their indiscriminate use. Second, the realist synthesis was designed to meet policy-making needs in the field of evaluation of complex social interventions (Pawson, 2006). A key feature of this approach is recognition that the same intervention will not work the same for all people and all circumstances. But for this, there is the need to focus on a type of intervention, as a realist synthesis makes more sense after a proposal of intervention or programme was made, which was not the case here. In any case, production of other forms of syntheses in the topic of youth violence is strongly encouraged.

Lastly, the research was largely conceived under a traditional view of the policy-process; however, the findings seem to fit more into a networks approach to policy-making. If a model based on interactions among key actors had been used instead, the research could have been focused on how links among actors are developed and how such links influence research use. It is acknowledged that many of the other theories might best represent policy-making in Mexico and exploration of such models in future research is strongly encouraged to contribute to the policy-research debate. 

8.3.3 Insights gained from the mixed-methods design
The aim of this mixed-methods study developed in a similar process to that suggested by Plano Clark & Badiee (2010) in their model of the origins of research questions in mixed-methods research. According to this model, research questions develop, refine and emerge through the whole research process and in response to personal and disciplinary contexts (Plano Clark & Badiee, 2010). In other words, the research questions were refined along the overall timeframe of the PhD as a reflection of both insights obtained from the different methodological components conducted and new knowledge gained from the existing literature. The research questions were highly influenced by my personal experience as a researcher in Mexico, particularly by my participation in previous reviews. Being a public health researcher with a focus on quantitative research, the development of this mixed-methods study was challenging but enriching.







This is the final chapter in this thesis. It begins by presenting some concluding remarks (Section 9.1) and then reflects on implications of the thesis in terms of future research (Section 9.2) and continues discussing implications in terms of policy and practice (Section 9.3). A closing message is presented at the end of the chapter.

9.1 Concluding remarks
This thesis provides a unique contribution to the EBPM literature, by revealing challenges and complications both on the 'evidence side' and the 'policy side' that constrain the real application of systematic reviews in policy-making in Mexico. In this manner, the study provides insights on how to enhance the production and use of relevant systematic reviews that can effectively inform policies.

The challenges for the production of systematic reviews aimed to develop policy recommendations in LA highlighted in this study are: dealing with limited number of local studies; dealing with the weight of international evidence; dealing with threats to internal validity in local studies; dealing with threats to external validity in international studies; and limited production of other forms of evidence to guide the production of other forms of reviews. These challenges portray a great tension between quantity, internal and external validity of the available findings.

To date, little is known regarding how appropriate the standard approach of systematic reviews of effectiveness to produce policy recommendations is in the context of LA. This research demonstrates the relevance of locally focused strategies weighted against good quality evidence from other contexts. This is a concern that should be raised to provide insight for knowledge exchange approaches in less developed regions that traditionally are underrepresented in systematic reviews.

The culture of EBPM in institutions in Mexico is still varied and underdeveloped. The EBPM notion is highly normalised in the sense that the need for research to improve policy-making is recognised. A strong emphasis on evidence use exists and some examples of research use for designing programmes were found. However there are several factors influencing this use. The most frequently reported are accessibility of research, motivation to use research, links with researchers and available local evidence. In addition, systematic reviews are largely unknown by policy-makers. 

The existing research culture in public institutions portrays the next features. Research use is driven individually by personal experiences, motivation and or experienced team leaders; while high motivation to use research exists, many barriers impede it; different positions towards research are evident at different levels of policy-making, with national institutes having a more established approach to research utilisation, some official and some not; if we move down through the levels of policy-making, it becomes clearer that the use of evidence only takes place when it is individually-driven or among teams; a focus exists on the evaluation of programmes and policies implemented, and not on the use of research for the design; since policy-making is isolated from academia, there is a high potential for research to inform decisions, if a link between researchers and policy-makers is created. Awareness of systematic reviews seems to be boosted by those policy-makers with experience as researchers. However, this awareness does not translate into use, since systematic reviews are not necessarily perceived to have a specific place in the design of programmes and their specific use is not clear.

The answer to the question of why policy-makers do not use research evidence or evidence syntheses could simply be another question: Why would they? The structural barriers to the use of research represent an important impediment to overcome. Lack of time, lack of resources, lack of evidence and lack of formal mechanisms within their institutions are only some examples of the many obstacles that hold them back from making a more instrumental use of research. Recognising the underlying mechanisms driving research underutilisation will help in designing focused strategies facilitating adoption of innovations in these institutions.

To conclude, I do not intend to claim that researchers alone should be responsible for the transfer of knowledge. This demands co-responsibility between the research community, government, funding agencies and civil society. However, we researchers need to question if there is more that we can do to contribute to the process of informed policy-making. To start with, we should consider whether the continued production of conventional effectiveness systematic reviews alone make a meaningful contribution to the local context.


9. 2 Implications for future research
A first obvious implication of this study in terms of research, is the need to widen the discussion about the evidence-policy gap in Mexico and LA. If the intention is to present usable evidence syntheses, then research needs to be framed under the local policy-making context. The specificity of factors shaping research use in the Mexican context needs to be explored, together with the most effective ways of making research accessible for policy-makers in an institutional environment that does not promote its use. Research providing a full understanding of the perceived usefulness of systematic reviews in the policy arena in Mexico is warranted. 

To increase the chances of evidence syntheses making an impact in policy in LMIC, local studies should be considered first when possible. Researchers could first aim to produce systematic reviews with a focus on evidence from the local context. If a lack of evidence or low quality is expected, international evidence could therefore be used, but aspects relating to the context of the intervention need to be taken into account as to allow an assessment of the applicability and transferability of the interventions. Qualitative evidence syntheses are a useful resource since they can provide information about the context and applicability of interventions. Systematic ways to examine how applicable the findings from standard international systematic reviews are to a specific local context should be explored. 

In addition, in the light of the broad and recent methodological developments in evidence synthesis, it is important to explore which approaches could offer knowledge with higher chances of resulting in informed decisions by policy-makers, according to different policy needs (Smith, 2013). For example, when other forms of evidence syntheses do not exist, scoping reviews could be a first step as this type of synthesis aims to map the quantity and quality of the literature and identify research gaps (Mallidou, 2014). Scoping reviews are a helpful tool particularly when the literature is complex or heterogeneous (Peters et al., 2015). When a specific intervention or policy has been sought, then a synthesis following a realist approach could be conducted, as this methodology helps explaining how programmes work in a particular setting (Pawson et al., 2005).

As showed here, the empirical base exploring the factors influencing the use of research is considerably large. However, even with such a large body of evidence, the systematisation of evidence from LMIC is still underrepresented. Within 31 systematic reviews, only one was found focusing exclusively on studies from LMIC (Orem et al., 2012). As noted by the study presented here, policy-makers in LMIC experience different barriers. For example, the review by Orem et al. (2012) focusing on LMIC was one of the few providing evidence of the role of influencing factors from the contextual level, such as the influence from international organisations or the views of donors or the community about research. Therefore, an effort should be made to locate and synthesise evidence from LMIC to contribute to focused strategies in such contexts. 

The proposed Framework of factors influencing research utilisation could be tested by other researchers looking to analyse and compare data coming from primary studies.  Future research can also contribute to identify how the underlying factors driving research use act according to the stage of policy-making being involved, the specific type of research use that is intended (i.e. instrumental, selective or conceptual), the weight of each factor in terms of how relevant their influence is and the interaction among the different factors from different levels. 

9. 3 Implications for practice and policy
In order to promote EBPM through influencing factors more likely to drive research use, strategies need to take into account the particularities of the Mexican policy context and restrictions present overall throughout the region of LA such as a lack of access to research, lack of resources available for knowledge transfer activities in their institutions and lack of available evidence on specific topics. Considering that motivation is the most recurrent factor mentioned by policy-makers in this setting, knowledge-transfer strategies can look to both motivate policy-makers to use evidence, and also support skills-training to develop research competencies and literacy. In this way, it can be possible to promote awareness of the relevance and quality of studies and systematic reviews.

One obvious proposal derived from this study is that access to research should be promoted if an evidence-based approach is sought. While investing in licenses allowing the access to academic platforms (such as EBSCO Host, etc.) is possibly an unrealistic goal for public institutions in Mexico, access to research can be encouraged by promoting awareness of free or open access platforms. This could be a strategy helpful for those policy-makers with some expertise in research and that are already familiarised with academic papers. Academic publishers, journals and repositories of academic works could look for alternative ways of granting licenses for policy-makers and not only academic institutions. While many journals already offer a discount for authors and audiences from LMIC, in Mexico many of these discounts do not apply. For example, Mexico is not an eligible country for free access to the Cochrane Library of Systematic Reviews in any of their schemes (The Cochrane Library, No date). Access through paid national licenses is one key strategy being now adopted by some of these repositories of research (The Cochrane Library, No date) that could be particularly useful for policy-makers. Another low-cost strategy could be promotion of participation in academic seminars. Attending academic seminars was mentioned by many participants as a way of accessing research. Systematic reviewers could take advantage of this scenario to promote not only the results of their reviews but also awareness of this methodology and relevance to programme design. 

Considering the important role that links with researchers played in this setting, approaches to promote research use developed under a Networks approach to policy-making could potentially result in more successful knowledge transfer strategies. Internationally, it has been widely acknowledged that promoting interaction between researchers and policy-makers could be a way of promoting research use. While the success of such an approach may not always be achieved (Innvaer et al. 2002), in Mexico there is great potential for links between academia and policy-makers simply because such an interaction does not currently exist. The spheres of policy and research act completely separately one from another and by judging from the evidence presented here, when a connection occurs, evidence use is more possible. The possibilities of policy-makers using research findings, can be increased if they are able to develop long-term links with researchers (Hanney et al., 2003, Armstrong et al., 2006) and the relevance of reviews can be enhanced by actively engaging with users throughout the review process (Thomson, 2013). Interaction with researchers can be at the same time a way of facilitating access to research and motivation to use research and motivation to use research.

While the approaches to promote capacity for using evidence should vary by country (Rodriguez et al., 2017), some examples of knowledge transfer strategies could be adapted from countries where an approach to systematic reviews and evidence synthesis exists, such as the UK, Canada or Australia. Local strategies need to find ways of dealing with the bureaucracy that governs the administration of public funds in Mexico, the work overload that policy-makers experience, as these represent constraints to the use of research.

Funding agencies could be a driver of knowledge transfer to policy, by designating specific resources to research projects that involve knowledge-transfer elements such as the presentation of user-friendly reports based on the results of systematic reviews, or links between researchers and policy-makers. An example is the work done by the Medical Research Council (MRC) in the UK, a public body funding research to improve human health in which the translation of knowledge is a core element in its strategic plan. The work by the MRC for promoting the transfer of knowledge includes targeted funding schemes promoting translational research and collaboration with industries. Another example from the UK is the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR), who funds research in diverse topic and possess a narrow focus on the assessment of impact of all the activities it supports. As part of its funding opportunities, the NIHR has a programme focusing specifically on supporting the production of systematic reviews.

Maybe more important is that incentives are placed to promote the use of research and systematic reviews inside an institution. To begin with, existing examples of research use within the institution need to be visible to others and be supported by official mandates. Mechanisms looking to create links with academic institutions are also needed.

Lastly, it is imperative that resources are allocated looking to develop skills among researchers to produce other forms of evidence syntheses beyond effectiveness systematic reviews. Incentives are needed also to translate findings from reviews into user-friendly outputs.

9.3 Closing message
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Objectives: This review aims to summarise evidence on the effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence in Latin America.
Methods: A systematic search on 13 academic databases was conducted to locate studies evaluating a primary or secondary prevention intervention in Latin America. Studies could use any type of quantitative design to assess outcomes related to youth violence. A search of websites, references and citation searching was also carried out. The quality of each study was assessed.
Results: Nine studies were identified. Most documented positive effects of the interventions on the perception of youth violence present in the community/school. Evidence was found of a reduction in homicides and juvenile crimes in three studies, two of which evaluated a community-based intervention. There were mixed results for the self-report of participation on violent acts. The majority of the studies lacked of a rigorous design.
Conclusions: Most of the interventions had some promising results, including the reduction of homicides within communities. Community-based programmes were the most consistent regarding an effectiveness to prevent violence. However, the evidence for Latin America is still scarce and relies on non-rigorously designed studies.





Youth violence is a global problem. Every year, around 2.5% of the registered deaths are due to violence, and among these, almost half occurs in young people (WHO 2014). It has been estimated that around 200,000 youth aged 10–29 years are murdered each year (WHO 2015). Violence among young people imposes a high cost to health services, reduces productivity and affect the functioning of essential services within the community (Mercy et al. 2002). High levels of violence might also stigmatise neighbourhoods, hinder investment and reduce social cohesion (Willman and Makisaka 2010).

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), youth violence can be defined as a form of community interpersonal violence, which is that inflicted by an individual or small group on other people who are not relatives (Dahlberg and Krug 2002; Hall et al. 2012; WHO 2014). Although the definition of young people includes individuals aged 10- 29 years (Mercy et al. 2002), many of the preventive efforts for juvenile violence targets people aged 10 to 24 years (Hall et al. 2012). 

The global rate of intentional homicides in 2013 was estimated to be 6.2 per 100,000 population, with 16.7 victims per 100,000 men aged 15-29 years and 3.8 among young women (UNODC 2014). However, non-fatal interpersonal violence occurs more frequently than homicide, and may also have lifelong consequences (WHO 2014; WHO 2015). Thus, other less serious forms of violence such as attacks, threats, injuries to other persons, physical fighting, bully, discipline problems and other violent or non-violent crimes are alternative indicators of youth violence (Basch 2011; Matjasko et al. 2012).

While violence is recognised as a problem internationally, regional differences in the levels of violence have consistently been reported. Rates of murders among young men aged 15-29 in South and Central America are up to four times higher than the global rate for this age group (UNODC 2014). Traditionally, Latin America has been recognised as one of the most violent regions (Moser and van Bronkhorst 1999; Peetz 2011), with most of the homicides in the population occurring as a result of interpersonal violence, drug-related crimes and juvenile gangs (Cohen and Rubio 2007; Heinemann and Verner 2006; Imbusch et al. 2011; Moser and McIlwaine 2006; Peetz 2011; United Nations 2007). In addition, the phenomenon of school-based violence and bullying is on the rise (Cunningham et al. 2008; Felix et al. 2011). Yet, there is little knowledge on the effectiveness of programmes to prevent violence both in the general population and in youths in Latin America (Ardila-Gomez et al. 2015; Heinemann and Verner 2006; Moestue et al. 2013).

There are many published reviews on the effects of different types of programmes on the prevention of juvenile violence throughout the world; e.g. school-based interventions (Hahn et al. 2007; Mytton et al. 2006; Mytton et al. 2002; Oliver et al. 2011; Wilson and Lipsey 2007); after-school programmes  (Durlak and Weisberg 2007; Kremer et al. 2015); community programs (Tolan et al. 2008; Wilson and Lipsey 2000); training to parents (Bilukha et al. 2005; Maughan et al. 2005; Piquero et al. 2008); and other types (Hahn et al. 2005; Limbos et al. 2007; Petrosino et al. 2013; Weinstein et al. 2014).

According to an international meta-review (Matjasko et al. 2012), 52 systematic reviews and meta-analyses on the effectiveness of primary, secondary or tertiary prevention strategies for the prevention of youth violence were published between 1950-2009. However, the vast majority of programmes have been implemented in the U.S., Canada, the U.K., Australia or other English-speaking countries, while interventions evaluated in developing regions are still rare (Limbos et al. 2007; Office of the Surgeon General (US) et al. 2001; Willman and Makisaka 2010; WHO 2010; WHO 2015). The sub-representation of research from developing countries means that recommendations from previous syntheses are based on what has been effective in high-income countries. This is problematic since, to be effective, preventive strategies need to be context-sensitive. Matching programmes to the targeted population is a core element in successful prevention programming (Nation et al. 2003). 

In Latin America, factors influencing the origins of youth violence are related to social conditions present throughout the region such as high levels of inequality and poverty, a lack of quality education, a culture of masculinity that promotes the involvement in conflict, urban growth and a drug-trafficking context (Heinemann and Verner 2006; Moser and van Bronkhorst 1999; Willman and Makisaka 2010). The transferability of interventions from high-income countries that do not share these features, although promising, may be questionable. In low resource setting, there might be a lack of well-functioning institutions within the primary health care and educative systems and thus interventions relying completely on these systems might fail (WHO 2015). 

To further advance the prevention of youth violence in Latin America, a region that has been severely affected by this problem during decades, it is important to identify and synthesise evidence from prevention efforts conducted within the region. This will support more informed decision-making by allowing the identification of strategies that have showed the best results under similar contexts. This systematic review therefore aims to synthesise evidence on the effectiveness of interventions to prevent violence and crime committed by young people in Latin America. The review focuses on the prevention of interpersonal community violence among youths and does not include other forms of violence such as child maltreatment, intimate partner violence or dating violence.

Methods
A protocol was prepared in advance by the authors and is available upon request. The review was conducted according to standards from the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses statements - PRISMA (Moher et al. 2009) and the Cochrane Collaboration (Higgins and Green 2011). The words programme and intervention are used in an equivalent manner. 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria: We looked for peer-reviewed articles and grey literature in the form of reports, book chapters, conference papers or theses. Studies were included if they: a) described an intervention to prevent violence among people aged 10-24 years (or the equivalence using school grades); b) presented quantitative results on the evaluation of an intervention using a variation of study designs such as randomised or non-randomised controlled trials, paired or matched studies, time series, before-after studies with or without comparator arms or any other design based on a quantitative approach. We decided to include any type of design to illustrate the quality of studies conducted in the region; c) described any type of primary or secondary prevention strategy. Interventions could be implemented at the individual, family, school or community levels and had to be designed to explicitly prevent youth violence or to prevent youth risk behaviours but a reduction in crime, violence, bullying and/or aggression should be stated as a purpose. Participants in the intervention could be any population; d) outcomes were measures of violence and/or crime such as murders, fighting, aggression, robbery or bullying,. both at the individual or community/group level. Outcomes could have been self-reported or reported by others, and needed to have had data on behaviours and not only on related factors such as knowledge or attitudes; e) the intervention was implemented in any country from Central and South America, excluding the Caribbean, Surinam, Guyana and French Guiana.

Studies were excluded if:  the manuscript did not provide information on the specific range of age of participants or the educational level targeted, or when the mean age of the youths was below 10 years; the intervention or strategy consisted of a structural intervention that involved the modification to the physical context only; the manuscript did not provide baseline measurement for the main outcomes; or if the intervention consisted exclusively on the incarceration of participants or in sanctions as a consequence of violent behaviour. In other words, we selected studies with a focus on prevention and not on rehabilitation initiatives. We excluded studies presenting outcomes relating to dating, sexual or intimate partner violence.

Search strategy: A search of the literature was performed by the lead reviewer between February-March 2015 using English as the main language and Spanish for specific databases. Documents in another language were not included considering time and financial constraints for translation into English. An electronic search in academic databases was conducted by title/abstract and descriptors using a comprehensive list of keywords grouped into four concepts: Population (adolescents OR young people OR youths OR teenagers, etc.); AND Intervention (intervention OR programme OR curriculum OR preventive strategy, etc.); AND Outcomes (violence OR antisocial behaviours OR aggression OR crime OR robbery OR fights OR injuries, etc.); AND Context (the complete list of countries in Latin America). The list of terms was developed by the lead reviewer and reviewed by other members of the team. The complete list of searched terms is available upon request.

The following databases were explored using English: ASSIA, CINAHL, Child Development and Adolescent Studies, ProQuest Dissertation and Theses A&I, Education Abstracts, Education Journals, ERIC, IBSS, MEDLINE/Pubmed, National Criminal Justice Reference Service Abstracts Database, PsycINFO, SCOPUS, Social Services Abstracts, Sociological Abstracts; and in Spanish: LILACS, Periódica and SCIELO. A sample of the search strategy in ASSIA is presented as online supplementary material. In addition to electronic database searching, a search in the websites of 18 relevant national and international institutions (such as Institute CISALVA; J-PAL; the Center for International Conflict Resolution, Creative Associates International, etc.) was conducted. In this case, we focused only on identifying full-text documents, and we used searches in Google to locate documents when a programme was mentioned in a webpage and no report was provided. Reference list checking and citation searching was also carried out. Year limits were not specified for the search since we aimed to identify all the published papers.

Study selection and data extraction: Results from the searching were downloaded into EndNote X7.  Relevant publications were selected based on the titles and abstracts and the full text was retrieved for those papers that met the inclusion criteria or those in which eligibility was not clear. The full text was then used for in-depth screening. We did not make an attempt to retrieve papers when the full text was not available to us online; i.e. books or theses. For each included study, specific information was retrieved using a data extraction sheet piloted a priori to collect data regarding identification and characteristics of the study, intervention description and major findings. The lead reviewer conducted the screening for inclusion of the potential studies and the data extraction, and the final sample of selected manuscripts was confirmed by a second reviewer. Any queries in regards to study inclusion were discussed and decided within the team. 

Quality assessment: The quality of each included study was assessed using an adaptation of the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies (Effective Public Health Practice Project (EPHPP) 1998), composed of six general components that are assessed by a set of individual items. This tool covers any quantitative study design and it is particularly useful for research related to public health (Thomas et al. 2004). In this review the categories of "High risk of bias", "Low risk of bias" and "Unclear risk of bias" were used similar to the assessment of risk of bias proposed by the Cochrane Collaboration.

Data synthesis: Due to the heterogeneity of interventions and settings, a meta-analysis was not feasible and thus the synthesis was conducted in a structured narrative format with support of tabular supplements (Popay et al. 2006). An assessment of the risk of bias across the cumulative evidence was not performed for the same reasons.

Results
A total of 3,547 records were obtained from the electronic search. The PRISMA diagram in Fig. 1 outlines the study selection process. In total, 10 papers were included that presented the results of nine studies (Berk-Seligson et al. 2014; Berthelon and Kruger 2011; Kenney and Godson 2002; Muñoz-Vallejos and Rosales-Donoso 2008; Pérez et al. 2013; Reyes-Moreno 2011; Silveira et al. 2010; Tijmes and Varela 2008; Varela 2011; Varela et al. 2009). Other documents were consulted to collect details of some interventions (Alves and Arias 2012; Castro and Escribens 2012; Godson and Kenney 2000; Lecannelier et al. 2011; Silveira 2007).

Description of the studies: A description of the studies and programmes is presented in Table 1. Five studies were conducted in Chile and the others in Brazil, Peru, El Salvador and in the Mexico-U.S. border, mostly in a school setting. The study conducted by Berk-Seligson et al. (2014) was the only one that relied on a clustered randomised controlled design, with data collected from an adult population regarding the presence of youth violence. In addition, two studies used an ecologic design with aggregated measures (official statistics) rather than individual data (Berthelon and Kruger 2011; Silveira et al. 2010). The rest relied on the self-report of youths regarding involvement in violent behaviours, four of which used a before-after design without control group, one a non-randomised controlled trial and another a cross-sectional comparison of two groups. With the exception of the study conducted by Pérez et al. (2013) targeting female students, all focused on both males and females. 

Two important considerations should be mentioned. Firstly, the studies conducted by Berk-Seligson et al. (2014) and Silveira et al. (2010) described programmes to prevent violence in the general population. Both were included since the interventions had a strong focus on youths. In the case of Berk-Seligson et al. (2014), outcomes related to youths were prioritised as well as homicides and other outcomes such as robberies are not reported. Secondly, the study conducted by Berthelon & Kruger (2011) assessed the effects of a reform to extend the hours at school. While this would be a structural intervention, it is one of the few analysing the effects on juvenile crime of one such programme; more importantly, more time in the school means more opportunities to increase academic achievements and human capital (Berthelon and Kruger 2011; Patall et al. 2010), and thus its inclusion was warranted.

Description of the programmes: Two studies described wide community-based programmes ranging from 28 to 52 months in length (Berk-Seligson et al. 2014; Silveira et al. 2010) and one was a family-based intervention with a length of one month three weeks (Reyes-Moreno 2011). The rest were school-based implemented with a range of four to 24 months. The majority of the programmes comprised multiple components or strategies such as training to teachers, classroom-centred activities or activities within the school. Six of the programmes involved family members and three involved community key actors.

The school-based programme “Paz Educa” stands out because it was evaluated by Varela et al. (2009) and by Tijmes and Varela (2008), but was adapted, implemented and evaluated again by Varela (2011) and later by Perez et al. (2013). It is based on principles of positive behaviour support and prevention though environmental design. "Familias Unidas" presented by Reyes (2011) is a family-based strategy promoting quality relationships and has been widely used in South America. Muñoz and Rosales (2008) evaluated “Programa de Mediación Escolar”, an intervention promoting mediational skills and conflict resolution; while Kenney and Godson (2002) evaluated “Education to Counter Crime and Corruption”, a classroom structured curriculum focused on the prevention of corruption. The CARSI programme evaluated by Berk-Seligson et al. (2014) comprised several activities in the community including participation from the police, school officers and religious leaders. It has been implemented in different countries of Central America. The community-based strategy "Staying Alive" was designed to reduce homicides on high risk favelas in Brazil and included participation of police and workshops for young people (Silveira et al. 2010). Lastly, Berthelon and Kruger (2011) evaluated a structural intervention to extend the time that students stay at school from 32 to 39 hours per week.

Methodological quality of studies: The risk assessment for each study is presented in Table 2. In six studies, the selection of sampling units was not conducted in a systematic manner and detailed information on the selection process was missing (Kenney and Godson 2002; Muñoz-Vallejos and Rosales-Donoso 2008; Pérez et al. 2013; Reyes-Moreno 2011; Tijmes and Varela 2008; Varela 2011; Varela et al. 2009). In general, the reporting of confounders was poor, with only two studies acknowledging the use of controlled analysis to account for potential confounders (Berk-Seligson et al. 2014; Berthelon and Kruger 2011). Considering the ranking of study designs proposed by the quality assessment tool, the majority of the studies were rated as “high risk” with only two studies using low risk designs (Berk-Seligson et al. 2014; Kenney and Godson 2002). The two ecologic studies (Berthelon and Kruger 2011; Silveira et al. 2010) were considered to be of low risk regarding blinding of participants, since measurements on the outcomes were not based on self-reporting but on official data available. In the rest, the outcomes assessors were aware of the intervention status and thus a potential risk is present. There was a lesser risk of bias associated with data collection since most of the studies were based on previously validated scales or surveys. In general, information on drop-outs was not reported.

Effects of the programmes: Table 3 presents detailed results by study while Table 4 presents a summary of the findings. Most of the studies presented evidence of a positive and significant effect on the prevention of youth violence while three document some form of a negative effect (Kenney and Godson 2002; Reyes-Moreno 2011; Tijmes and Varela 2008; Varela et al. 2009). In El Salvador, a reduction in the perception of the presence of murders by 40% was documented after 29 months of interventions (p≤0.05) (Berk-Seligson et al. 2014). Similarly in Brazil a reduction of more than 60% in the average number of monthly homicides was observed after implementation of the programme; however, the reductions observed during the period in which the prevention activities focused on youth were not different to the ones obtained after the first months when the programme was not exclusively focused on youths (Silveira et al. 2010). After implementation of the school reform, the number of violent crimes committed by young people (homicides, assaults, rape and offenses) decreased by 11% in Chile (p≤0.05) (Berthelon and Kruger 2011). 

Considering the self-report on the involvement in violence, crime or bullying, mixed results were found. In Chile, involvement in violence decreased after 29 months following a school-based intervention (p≤0.01), although no statistical significance was found for serious violent acts (Varela 2011). Similarly, in another study also from Chile no statistical differences were found after 20 months (p>0.1) (Pérez et al. 2013). In the Mexico-U.S. border it was reported an increase in deviant behaviours in one school but no differences in another after four months of a classroom-based curriculum (Kenney and Godson 2002). In Peru, a reduction in involvement in antisocial behaviour was found after two months, but an increase in intentional aggression following a family-based intervention (p≤0.01) (Reyes-Moreno 2011). Regarding the perception of violence or crime committed by other youths in the school or community, the studies with Chilean students documented a reduction after 12 months in both fights and threats (p≤0.05) (Muñoz-Vallejos and Rosales-Donoso 2008), in bully after 20 months (p≤0.01) (Pérez et al. 2013) and  antisocial behaviours and violence after 29 months (p≤0.01) (Varela 2011). One study found after 24 months a reduction in the perception of fights and damages in one school but an increase in threats and robberies in two other schools (p≤0.05) (Tijmes and Varela 2008; Varela et al. 2009).

Discussion
This review was conducted to assess the evidence of the effectiveness of interventions to prevent violence in young people from Latin America. As in many other developing regions, in Latin America the question of what programmes work? (Nation et al. 2003), is still an unanswered one for the case of youth violence. In this sense, the systematic review presented here is one of the first focused within the region. 

In relation to the effectiveness of the programmes, it can be stated that most of them documented positive effects; however, the evidence is still insufficient. The most stimulating findings were in relation to reductions in homicides, since two studies assessed this outcome and both documented a reduction; one of them using a clustered randomised controlled design (Berk-Seligson et al. 2014) and the other a time-series data analysis using registries from the police (Silveira et al. 2010). These studies were the ones showing more methodological rigour and also they were the only ones assessing the effects of wide community-based initiatives. In addition, a study assessing the effects on a school reform to extend the hours at school also documented a reduction in juvenile violent crimes including homicides according to official registries within the municipality (Berthelon and Kruger 2011).

There seems to be also promising evidence of the effectiveness of the programmes when measuring the perception of other peers or adults about the presence of youth violence within the community. More than half of the studies assessed this type of outcome and all documented at least one positive change after the intervention. On the other hand, contradictory evidence was found considering the self-report of youths regarding participation in violent acts or crime. This may be related to differences in the way of measuring the outcomes. In the case of homicides, more consistency may exist because homicide is a more objective indicator; however there is not a unique definition for violence. Some studies measured violence committed against other peers, while others measured involvement in antisocial behaviours, participation in bullying or serious bullying. This inconsistency can also be related to the fact that most of these outcomes come from self-report. Considering violence as an undesirable behaviour, the self-report of participants involves the risk of response bias. In this sense, it is motivating that many studies documented a reduction on participants’ perception of violence committed by peers, another indicator of the presence of youth violence. Overall, it can be said that these results are optimistic.

As mentioned before, heterogeneity among the studies and programmes makes impractical to compare the results across studies. Because of this, it is not possible to provide an accurate answer to the question of what are the programmes that work best in the prevention of youth violence. However, some lessons can be mentioned.  Most of the programmes included different activities and multiple components and those assessing a single intervention documented inconsistent results. Previous international evidence shows that no clear consensus exists regarding the benefits of multicomponent versus single programmes for the prevention of youth violence (Matjasko et al. 2012). Judging by the evidence described here, there is more evidence in favour of multicomponent strategies and it could even be stated that multicomponent community-based interventions that involve different levels of key actors (i.e. the police, community leaders, families) provided the most promising findings with a reduction in homicides. However, we only included two community-based programmes. More importantly, it is not possible to draw conclusions about successful elements since evidence of impact was not presented for each component of the interventions. 

Recently, one scooping review focused on Latin America and the Caribbean was published describing evaluations of youth violence preventive interventions (Moestue et al. 2013). The previous review is different to the one presented here in that it considers all types of interpersonal violence, including sexual and domestic; it includes studies from the Caribbean; it focuses on randomised controlled trials exclusively; includes ongoing studies; and was based on a comprehensive search of grey literature but not peer-reviewed literature (Moestue et al. 2013). Similarly to Moestue review, we found that most of the programmes evaluated a school-based intervention, meaning that the evidence is strongest for this type of programme. While it is important to recognise the role of school for the implementation of these programmes, it cannot go unnoticed that the most vulnerable group, i.e. young people that are not in school, are not being targeted by these interventions. Also important is to acknowledge that the most severe form of violence rarely occurs within schools (Basch 2011; Hahn et al. 2007). 

In 2015, the World Health Organization published a synthesis regarding global evidence from interventions to prevent youth violence. According to such report, the most promising interventions to prevent perpetration of youth violence are strategies implemented at the community level, including community-police partnerships, reducing access to firearms or promoting drug control programmes (WHO 2015). Thus, it seems that in line with international efforts, community-focused strategies have proven to be effective also within the Latin American region, although the evidence is still limited. 

Regarding school-based initiatives, the WHO global report suggests that  life and social skills development and bullying prevention programmes are promising strategies. However the evidence coming from other forms of school-based programmes is less clear regarding their effectiveness (WHO 2015). In our review, the results from school-based interventions are mixed since most of the interventions documented positive reductions on violence; however, some negative trends were also observed. On one hand, our results might reflect the impact of  less rigorously designed studies since most of the evaluations relied on before-after designs; on the other hand, we need to consider the existence of a context in which education quality is poor and might affect the results of prevention programs. According to a recent meta-review of international studies assessing the effectiveness of interventions to prevent youth violence, the most common form of interventions in the world are school-based and family-based, but the latter are the ones with stronger evidence of effectiveness (Matjasko et al. 2012). The WHO report highlights that parenting strategies seems to be another form of promising interventions (WHO 2015); however, in this review we did not find strong evidence coming from family-based studies as only one study assessing this type of intervention was included. The evaluation of parent or family-based strategies is needed.

Some other important lessons can be mentioned. The programme Staying Alive in Brazil and the CARSI initiative in El Salvador are proof that large and complex interventions involving community members can successfully operate in parallel with efforts that involve the police, community key actors and even religious leaders. Also, the large evidence coming from of school-based programmes shows how such programmes can be easier to implement and adapt to different settings, while the national school reform analysed provides an example of how changes in the school system positively affects the communities outside the school setting. Countries in Latin America could take advantage of these studies; for example from the wide experience of Chile where school-based interventions to reduce school-violence have been largely implemented. This review also shows that most of the programmes omitted gender issues although youth violence has consistently been known to be highly elevated among males, with lesser rates for females. Prevention efforts need to recognise this when aiming to prevent violent behaviours in men and women. 

Some limitations are discussed next. Only nine studies were found. A limited number of studies was expected, though the lack of high-quality research is surprising. While it was anticipated that the inclusion of non-experimental designs would raise concerns, almost all of the studies can be judged as presenting bias and inadequate reporting. Considering the quality of the individual studies, the strength of the evidence summarised in this review can be considered weak. Admittedly, more rigorous criteria could have been applied for the inclusion of studies, but such rigour would have meant the location of fewer studies. For the purposes of this review, it was important to assess the quality of the studies that are being conducted. It is interesting to note that most of the studies were published within the last five years. This may represent a trend about evaluation studies in Latin America (Moestue et al. 2013). Also, it is important to recognise the efforts of researchers in assessing these interventions since evaluation studies in resource-limited-settings are costly. The risk associated with the use of methodological diversity and low-quality research is acknowledged and thus findings should be interpreted with caution. 

Another limitation is that manuscripts in Portuguese were not included. This is important because many research has been conducted in Brazil given the high levels of youth violence; however, not all research might be published in English. In addition, we did not try to retrieve papers that were not published online and we did not make an attempt to contact relevant authors. Thus the possibility exists that some other studies that have been conducted are not included in this review.

Some implications for future research are derived. This synthesis exhibits the need for rigorously designed evaluation studies in the region. Studies assessing the effects of interventions should take into account socio-demographic aspects and other potential confounders during data analysis and could use sophisticated statistical techniques that could aid in the management of methodological concerns such as multilevel models, interactions, matching procedures, analyses for complex sampling or procedures for missing data. There is a clear need for reliable data as well as standardised instruments and indicators to measure youth violence (Moestue et al. 2013). Authors should make an effort to report detailed and complete procedures and results. The fact that we found a larger number of school-based interventions might reflect that studies within schools are easier to implement and control. Studies in which parents or other key community players are involved face the challenge of having access to the target population, maintaining their permanence in the study and being able to identify and control factors that might affect how a programme is implemented and evaluated. Researchers need to carefully consider these aspects in order to choose the appropriated design when evaluating interventions different to school-based initiatives, as evidence from other types of strategies is needed. The more complex the programme, the more complex the evaluation design.

To conclude, this review identified, appraised and synthesised the evidence regarding the evaluation of programmes to prevent youth violence, crime and bullying in Latin America. The findings show that most of the interventions had promising results on the prevention of youth violence, particularly regarding reductions in homicides and on the perception of the presence of violent acts committed by others. While community-based programmes showed more consistency regarding the effectiveness to prevent violence, the evidence comes only from two studies. Overall, the evidence is still limited in terms of quantity and relies mostly on non-experimental designs. However, this synthesis is a good starting point and could contribute to the process of decision-making regarding investments in interventions; a critical matter in resource-limited-settings.
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Appendix 2. Search strategy in the ASSIA database. Systematic review of interventions to prevent youth violence in Latin America

# 1. Population: AB,TI("Adolescents" OR "Boys" OR "Children" OR "Girls" OR "Minors" OR "Pupils" OR "Teens" OR "Teenagers" OR "School Children" OR "Students" OR "Youngsters" OR "Young Adults" OR "Young People" OR "Youths") OR SU.EXACT("Adolescents" OR "Boys" OR "Adolescent Boys" OR "Young Boys" OR "Children" OR "Girls" OR "Adolescent Girls" OR "Young Girls" OR "Minor" OR "Pupils" OR "Teenagers" OR "Students" OR "Young Adults" OR "Young People" OR "Young Men" OR "Young Women" OR "Youth")

# 2. Intervention: AB,TI("Intervention[*1]" OR "Curriculum[*1]" OR "Program[*1]" OR "Programme[*1]" OR "Preventive Intervention[*1]" OR "Preventive Curriculum[*1]" OR "Preventive Program[*1]" OR "Preventive Programme[*1]" OR "Preventive Strategy" OR "Preventive Strategies" OR "Preventive Project[*1]" OR "Curriculum Evaluation" OR "Program Evaluation" OR "Programme Evaluation" OR "Program Effectiveness" OR "Programme Effectiveness" OR "Intervention Evaluation") OR SU.EXACT("Intervention" OR "Curriculum" OR "Programmes" OR "Preventive Programmes" OR "Preventive Strategies")

# 3. Outcomes: AB,TI("Aggression" OR "Aggressiveness" OR "Attack[*1]" OR "Assault[*1]" OR "Bullying" OR "Crime[*1]" OR "Fight[*1]" OR "Homicide[*1]" OR "Killing[*1]" OR "Murder[*1]" OR "Injuries" OR "Lesions" OR "Offense[*1]" OR "Violence" OR "Interpersonal Violence" OR "Aggressive Behavio*r[*1]" OR "Criminal Behavio*r[*1]" OR "Violent Behavio*r[*1]") OR SU.EXACT("Aggression" OR "Assault" OR "Bullying" OR "Crime" OR "Violent Crime" OR "Fighting" OR "Street Fighting" OR "Homicide" OR "Killing" OR "Murder" OR "Injuries" OR "Lesions" OR "Criminal Injuries" OR "Offending" OR "Criminal Offences" OR "Violence" OR "Street Violence" OR "Community Violence" OR "Alcohol Related Violence" OR "Criminal Behaviour")

# 4. Context: AB,TI("Argentina" OR "Belize" OR "Bolivia" OR "Brazil" OR "Chile" OR "Colombia" OR "Costa Rica" OR "Ecuador" OR "El Salvador" OR "Guatemala" OR "Honduras" OR "Mexico" OR "Nicaragua" OR "Panama" OR "Paraguay" OR "Peru" OR "Uruguay" OR "Venezuela" OR "South America" OR "Central America" OR "Latin America" OR Argentine[*1] OR "Belizean[*1]" OR "Bolivian[*1]" OR "Brazilian[*1]" OR "Chilean[*1]" OR "Colombian[*1]" OR "Costa Rican[*1]" OR "Ecuador?an[*1]" OR "Salvador*an[*1]" OR "Guatemalan[*1]" OR "Honduran[*1]" OR "Mexican[*1]" OR "Nicaraguan[*1]" OR "Panamanian[*1]" OR "Paraguayan[*1]" OR "Peruvian[*1]" OR "Uruguayan[*1]" OR "Venezuelan[*1]" OR "South American[*1]" OR "Central American[*1]" OR "Latin American[*1]") OR SU.EXACT("Argentina" OR "Belize" OR "Bolivia" OR "Brazil" OR "Chile" OR "Colombia" OR "Costa Rica" OR "Ecuador" OR "El Salvador" OR "Guatemala" OR "Honduras" OR "Mexico" OR "Nicaragua" OR "Panama" OR "Paraguay" OR "Peru" OR "Uruguay" OR "Venezuela" OR "South America" OR "Central America" OR "Latin America" OR "Bolivian People" OR "Brazilian People" OR "Chilean People" OR "Colombian People" OR "Ecuadorean People" OR "Salvadorean People" OR "Guatemalan People" OR "Mexican People" OR "Nicaraguan People" OR "Peruvian People" OR "South American People" OR "Central American People" OR "Latin American People")





Appendix 3. Search strategy in the ERIC (EBSCO) database. Brief review of other reviews of interventions to prevent youth violence in the world

#1. Population: DE ("Adolescents" OR "Preadolescents" OR "Early Adolescents" OR "Late Adolescents" OR "Children" OR "Elementary School Students" OR "Middle School Students" OR "High School Students" OR "Secondary School Students" OR "Junior High School Students" OR "College Students" OR "Out of School Youth" OR "Students" OR "Young Adults" OR "Youth") OR TI ("Adolescents" OR "Boys" OR "Children" OR "Girls" OR "Minors" OR "Pupils" OR "Teens" OR "Teenagers" OR "School Children" OR "Students" OR "Youngsters" OR "Young Adults" OR "Young People" OR "Youths")

# 2. Outcome: DE ("Aggression" OR "Bullying" OR "Crime" OR "Fight" OR "Homicide" OR "Violence" OR "Delinquency") OR TI ("Aggression" OR "Aggressiveness" OR "Attack#" OR "Assault#" OR "Bullying" OR "Crime#" OR "Fight#" OR "Homicide#" OR "Killing#" OR "Murder#" OR "Offense#" OR "Violence" OR "Interpersonal Violence" OR "Aggressive Behavio#r#" OR "Criminal Behavio#r#" OR "Violent Behavio#r#" OR "Gang#" OR "Delinquency" OR "Delinquent Behavio#r#")

# 3. (S1 AND S2)

# 4. TI ("Juvenile Delinquency" OR "Youth Violence" OR "Juvenile Violence" OR "Juvenile Crime#" OR "Youth Crime#")

# 5. (S3 OR S4)

# 6. Intervention: DE ("Intervention" OR "Early Intervention" OR "Curriculum") OR TI ("Interventions" OR "Curriculums" OR "Programs" OR "Programmes" OR "Preventive Interventions" OR "Preventive Curriculums" OR "Preventive Programs" OR "Preventive Programmes" OR "Preventive Strategies" OR "Preventive Projects")

# 7. Study type: DE ("Literature Reviews" OR "Meta Analysis" OR "State of the Art Reviews") OR TI ("Systematic-Review" OR "Literature-Review" OR "Meta-Analysis" OR "Meta-Synthesis" OR "Umbrella-Review" OR "Review") 
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Abstract
Youth violence in Latin America is an important public health problem. However, the evidence from preventive programmes within the region to address this problem is limited. Identifying context-specific factors that facilitate or hinder the success of interventions is necessary to guarantee the successful implementation of new preventive strategies. We present a systematic review and synthesis of qualitative studies to identify factors affecting the implementation of programmes to prevent youth violence in Latin America. We searched 10 electronic databases and websites of international institutions. The quality of the studies was assessed using the CASP checklist, while the certainty of the findings of the synthesis was assessed using the CerQual approach. We included eight papers describing five programmes in Argentina, Venezuela, Peru, El Salvador and Mexico. Most of the factors affecting the implementation of programmes were aspects related to features of the programmes and social/political constraints. The synthesis suggests that future programmes can benefit from having a multi-disciplinary and/or multi-sectoral approach involving different key players. At the same time, potential strategies for avoiding problems related to such active engagement should be planned, via promoting effective channels for communication and supervision. The review also suggests the importance of increasing awareness and motivation towards the problem of youth violence among relevant agencies and stakeholders. While the limited volume and quality of the literature impact on the ability to draw conclusions, the results could be useful for new programmes being designed and the ones seeking to be adapted from other contexts.







During the last two decades, there has been a growing recognition in relation to the problem of youth violence as a public health concern throughout the world (Matjasko et al., 2012; Office of the Surgeon General (US), National Center for Injury Prevention and Control (US), National Institute of Mental Health (US), & Center for Mental Health Services (US), 2001). Youth violence is a form of community interpersonal violence; it can be defined as intentional behaviours inflicted by people aged 10-24 years that threaten to cause or cause harm to other people who are not relatives (Dahlberg & Krug, 2002; Guerra, 2005). 

While violence is a problem faced by many countries, Latin America has been traditionally recognised as one of the most violent regions in the world (Moser & McIlwaine, 2006; Peetz, 2011). Higher numbers of intentional homicides are found in Central and South America, with rates above 20 homicides per every 100,000 population in comparison to the global rate of 6.2. Murders among young men aged 15-29 in these two regions are up to four times higher than the global rate for this age group (UNODC, 2014). Effective prevention strategies are urgently needed. 

The origins of juvenile violence in Latin American are believed to be closely related to a complex social environment, as high levels of inequality are present in the region (Perel, Casas, Ortiz, & Miranda, 2006). In addition, accelerated urban growth, high levels of poverty, the persistence of traditional role models promoting the involvement of men in risky practices, the low quality of education and the context of drug-trafficking and crime also contribute to the proliferation of youth violence, aggression and/or crime (Briceño-León, Villaveces, & Concha-Eastman, 2008; Heinemann & Verner, 2006; Moser & van Bronkhorst, 1999; Willman & Makisaka, 2010). 

In face of the significant levels of youth violence and bullying, many prevention efforts have been implemented globally; progress has been made in identifying programmes with the best evidence of impact in the prevention of youth violence (Matjasko et al., 2012). Internationally, existing systematic reviews have been conducted to identify best practices to prevent violence, crime and antisocial behaviours among children and young people. To date, there is a growing body of evidence assessing the effectiveness of community programmes (Tolan, Henry, Schoeny, & Bass, 2008; Wilson & Lipsey, 2000); family-based programmes (Bilukha et al., 2005; Maughan, Christiansen, Jenson, Olympia, & Clark, 2005; Piquero, Farrington, Welsh, Tremblay, & Jennings, 2008); school-based interventions (R. Hahn et al., 2007; J. Mytton, DiGuiseppi, Gough, Taylor, & Logan, 2006; J. A. Mytton, DiGuiseppi, Gough, Taylor, & Logan, 2002; Oliver, Wehby, & Daniel, 2011; Wilson & Lipsey, 2007); and other interventions such as recreational or after-school programmes (R. A. Hahn et al., 2005; Kremer, Maynard, Polanin, Vaughn, & Sarteschi, 2015; Limbos et al., 2007; Matjasko et al., 2012; Petrosino, Turpin-Petrosino, Hollis-Peel, & Lavenberg, 2013; Weinstein, Fuller, Mulrooney, & Koch, 2014).

However, most of the syntheses published so far regarding the prevention of youth violence describe experiences of interventions implemented in high-income regions. The evaluation of preventive programmes particularly in Latin America is limited. Thus, for many countries, the policy recommendations for youth violence prevention are based predominantly on experiences from countries with different societies and environments. This is relevant since preventive interventions are embedded within a social context; their implementation can be affected by individual, organisational and systems factors (Forman, Olin, Hoagwood, Crowe, & Saka, 2009). For example, Forman et al. (2009) found within a sample of developers of school-based mental health interventions, that seven in 10 had modified the intervention when trying to implement the programmes in other schools. Another study about evidence-based programmes to prevent substance abuse and school crime in the US showed that less than half of the schools that implemented evidence-based programmes achieved a high-quality implementation (Crosse et al., 2011).

How an intervention is delivered, the infrastructure of the system and the beneficiary population, are factors that can affect an "outcome" as the intervention itself (Kelly et al., 2010).  To promote efficient planning, there is a need to understand how interventions operate in the real world (Galbraith, 2004). Identifying context-specific factors that hinder or facilitate the success of programmes is required so that promising interventions are implemented successfully. A full understanding of such factors could also help in deciding which interventions warrant investment.

The aim of this study was to identify and synthesise qualitative research reporting factors affecting the implementation of interventions to prevent youth violence, crime and bullying in Latin America. We looked for studies reporting factors affecting either a) the participation of the population in the interventions, or b) the functioning and operation of the interventions.

Materials and Methods
We carried out a systematic review of qualitative studies describing experiences surrounding the implementation of a primary or secondary prevention programme. Primary prevention focuses on reducing risk factors or in promoting protective factors among the general population, while secondary prevention aims to target groups with a high risk of exhibiting violent or criminal behaviours; tertiary prevention interventions are designed to avoid repeated offences among young people already involved in violence or crime (Imbusch, Misse, & Carrion, 2011) and will not be included here as they might demand the involvement of rehabilitation strategies.

This review was conducted according to standards from the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement (Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, Altman, & . 2009; Moher et al., 2015) and the Enhance Transparency in Reporting Qualitative Evidence Synthesis (ENTREQ) statement (Tong, Flemming, McInnes, Oliver, & Craig, 2012). A protocol was initially prepared and is available from the authors. Searching and data extraction were conducted by the lead researcher, with decisions regarding the selection of studies for inclusion made by the full team. In this manuscript, the terms “programme” and “intervention” are considered interchangeable. 

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inclusion and exclusion criteria were based on the elements in the SPIDER (Sample, Phenomenon of Interest, Design, Evaluation, Research type) framework (Cooke, Smith, & Booth, 2012). Studies were considered for inclusion if: the sample (S) included individuals that coordinated, implemented or attended to an intervention; the phenomenon of interest (PI) was the implementation of an intervention to reduce or prevent violence, aggression, bullying or crime among youths; the study design (D) was any type of qualitative design such as structured or in-depth interviews, focus groups, observations or case studies; the manuscript presented an evaluation (E) regarding experiences or views on the implementation of a programme; the research type (R) was any type of study presenting qualitative data, including mixed-methods. Lastly, studies were included if the programme was implemented in countries from Central or South America, excluding Surinam, French Guiana, Guyana and the Caribbean. We included both published and unpublished reports.

Manuscripts were excluded if: they were not in English or Spanish; described a pharmacological or punitive intervention (i.e. not focused on prevention) or a structural intervention involving the modification of the physical context only; described the design of an intervention only; were focused on dating, sexual or domestic violence.

Search Strategy
The search of the literature was conducted between April-May 2015. We searched the following academic databases: Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts, Cumulative index to nursing and allied health literature, ProQuest Dissertations & Theses A&I, International Bibliography of the Social Sciences, LILACS, PsycINFO, SCIELO, SCOPUS, Social Services Abstracts and Sociological Abstracts. The search strategy built on a large list of keywords based on five groups of concepts according to the SPIDER criteria: Intervention OR Programme OR Curriculum, etc.; “Youth violence” OR “Juvenile Violence” OR Bullying, etc.; Views OR Experiences OR Barriers OR Facilitators, etc.; “Qualitative Methods” OR Qualitative OR “Qualitative Research” OR “Mixed Methods”, etc.; Interviews OR “Focus Groups” OR “Case Study”, etc.; "Latin America" OR Argentina OR Belize, etc. The search was adapted to Spanish for two databases and was conducted without restrictions. The complete search strategy is available from the authors.


We also searched for new manuscripts listed in the reference lists of the papers included and other relevant manuscripts, and also conducted a citation search in Google Scholar to identify recent manuscripts citing those papers selected for inclusion. In addition, we searched for papers on the websites of international institutions (e.g. the International Centre for the Prevention of Crime, the Inter-American Development Bank, the World Bank, among others). This last step in the search was done in parallel to another ongoing systematic review focused on the impact of interventions. Thus, from the websites, both quantitative and qualitative papers were retrieved for assessment but only those presenting evidence about factors affecting the implementation were included in this synthesis.

Study Selection and Data Extraction
Records from the searches were exported into EndNote version X7. After eliminating duplicates, a first screening of titles and abstracts was conducted. The full-text of documents potentially meeting inclusion criteria were retrieved for a second screening. A pre-designed data extraction sheet was used for retrieving information from the selected studies including a) publication details; b) design of the study; and c) intervention description. Segments of text describing factors affecting the implementation of the interventions were also extracted.

Quality Assessment
The quality of the included studies was assessed using the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) checklist for qualitative research (Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP), 2014), consisting of 10 questions that can be answered with “Yes” “No” and “Can’t tell”, in relation to methodological and reporting issues. Quality was not used as an exclusion criterion.

Data Synthesis and Analysis
We conducted a thematic synthesis guided by the SURE (Supporting the use of research evidence for policy in African health systems) framework  (The SURE Collaboration, 2011). This framework provides a list of barriers to the implementation of policies, organised according to different levels or dimensions such as recipients of the programmes, providers, stakeholders, programme or system constraints and social/political constraints. The use of this framework enabled comparison across the studies using a systematic and structured approach (Glenton et al., 2013).

The synthesis followed an iterative process of developing and refining the initial framework via the following steps: 1) adaptation of the SURE framework to the question of this review); 2) review of studies; 3) identification and extraction of segments of text describing outcomes of interest; 4) coding of text according to themes in the adapted framework; 5) identification of new themes; 6) re-review of findings from the original studies (link to step 3); 7) coding of barriers and facilitators within the main themes and across the different levels of the framework. At the conclusion of this process, inferences regarding findings and relations among factors were made. Summary tables and figures were developed.

Assessing the Confidence in the Findings
The strength of the overall evidence was assessed using the CerQual (Certainty of the Qualitative Evidence) method which is based on the assessment of two factors: firstly, the assessment of the quality of each of the individual studies by using a tool such as CASP. Secondly, the plausibility or coherence of a finding i.e. the degree to which it is possible to detect a pattern across studies. A pattern could include a finding that is present consistently across multiple studies or contexts (Glenton et al., 2013). Each barrier or facilitator was rated according to these two criteria. The certainty of each finding could then be classified as: high, if supported by rigorous studies and a pattern across studies exists; moderate, when there are concerns on methodological limitations or the coherence of the finding; or low, when there are important methodological limitations and concerns over the coherence of the finding.

Results
Only twenty-five records were identified from the searches in academic databases. After searching in websites, reference lists and conducting citation searches, eight papers representing five programmes were included in total (Berk-Seligson, Orcés, Pizzolito, Seligson, & Wilson, 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Medan, 2011, 2012, 2013; Schnell, 2012; Uy, 2012). Figure 1 outlines the studies selection process.

Description of the studies
A summary of the studies is provided in Table 1. The interventions were community-based (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Medan, 2011, 2012, 2013; Schnell, 2012; Uy, 2012); school-based (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); or family-based (Castro & Escribens, 2012), and involved a number of different components such as training to students, parents or key players in the community. Most of the studies lacked a clear description of data collection, selection of participants, ethical matters or data analysis procedures, leading to concerns regarding their methodological rigour (Table 1).
Barriers and Facilitators to the Implementation of Programmes
Data were identified which related to four dimensions according to the SURE framework: recipients of the programmes; providers of the programmes and other key players/stakeholders; programmes constraints; and social or political constraints. Within these dimensions, 26 themes relating to barriers and 16 relating to facilitators were identified. Given the limited quality and number of studies detected, we did not rank any theme as evidence with high certainty. However, we considered a finding to be of moderate certainty if three or more studies provided evidence relating to it. If a theme was supported only by one or two studies, then the certainty was considered to be low. The complete list of themes relating to barriers and facilitators across the four dimensions is presented in Figure 2. As a supplementary material, we have prepared a table with the complete description of barriers and facilitators and the studies contributing to each of them (Appendix A).

1. Programme recipients. Themes within this dimension relate to young people participating in programmes or their parents. Two barriers were identified: firstly, a belief that the programme is designed for people having nothing important to do discouraged some parents from participation (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); and secondly, complex situations in participants’ lives such as family dynamics, maternity or the need for income sometimes limited the achievement of goals or attendance at programmes (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Medan, 2011, 2013). The only facilitator found in this theme relates to the motivation of participants, which was described as enhancing access to and continuation in the programmes (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Medan, 2011, 2013).

2. Programme providers and other stakeholders and key players. In this dimension, we included themes relating to individuals implementing the interventions as well as other stakeholders or key players such as programme managers, community leaders, educational or health authorities, policy makers or donors. In total, four barriers were identified. Firstly, there was moderate certainty regarding the evidence that the implementation of an intervention could be adversely affected by providers or key stakeholders that have a low commitment to a programme (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012). Secondly, authors reported that teachers could lack confidence in coping with emotional situations arising from prevention activities, for example emotional reactions from parents when talking about life experiences (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). The third barrier identified was that in some contexts, teachers or school personnel were reluctant to get involved in conflict mediation due to fear of students involved in gangs (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014). Lastly, another barrier indicated that negative beliefs from the teachers or other stakeholders about a programme approach or effectiveness could limit their involvement on the activities of an intervention (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012).

On the other hand, three facilitators were identified. Studies consistently documented the importance of skills/knowledge of providers in facilitating the implementation. For example, Castro & Escribens (2012) and Berk-Seligson et al. (2014) highlighted that teachers were a key element in programmes since they already know how to approach and work with parents and students. Uy (2012) described how a parents' union had an important role in motivating other families to participate or to perform tasks. Another consistent facilitator reported, was that providers or stakeholders who understood the relevance of a programme, that is, that were sensitised in relation to the programme, were more involved in the activities and operation of the interventions (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012). Also, a desire for contributing to the community facilitated the involvement of key players (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Uy, 2012).

3. Programmes’ constraints. We identified 11 barriers within this component and among these, the majority of studies provided evidence relating to five barriers. Firstly, one of the most frequently reported barriers was lack of materials or facilities (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012). A second barrier was lack of clarity or inconsistency in programmes’ rules (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Medan, 2013). The need to choose between adherence to high standards of implementation or a more flexible scheme was also frequently outlined, especially when resources and time constraints were present (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012); for example, training may be shortened due to cost or time constraints (Castro & Escribens, 2012). Also, moderate strength was found in evidence showing problems arising due to a limited number of trained providers in the community, since this shortage affected the ability to reaching greater numbers of participants, or carrying out more activities (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012). Relating to this, the training of providers was commonly reported to be either short, long or expensive (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012).

Other barriers were: the limited time that school personnel (who often acted as providers of the interventions) has for training or for delivery of the interventions (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012); problems relating to an inefficient communication between the different key players involved (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); an inadequate supervision of the interventions that could be perceived as an overload of work (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); the need to submit frequent reports regarding implementation of the interventions (bureaucracy) (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); lack of a defined scheme for referring violent students or those affiliated with gangs to other specialised services (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); and lastly, problems initiating new interventions within the well-defined structure of the educational or health systems (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Castro & Escribens, 2012). 

Among the facilitators, 11 themes were identified. Most of the authors reported that the involvement of different sectors, institutions, organisations or stakeholders (i.e. a multi-disciplinary and/or multi-sectoral collaboration) was important. Participation of community leaders, educational or health authorities had an important role in achieving wide programme coverage and successful performing of activities due to the diverse experience of those involved. For example, community-based organisations were described as key to reaching youths (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014), whereas schools were key in reaching parents (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012). Authors also mentioned that creating links between new programmes and previous efforts conducted by schools or communities, facilitated the implementation of new preventive activities (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012). 

Supervision was essential to enable implementation of the interventions as planned by the coordinators (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). In addition, good communication facilitated the coordination of activities among the key players (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006) and in turn, a good coordination allowed efficient distribution of roles and responsibilities and multi-disciplinary work (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012). Another factor that contributed to the operation of interventions centered in schools, was using skill-based approaches similar to the one used by the national educational system (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006); while the health system was described as facilitating referring of participants to other specialised areas when needed (Castro & Escribens, 2012). The involvement of psychologists and social workers was beneficial to lead activities that traditional providers could not perform (such as emotional support) (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014; Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). Another facilitator was obtaining funding from both private and public institutions including local governments since it guaranteed that materials and facilities were available (Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012). Related to this, economic incentives to participants were described as being helpful to prevent youths abandoning the programme to start a job (Medan, 2013; Uy, 2012). Lastly, strict methodological standards facilitated the implementation of programmes (Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012).

4. Social or political constraints. In this dimension, nine barriers were found. There was moderate evidence that insecure or violent contexts can act as an important barrier impacting on programme provision; for example areas with a presence of gangs (Berk-Seligson et. al., 2014) or communities known for being violent (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006). Other barriers with a lesser degree of consistency were the loss of trained providers due to frequent staff turnover at the educational or health system (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012) and strikes among teachers (Castro & Escribens, 2012). Other constraints were the lack of clear regulations on what to do regarding gangs or juvenile violence in schools; and involving the police since it can adversely affect the credibility of a programme when the police is perceived to be corrupt (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014). 

Other barriers were difficulties reaching women, since juvenile violence is less legitimised in females (Medan, 2013); implementing a standard programme within heterogeneous populations (Bustos & Aldaz, 2006; Castro & Escribens, 2012); and differences between social codes promoted by a programme and codes present in a community (Medan, 2011, 2012). Lastly, it was described that local authorities can put pressure in order to achieve a large coverage of participants even if this compromises the quality of interventions (Castro & Escribens, 2012; Uy, 2012). Only one facilitator was present, showing the benefits of involving religious leaders in the programmes since they can contribute to reaching at-risk-youths (Berk-Seligson et al., 2014).
Discussion
This qualitative evidence synthesis explored factors affecting the implementation of programmes to prevent youth violence in Latin America. To our knowledge, this is the first systematic review and qualitative synthesis reported on this topic focused in this region. According to the included studies, the majority of factors affecting the implementation of programmes were aspects related to features of the programmes and social or political constraints. The review suggests that programme implementers can concentrate on addressing these issues before implementation. Some of the main findings are discussed below.

One of the findings which is consistent across the majority of the studies is that the involvement of different sectors, institutions or levels helped in reaching out to more participants or in implementing diverse preventive activities. It is possible then that future programmes benefit from having a multidisciplinary, multi-sectoral and/or multi-level approach involving different stakeholders and key players. This is consistent with previous  international research showing that the most effective programmes to prevent interpersonal violence tend to involve both local governments and regional frameworks or initiatives (Willman & Makisaka, 2010). By engaging different levels of stakeholders it will be possible to reach a more diverse population or to efficiently distribute roles and responsibilities. A multi-disciplinary approach could also facilitate making links between new initiatives and previous efforts or programmes implemented in the community (Forman et al., 2009), which is another facilitator identified in our sample of studies. In addition, the involvement of both public and private institutions could contribute to obtaining sufficient funding for expenses related to the implementation, since the lack of materials and facilities was a barrier reported by the majority of the authors. Private institutions can be encouraged to see programmes as an investment opportunity (Uy, 2012).

Many of the programmes identified in this review reported experiencing difficulties related to the training of providers. There is a need to guarantee a sufficient number of providers prior to implementation, and training schemes should be designed with the consideration of time constraints and availability of traditional providers such as teachers or school personnel (Forman et al., 2009). Again, a multi-disciplinary collaboration with different organisations would provide access to a wider range of potential providers.

While there might be clear advantages of engaging multi-disciplinary and multi-level groups, a focus should be placed on achieving effective coordination between the stakeholders involved. Such coordination could be achieved by establishing well-structured channels for communication. Effective communication could also enable closer and more effective supervision, improving the fidelity of the intervention. As documented in the included studies, when communication fails, programme management can be perceived as overly bureaucratic, especially if there is a need to submit numerous reports. Implementers should carefully decide on the types of information they need from the providers and coordinators of the interventions. One way of promoting communication and coordination might be by increasing levels of awareness among providers and other stakeholders regarding the problem of youth violence, and the goals of a programme. Awareness-raising should aim to achieve the support of authorities and stakeholders and to promote collaborative work, which could in turn translate into more motivation and more active participation in the planning and delivery of interventions.

Effective communication and increased awareness among stakeholders might also contribute to reducing methodological constraints. Many providers and intervention implementers face the need to make decisions regarding maintaining the methodological quality of the intervention, meaning a more expensive and numerically-limited approach, or opting for a more flexible and resource-saving one. Pressure may particularly come from local authorities (from municipalities, the Government or the educational system) to place an emphasis on quantity rather than quality. Promoting rigorous methodological standards for the implementation could contribute to minimising such pressure, but to achieve this there is a need to increase knowledge and awareness among stakeholders and authorities, regarding the importance and goals of the programmes and conditions required to implement them. 

Other aspects that planners of programmes can consider are related to the social context in which a programme is intended to be implemented. The interventions focused on schools need to recognise that frequent strikes called by teachers unions are a reality for many countries in Latin America (Kingdon et al., 2014). As a result of this, the provision of school-based programmes could be adversely affected. The violent context that prevails in many cities from the region is another reality that programme designers need to consider. This is linked to the fact that many schools do not know what to do with the more violent students or those affiliated with gangs. Since an inter-sectoral collaboration between the educational and health system is not already established, referring of students to specialised services may be a less formal and straightforward process. 

Lastly, Latin America is a heterogeneous region; programme implementers need to reflect on the possibility of adapting the interventions to different types of populations, taking into account diverse socio-economic and demographic profiles while designing the interventions. Poverty, early parenthood/motherhood and gendered relationships are factors affecting the daily lives of youths and should be carefully contemplated in preventive programmes.

Limitations of the Study
We should note some limitations of this review. The most important concern relates to the number of included studies and their quality. While we searched in a large number of academic databases, we only found five studies; most of them in the form of reports not published in peer-reviewed journals. The reports lacked detailed information to assess their quality, raising methodological concerns. Considering this, none of the findings presented here can be said to be supported by a high degree of certainty, which limits the overall strength of the review findings. Thus, our claims should be interpreted with caution.

Also important is that many of the documents included were not exclusively focused on exploring barriers or facilitators for implementation. This synthesis is based on an interpretation of the findings originally reported by the authors, since the evidence available at times was unclear. For example, it was often difficult to differentiate between data describing factors related to the design of a programme, and factors related to the implementation. 

Another potential limitation is related to the framework used to guide the synthesis. We identified more barriers than facilitators for all of the different dimensions explored. However, this fact may reflect the focus of the SURE framework, which is aimed particularly at identifying barriers (The SURE Collaboration, 2011) and not general themes relating to barriers and facilitators. 

Although there are concerns regarding the strength of the evidence, we found some consistent results among studies, some of which echo elements identified in previous research. Forman et al. (2009) reported issues affecting implementation related to: support of the school principal, teachers or administrators; financial resources; training and consultation strategies; alignment of the intervention with the school approach, goals or programmes; and turnover of staff. Similarly, in a study about the implementation of positive behaviour support interventions on schools, the authors documented the following factors affecting implementation: administrative support; a reward system for students and staff; data; working as a team; involving family and communities; turnover; time constraints; lack of knowledge; and team preparation (Kincaid, Childs, Blase, & Wallace, 2007). 

While the studies for this review came from only five countries (Argentina, Venezuela, Peru, El Salvador and Mexico), the factors identified could represent realities present in many other countries in Latin America. For example, the studies by Berk-Seligson et al., (2014), Schnell (2012), Uy (2012), Medan (2011; 2012; 2013) portrayed the case of a programme implemented in a generalised context of violence, while Castro (2012) described a context where strikes among teachers are frequent, and similar to Bustos & Aldaz (2006) presents the case where constant staff turnover on the health and educational system occurs.

To conclude, the results of this synthesis add valuable information by identifying potential factors that can affect implementation and outcomes of promising interventions to prevent youth violence in Latin America. This synthesis could guide practitioners to anticipate situations that could be present during implementation (Kok, Vaandrager, Bal, & Schuit, 2012). The information could be useful for both newly designed programmes and those seeking to be adapted from other contexts. Programme designers could consider the benefits of promoting an active involvement of different institutions and key players, but at the same time, strategies for avoiding problems related to such active engagement should be planned. This synthesis shows the need of more rigorous research on this topic in Latin America.
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Appendix 5. Example of the search strategy in the IBSS database. Qualitative evidence synthesis of the implementation of interventions to prevent youth violence in Latin America

#1. Intervention: (AB,TI("Intervention" OR "Programme" OR "Program" OR “Curriculum” OR “Project” OR "Preventive intervention" OR "Preventive programme" OR "Preventive program" OR "Preventive strategy" OR "Preventive curriculum" OR "Preventive project" OR “Intervention implementation” OR “Programme implementation” OR “Program implementation” OR “Strategy implementation” OR “Curriculum implementation” OR “Project implementation” OR “Intervention participation” OR “Programme participation” OR “Program participation” OR “Strategy participation” OR “Curriculum participation” OR “Project participation” OR “Primary prevention” OR “Secondary prevention”) OR SU.EXACT("Curriculum"))

#2. Youth violence: (AB,TI(“Youth violence” OR “Juvenile violence” OR “Violence in youths” OR “Violence in young People” OR “Youth crime” OR “Juvenile crime” OR “Crime in youths” OR “Crime in young People” OR “bullying” OR “school violence” OR “violence in peers”) OR SU.EXACT(“Bullying”))

#3. (#1 AND #2)

#4. Evaluation: (AB,TI(“Attitude[*1]” OR “Belief[*1]” OR “Experience[*1]” OR “Expectation[*1]” OR “Feeling[*1]” OR “Idea[*1]” OR “Opinion[*1]” OR “Perception[*1]” OR “Satisfaction” OR “Understanding[*1]” OR “View[*1]” OR “Barriers” OR “Facilitators” OR “Factors” OR “Reasons” OR “Failure” OR “Success”) OR SU.EXACT(“Attitudes” OR “Beliefs” OR “Expectation” OR “Feelings” OR “Opinion” OR “Perception” OR “Satisfaction” OR “Social factors” OR “Cultural factors” OR “Psychological factors” OR “Reason” OR “Failure”))

#5. Research Type: (AB,TI(“Qualitative” OR “Mixed method[*1]” OR “Mixed-method[*1]”) OR SU.EXACT(“Qualitative analysis” OR “Qualitative methods” OR “Qualitative research”))

#6. Design: (AB,TI(“Interview[*1]” OR “Focus group[*1]” OR “Case stud[*3]” OR “Observation[*1]”) OR SU.EXACT(“Interviews” OR “Directive interviews” OR “Depth interviews” OR “Non-directive interviews”  OR “Focus groups” OR “Case studies” OR “Observation” OR “Participant observation”))

#7. (#5 OR #6)

# 8. Context: (AB,TI("Argentina" OR "Belize" OR "Bolivia" OR "Brazil" OR "Chile" OR "Colombia" OR "Costa Rica" OR "Ecuador" OR "El Salvador" OR "Guatemala" OR "Honduras" OR "Mexico" OR "Nicaragua" OR "Panama" OR "Paraguay" OR "Peru" OR "Uruguay" OR "Venezuela" OR "South America" OR "Central America" OR "Latin America" OR Argentine[*1] OR "Belizean[*1]" OR "Bolivian[*1]" OR "Brazilian[*1]" OR "Chilean[*1]" OR "Colombian[*1]" OR "Costa Rican[*1]" OR "Ecuador?an[*1]" OR "Salvador*an[*1]" OR "Guatemalan[*1]" OR "Honduran[*1]" OR "Mexican[*1]" OR "Nicaraguan[*1]" OR "Panamanian[*1]" OR "Paraguayan[*1]" OR "Peruvian[*1]" OR "Uruguayan[*1]" OR "Venezuelan[*1]" OR "South American[*1]" OR "Central American[*1]" OR "Latin American[*1]") OR SU.EXACT("Argentina" OR "Belize" OR "Bolivia" OR "Brazil" OR "Chile" OR "Colombia" OR "Costa Rica" OR "Ecuador" OR "El Salvador" OR "Guatemala" OR "Honduras" OR "Mexico" OR "Nicaragua" OR "Panama" OR "Paraguay" OR "Peru" OR "Uruguay" OR "Venezuela" OR "Mexicans")) 















Appendix 7. Example of the search strategy in the Social Services Abstracts database. Umbrella review of factors influencing the use of research by policy-makers

#1. Research: TI,AB(Evidence OR Knowledge OR Research OR Brief* OR Synthes?s OR "Systematic review*" OR "Meta analys?s")

#2. Transfer: TI,AB(Diffusion OR Dissemination OR Transfer OR Translation OR Uptake OR Utili?ation)

#3. (1 NEAR/2 2)

#4. Research transfer: SU.EXACT("Adoption of Innovations" OR "Diffusion" OR "Information Dissemination" OR "Knowledge Utilization" OR "Innovations")

#5. (3 OR 4)

#6. Policy making: SU.EXACT("Policy Making" OR "Decision Making" OR "Planners" OR "Public policy" OR "Government Policy") OR (TI,AB("Policy makers" OR Policymakers OR "Policy making" OR Policymaking OR "Public policies" OR "Public policy" OR "Decision takers" OR "Decision making" OR "Decision makers"))

#7. (5 AND 6)

#8. Systematic Review: SU.EXACT("Literature Reviews") OR (TI,AB("Systematic review" OR "Literature review" OR "Systematic literature review" OR "Umbrella review" OR "Narrative review" OR "Meta analysis" OR "Meta synthesis" OR Synthesis OR "Evidence synthesis" OR "Synthesis of evidence" OR Overview))





Appendix 8. Interview guide.


A) PROFESSIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND 
Job title in current institution
Job description
Time (years) in current position/institution
Time/role in other institutions
Qualifications

B) CONCEPTUALISATION OF RESEARCH AND EVIDENCE SYNTHESIS
What are your needs in general in relation to research? 

Do you use scientific research? What for? 

What types of evidence do you use?

How do you look for academic papers? Where?

Is the quality of research relevant? how do you assess it?

	-If he/she does not use research, explore opinions about research and 	why does he/she not use it

Does research have a place in your institution:
Is research needed in your institution?
Is evidence used? for what?
Do you talk about research with colleagues? 
Is people interested in research?
Are there any mechanisms allowing you to access to research?
Is research used for the design of programmes or policies in the 	institution?
Are there any institutional mechanisms promoting the use of research for the design of programmes?

How do you perceive the relation between researchers and policy-making? Is there such a relation? 





Are you familiar with the concept of evidence-based decision-making/evidence-informed policies?
	What ideas do you have in relation to this concept? Where did you hear 	about this?

Do you think that policies/programmes can be/are evidence-based in Mexico? 

Could all the new programmes or policies in Mexico be evidence-based? is it the same in all policy-areas?

Is there enough research for it?

What are the most important/ other barriers for evidence-based policy-making in Mexico?

Are you familiar with the concept of systematic reviews/evidence synthesis?
Yes: What does the participant understand about systematic reviews and evidence synthesis? Has he/she read or use systematic reviews?
No: Explain in brief what an evidence synthesis is and show examples

Explore if the evidence synthesis perceived as useful, complex, time-consuming, more valuable than primary studies? etc.

Are systematic reviews used in your institution? Could they be used? For what?

Who should produce them?

C) OPINIONS REGARDING PRESENTATION OF ACADEMIC RESEARCH/SCIENTIFIC PAPERS

-Explore positive and negative features of three different examples of academic papers

-Explore characteristics that academic documents should have in terms of length, style, contents, etc. to make them friendly and attractive for them

-Explore what the participant would like to find in a research document to make it useful for the process of decision making














































^1	  While retroduction and abduction do mean different inference processes, they are often taken as the same step (Danermark et a., 2002; Edwards et al., 2014). Here both concepts are taken similarly.
^2	  Differences exist between the approaches described by Thorne et al. (2004; 1997) and Sandelowski (2010; 2000) but the discussion of these goes beyond the aim of this thesis and therefore both are used here to describe the same descriptive approach to qualitative data.
